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ABSIRACI 
This study comprises, to the best of our knowledge, 
the first attempt to examine the modern poetry of Iraq, 
in both Arabic and Kurdish. The development of poetry in 
both languages has been to some extent parallel and to 
some extent quite different. In both,poets have revolted 
against classical forms, and the twentieth century has 
seen a progression from the Classical, through the 
Romantic period into Realism and Social Realism. The two 
principal figures in the two literatures in Iraq, Badr Shakir 
al-Sayyab in Arabic, and Goran in Kurdish, had, to a 
considerable degree, similar careers. Both were pioneers 
in their respective fields, although particularly in the 
case of al-Sayyab, there has been some dispute as to his 
real position. Both devoted a substantial part of their 
lives to communism, and both eventually grew disillusioned 
with this political philosophy. 
However, their experimentation with Free Verse (Shicr 
~) and their establishing it as the most important 
modern medium in the literatures of both languages were, 
without doubt, their most significant contributions, and 
it is on these aspects of their poetry that this study 
concentrates. 
The chapters of the thesis deal with: 
1. The historical roots of the Shicr ~urr movement in Iraq. 
2. The beginning of mode~n Kurdish Poetry in Iraq. 
3. Metre and rhyme in Kurdish poetry. 
- iv -
4. A comparison between al-Sayyab and Goran. 
5. The influence of European literature on Al-Syyab and Goran. 
6. Myth and symbol in the poetry of Al-Sayyab and Goran, 
7. Politics and Poetry. 
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CHAPTER ONE - THE HISTORICAL ROOTS OF THE SHICR ~URR MOVEMENT 
IN IRAQ 
In investigating Shicr Qurr, it is clearly of the 
greatest importance to discover precisely what is meant by 
the term. Unfortunately scholars and literary critics 
differ as to the precise definition of this kind of poetry, 
and they refer to it by different terms: al-Shicr aI-burr, 
used by Nazik al-Mala'ika, al-Shicr al-jadId, used by al-
Nuwayhi, in the title of his book QaQIyat al-Shicr al-jadId, 
al-Shicr al-badlth, used by many poets; al-Shicr al-talIq, 
- - - c 
used by Niqula Fayyad; al-Shi r al-mursal, used by other 
- - c c- c poets, among them al-Zahawi; Shi r al-taf ila, used by Izz 
aI-DIn AmIn. 
AmIn al-Ray~anI (1876-1940), who followed Walt Whitman, 
says in the second volume of his Raybanlyyat (1923) that the 
term Shicr burr is a literal translation of the Western terms 
'Vers libre' in French, and 'Free Verse' in English: 
"This type of new verse is called in French 
'Vers libre' and in English 'Free Verse', 
that is al-Shicr aI-burr or rather al-
Mutlaq. It is the latest stage at which 
poetic development has arrived among 
the Europeans, especailly among the 
English and Americans. Milton and 
Shakespeare liberated English poetry 
from the chains of rhyme while the American 
Walt Whitman liberated it from the 
chains of prosody such as conventional 
- 2 -
measures and the common metres. Nevertheless, 
this free verse has a new and special 
measure and the poem may come in various 
and different metres,,(1). 
Obviously, Shicr burr differs from metrical patterns 
of the Classical poetry which is mostly constructed on the 
system of two corresponding units (Shatr: usually translated 
hemistich) in each of which there are either two feet as in 
- -c --c hazaj and mUQari , three feet as in kamil and sari , or four 
feet as in mutaqarib and b ·t(2) aSl . Shicr burr, however, is 
constructed on a single unit that varies in length, and 
whose metre varies from one verse to another(3) . The link 
between the Classcial Arabic metres and Shicr burr is to 
be found in the feet that in both the foot (tafCIla) is 
the real basis of metre. Thus, Arabic, Shicr burr strictly 
adheres to the KhalIlian system of metres. Nazik al-Mala'ika 
states that the traditional Arabic poetic forms apply equally 
to Shicr Qurr: 
"The fact is that Shicr burr follows the 
Arabic metrical rules, adhering fully to 
them. Its novelty lies only in the fact 
that it combines full lines with half-lines 
or parts of lines. This is proved if we 
take any good Shicr burr poem and separate 
the half-lines from the parts of lines; 
we will end by having two poems in the 
Arabic style, without anything strange 
to them,,(4) 
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This does not affect the reality of Shicr burr as 
poetry or its status as an innovative linguistic art 
(fann lughawI badI c ); for there are to be found in it 
restrictions imposed by the metre employed, in that this is 
c-founded on the taf ila,as a prosodical base for a poem. 
Furthermore, deviation from KhalIl's system of prosody does 
not prevent a poem being categorized as "poetry". ( 5 ) There 
is perhaps a precedent for the use of a freer form of verse 
even as early as the end of the 8th Century. Some poems 
were composed at that time based on one single foot. 
According to Ibn RashIq the pioneer of this kind of poetry 
was Sa 1m al-Khasir (d. 802 A.D.) who used to compete with 
Marwan ibn AbI Hafsa in eulogising the Caliph and the 
. . 
Barmakids. He was also a good friend of IbrahIm al-Maw~ilI 
I 
- C - (6) 
and Abu al- Atahiya. An example of his poerry is this 
short urjuza in praise of the Caliph al-HadI: 
J 
" ~~ ~~, t.5}' ft'{ P\t.r.r 
, . ,. 
· .. f " ?\( ;v- { ",# ..J ~\ ( 
~'lI /I o f\ 
" . $ - ~, J....s-~j ~ ./'..J ~ ;.J.)\ cJ ~ .. 
('Z) ~I-, 0 ,J ,,- ~t; ~, ~/ ...,JII P 
-
This sequence, as it stands, is majzu' (ie. a foot is 
omitted from each verse). Two alternative arrangements 
are possible: we may read it as mashtur (ie. with three feet 
in each shatr, but still rhyming), thus: 
,. 
,/V \ ( 
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(j ,. • 
./.J~ 
pt.) 
.~;! \ 
-- .?- J 
o 
J"'>'J...,JI 
:,~ ~ 
II f ~ ./Y'c.J~ 
~\..,.; 
. ~ 
Or as masdus (i.e. with only one foot in each unit), thus: 
. " 
fl\ ( 
.//\ ~..".,\ 
~ / 
~I ( 
~ II 
.,.,-:' ( 
.;~ fJ 
" 
'" ~ ( 
C Umar Farrukh says that these lines can be arranged as 
Shicr b (8) 
___ ....::.._u_r_r : 
• 
• II ", • 
fi' {' ....... ~ », IYJ' 
.;.J. I ~.."J \ 
~'{' ~\f 
~\ J~ P ( ..,~ f~ 
;j.n J~ 
• • f\ • 
.P.J ~ /"J~ 
P 1:..) ~\ . .~ 
';~l , 
•• j- ~ 
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It is perhaps tempting to see in the Muwashshab 
an ancestor of Shicr burr. This verse-form is certainly 
considered to have exercised a considerable influence on 
a number of the MahjarI poets. Jayyusi, however, deals 
with the matter in a definitive way: 
"The influence of this form (muwashsha~at) 
on free verse is limited to the fact that 
the revival of the art of muwashsha~at in 
modern times was a link in the chain of 
experimentation with the form of the Arabic 
poem, for the muwashshahat provided an 
example of the possibility of having 
Shatrs of different lengths in the same 
poem. But the muwashshaO .... is not a 
free form of verse. In fact, it can 
well be said that it is even more re-
stricted than the two hemistich form in 
its rigidity and elaborate composition, 
and when comparing it, from a prosodical 
point of view, with modern verse, one 
must remember its fixed and often 
intricate pattern. Another point to 
stress here is the connection and dependence 
of the muwashsha~ on music. What at 
first sight would appear to the casual 
observer to have been a great revolution 
in poetic form was in fact nothing more 
- 6 -
than the diligent attempts by the muwashsha~ 
poet to apply Arabic words to certain 
tunes .... The muwashshaQ will be found 
basically different in several points. 
Firstly, a great many muwashsha~at deviate 
from the metres known to the Arabs, while 
free verse does not. Secondly, the 
classical type of muwashsha~ is directly 
dependent on music, whereas free verse 
is completely divorced from singing. 
Thirdly, it had to conform to a great 
number of conditions, whereas free verse 
enjoys a freedom unprecedented in the 
history of Arabic poetry. Fourthly,the 
muwashsha~, thanks to its dependence 
a fixed pattern and on music, was given 
to themes more suited to the spirit of 
merriment and leisure, and much frivolity 
dominates most muwashsha~at. Free verse 
on the other hand, represents a movement 
towards a greater seriousness in subject 
matter and has been linked, right from 
the beginning, with the modern experience 
of the Arab individual and nation, in 
its most crucial and tragic aspects,,(9) 
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There is, however, another early literary phenomenon 
that deserves serious consideration as a fore-runner of 
This is band, a form which emerged in Iraq 
in the 11th Century A.H. This is a type of poetry very 
close to Shicr hurr, although written in prose form; the 
dominant metres are hazaj and ramal, as being bubur 
mufrada or $afiya, that is, based on the repetition of the 
c-same taf ila throughout. It units are of various lengths, 
since the foot constitutes its basis rather than the 
hemishich (shatr). Many poets and literary critics have 
( 10) 
refused to regard it as a type of poetry at all . 
According to KhulusI, it lies between poetry and prose, 
although tending rather towards poetry(11). According to 
Jayyusi: 
"In the band the writer does not commit 
himself toa pre-defined number of feet 
(tafacIl) as in the traditional metres 
of the two hemistic form, or in other 
classical verse from such as al-muwashsha~, 
but gives himself the freedom to vary 
the number of these feet between each 
.t" (12) unl . 
Yusuf c Izz aI-DIn, referring to it in the magazine 
Yaqin of 16th April 1922, says: 
In its first volume this magazine published 
samples of Iraqi band. Ibn Durayd tried to 
eradicate it, but he failed. This magazine 
- 8 -
has established that it is of Iraqi origin. 
It has also mentiorled that al-Akhras, 
al-cAsh~r~, Muhammad SacId al-~illI and 
Ibn al-Khalfa were fond of employing it. 
It published in the volume referred to 
a sample of Ibn al-Khalfa: 
• J J 
4 ~, ~ (.IN' It'' 
( ~, & (.;01 l.) 
. ~ 
, C.,;J' ~L!' 0; J p 
.. 
, -Z~\ ~j), ~; 
,2' ~'Ji 
I ~.), 1..Y.)\ ~: 
I ~/' ~\ .Ji 
(1.3 ) .. ~ v\k.,.t\ .J y~, ~, ,.,t.:. ~ <J~\ ... 
(1962), discussed the question of whether the Iraqi 
of Shicr burr had imitated the style of band. Her 
verdict was that they had not: 
"When I first started composing Shicr burr 
in 1947, I knew only the name of band. 
I had never read band before 1953. No 
wonder, because band was never mentioned in 
literary books which we read or studied. 
None of the literary figures outside 
Iraq had heard of it, until the publication 
of this book (Qa9aya) in 1962 .... 
poets 
ultimate 
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I very much doubt whether Badr al-Sayyab, 
who graduated from the English department, 
would have heard of it by 1946, because 
T' 1 f, regardless of my thorough 
knowledge of Arabic tradition, heard 
about it only after 1953. Therefore, 
Shl" cr h .urr is in no way the son of band 
regardless of the overlapping between 
them ..... Moreover, band is a mere 
development of the metres of Arabic 
poetry. Though it added to these metres, 
it did not violate them.,,(14) 
Even in the same work, however, a certain ambivalence 
of attitude appears: 
"There is a great similarity between Shicr 
burr and band. In fac"t;band is shicr burr 
because: 
1. c-It depends on the taf ila rather than 
the hemistich. 2 . Their units are of 
various lengths. 3. They eave different 
" ( 1 5 ) 
rhymes which the poet can vary at wlll" . 
Thus she appears to argue that Shicr burr originated 
in the 11th century A.H. The principal difference between 
the two, it seems to me, is the basic dependence of Shier 
burr on one metre, while band employs a mixture of two. 
All the same, it is not unknown for practitioners of Shicr 
- 10 -
burr to employ more than one metre in the same poem. For 
- c 
example, Fu'ad Rafqa in his poem ~a~1~-~Q~a~9~I~d~a~~a~1_-~Q~a __ '_i __ a, 
which was published in Shicr (1958), used three metres, 
hazaj, 1 d . ( 16) d 1 S -b . h' rama an raJaz ,an a - ayya ,In lS poem 
Jaykur ummi, also used three metres, Khaflf, ramal and rajaz: 
~ ~~ C;}.J ( t!' 6U: 
~\;J\J ( ~ JU'J W .... ~.;, \;y 
~\.i.)\.J ~\.J\ ( ~ ( tv\;.J 
~ s 
V~\ C).rV J~\..J J~ .... ;J\ .....iJ\ .... ~I c.u: 
. - . 
. V ~ J)\ fi:. . .p./: ~~, ~~ t.) CJ':;',:I J i 
's\A-U\ Col\( , ~, ~ I ~ ~ 
\j~j,~, ;:...f ~ \.&.:. :.p ~I ~V J 
S J • ~ ~ ~y' 1).>1) \:' 
. s~\ ~.J 
~, ~ .J.,.,.}I <.!.U.." (..A~: I ~ i ~ 
( :l1) 
J I 
o?, ~\;tJ\ CY ~ \.:; s\.1\ ~i 
Muhammad Hasan al-ACrajI sees no connection between 
the two: 
"In spite of the suitability of band as a 
new musical form, in that it was based on 
a system involving individual feet rather 
than an extended metre, and it adopted 
the principle of Sajc in varying the lengths 
of the units, destroying the monorhyme, 
no-one continued to employ it or to develop 
it in the period of the NahQa (revival). 
It remained in the same state as it had 
appeared and did not have any influence on 
the music of Arabic poetry,,(18) 
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Jayyusi is non-commital: 
"The metrical freedom achieved in the 
bands i§ the same freedom enjoyed by 
the modern Free-verse poet ... the band 
is the first sustained through inad-
vertent experiment which liberated metre. 
Any modern poet claiming precedence in 
this attempt ignores their early exper-
iment. In fact, acknowledge of these 
bands would have saved the poet exper-
imentalists before the late 'forties 
much laborious effort. But it is 
extremely difficult to know how well 
bands were known by the more fortunate 
Iraqi poets who finally succeeded in 
establishing free verse,,(19). 
The question of the possible or probable influence of 
band, however, while interesting, must still remain speculative~ 
As we approach the twentieth century, we come to considerably 
fir mer g r 0 u n d . According to Anwar al-JundI, Mutran's plea~ 
in the magazine al-Majalla in 1900, for the liberation of 
poetry from the restrictions of the classical forms, 
influenced by contemporary European literary movements in 
g e n era I and t hat 0 f :f r en chi n par tic u I a r, can be reg a r d e d 
as the first of its kind for the renewal of Arabic poetry(20). 
It is generally accepted that it was Mutran whom the Dlwan 
and Apollo schools in Egypt were following: 
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"Mutran brought about a revolution in 
Arabic poetry and established a school 
of followers and admirers who continued 
his methods of treating new themes of 
epic, dramatic and romantic poetry under 
the influence of Western literature .... 
His app~oach has spread throughout most 
of the Arab countries up to the present 
day. In Egypt his followers included 
Ahmad ZakI Abu ShadI, Mukhtar al-WakII, 
Salih 
. . 
Jawdat, IbrahIm NajI, c -Ali Mahmud 
Hasan Kamil al-SayrafI and Muhammad 
. . . 
I M Ct~ I H" h ~ (21) a - u I a - lms arl .... 
Abu ShadI (1892-1955), himself one of the pioneers 
of modern Arabic poetry, had no doubt of the importance of 
the achievement of Mutran: 
"The development of ail.-Shicr al-mursal (blank 
verse), al-Shicr aI-burr, everything we 
have achieved through our liberation 
movement in composition, and the human-
istic and universal subjects which we now 
deal with, are but a natural development 
f th of M t - ,,(22) o e message u ran . 
However, both cAbbas Ma~mud al-CAqqad (1889-1964) 
and c Abd aI-Rahman ShukrI (1886-1958) who, with c Abd aI-Qadir 
al-MazinI (1880-1949), established the Dlwan School, denied 
Mutran's influence on their work. c -Aqqad claimed: 
- 13 -
" Mutran is a poet who belongs to the 
generation of A~mad ShawqI and ~afi~ 
IbrahIm. He had no influence on the 
Egyptian poets who came after him. These 
poets were well acquainted with ancient 
Arabic poets and were in strong contact 
with European literature9, particularly 
English liteBature. Thus they were able 
to learn their language from ancient 
Arabic poets and the new trends of poetry 
from the European poets. Mutran does 
not represent a link in either of these 
cases. Unlike Mutran, tbe new poets 
were readers of English ..... and in their 
criticism they did not look to French 
criticism or follow Musset, Lamartine 
and other French poets who were regarded 
as the masters of eloquence in the form-
t o f M t - ,,(23) a lve years a u ran . 
Traces of Mutran's influence of the DIwan school are, 
in fact, obvious in the first DIwan of c Abd al-Ra~man ShukrI, 
Qaw' al-fajir (1909), in which he wrote a poem entitled 
Kalimat al-cawatif, subtitled Qa~Ida min al-shicr al-mursal(24). 
He was, however, not the first ;~raD poet to at tempt Shi c r 
mursal : 
"Under the impact of the West, some Arab 
poets tried to introduce new poetic 
- 14 -
diction, metaphors, and themes, and to 
find new forms and music which suited 
them, in order to be able to avoid what 
they considered the enslaving style, and 
the sonorous and declamatory tone of 
classical Arab poetry .... Many critics 
tried to discover who had been the 
first Arab poet to use unrhymed verse 
in modern Arabic literature. In an 
article written by DurrInI Khashaba 
• in al-Risala,entitled al-Shicr al-mursal 
and our poets who experimented with 
it', the writer said that he could not 
decide whether the first poet in Egypt 
and the Arab world to start writing in 
c c-Shi r mursal had been Abd al-Ra~man 
ShukrI or MUQammad FarId Abu HadId ... 
c -AI- Aqqad tried to answer this difficult 
question and emphasized that the three 
poets TawfIq al-BakrI (1870-1932) in 
his poem Dhat al-qawafI, JamII ?idqI 
al-ZahawI in a poem in al-Mu'ayyad, and 
c --Abd al-Ra~man Shukri in his poems in 
aI-Jar Ida were the first to try their hand 
at it ... In my opinion the first 
experiment in blank verse in modern 
Arabic literature took place befote the 
- 15 -
opening of the twentieth century, when 
these experimetns were proceeding. This 
was by Rizq Allah ~assun (1825-1880) in 
his versified translation of the eighteenth 
chapter of the Book of Job in his Ashcar 
al- hicr in 1869 .... AI-ZahawI can be 
accepted as the first poet in the twentieth 
century who tried to introduce 'blank 
verse' into Arabic literature. Twice at 
least, al-ZahawI declared himself to be 
the first poet to write Shicr mursal. In 
1922 he said of rhyme in Arabic poetry ... 
"I am the first to reject it"; and in his 
introduction to his Bacd alf cam 'After a 
thousand years',in al-Hilal in 1927 J he 
s aid 0 f the poem,.....' i tis i n b 1 a n k 
verse, which I introduced into Arabic 
poetr~ freeing it from the chain of rhymes 1 • 
~owever in the second article he referred 
to a poem publsihed in al-Mu'ayyad before 
1908 as the first poem which he wrote in 
Shicr mursal. It seems that al-ZahawI is 
referring to his poem entitled al-Shicr al-
mursal which he included in his anthology 
- (25) 
al-Kalim al-manzum..... . 
Whatever may be the case with Arabic literature in 
general, it seems, at any rate, reasonably certain that 
- 16 -
al-ZahawI was the first Iraqi poet to attempt Shicr mursal. 
c - - - -Abbas Tawfiq argued that al-Zahawi not only revolted 
against the restrictions of the rhyme but also that he was 
dissatisfied with the monotony of the Khalllian system of 
metrics in general. He advocated that this system should 
. 
be developed, in the sense of creating new metres which 
should emerge and spring up from the vernacular and every-
day language. To al-ZahawI the classical metres were 
capable of conveying the feeling and emotions of classical 
poets adequately because they were the outcome of their own 
. (26) 
natlve and everyday language . However, Tawflq concluded 
that the classical metres did not suit the modern Arabic 
language nor the feelings and emotions of modern poets. 
In fact, he maintained that strict adherence to the classical 
(27) 
metres had a negative effect on modern poetry . al-
ZahawI produced an immature type of Shicr mursal, in which 
he adhered to the two-hemistich lines: 
AI-ZahawI was not aware of the possibility 
df the run-on line. The enjambement, 
one of the main techniques of English 
'blank verse', was still unfamiliar to 
him because in classical poetry tadmln 
is forbidden. His advocacy of blank 
verse reveals his conventional attitudes, 
and his misunderstanding of its nature ... 
he rejected the organic unity of the paem 
which other poets tried to introduce into 
. (28) Arablc poetry" . 
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The greater success of the Egyptian poets who followed 
- - - c al-Zahawi's attempt at Shi r mursal in this genr~ may 
be attributed to the influence of Western literature on 
them, which enabled them to reach a better understanding 
. (29) 
of its technlques . It should be pointed out that al-
ZahawI was influenced in his new approach by the new Turkish 
literary movement of the 1860's, which in turn was much 
affected by European, particularly French literature and 
culture (30). AI-Zaha-w17 t t . I t b 1 spen wo years ln s an u 
(1896-98), during which he met many distinguished Turkish 
poets such as c Abd al-~aqq ~amid (1851-1937), Tawflq Fikrat 
(1867-1917) and Mu~ammad Ra'uf (1~75-1931), who were deeply 
influenced by French vers libre(31). At the same time, 
he was influenced by Syrian and Lebanese poets who also 
(32) 
revolted against the classical forms of Arabic poetry . 
It is likely that he knew SUlayman al-Bustanl's translation 
of the Iliad, in which he had used a monorhyme at the 
beginning and had then employed various different forms of 
Western prosody, including blank verse(33). 
In addition to Shicr mursal, which clearly has a 
place in the ancestry of Shicr ~urr, we should also consider~ 
Shicr manthur, which is 
"Poetry organised to the cadence of speech 
and image patterns rather than according 
. (34) to a regular metrlcal scheme" 
- 18 -
Shicr manthur is without metre, and is usually 
rhymeless, but may employ rhyme sometimes as , (35) a decoratlon . 
Some literary critics consider that Shicr manthur differs 
from (36) c the prose poem ,because whilst Shi r manthur is 
written in lines, the prose poem is written like any ordinary 
prose writing, having no distinctive layout, but depending 
for its effect on variation of short and long sentences as 
units and on variation of rhythm from one sentence to another: 
"There is a marked difference in rhythm 
c -' between al-Shi r al-manthur and the 
prose poem, especially noticeable when 
the two are read aloud. The sentence 
is also varied according to the mood,,(37). 
Most authorities consider that the first attempts 
to write Shicr manthur in Arabic were those of the Lebartese 
poet Amln al-Ray~anI, whose name was one of the first to 
become well-known in the Mahjar group. His first experiment 
in this new type of verse was a short prose poem al-Uayat 
wa-l-mawt, which he published in al-Hilal, vol. 2~October 
1905. JurjI Zaidan, the editor wrote an interesting 
introduction to al-RayoanI's poem, which he referred to as 
b ' 'Sh'c th- (38) elng ln 1 r man ur . Many Arab critics have held the 
view that the influence of al-Ray~anI's attempt at Shicr 
manthur can be traced in many modern Arabic poets in a number 
of ways:" in the unity of theme; the division of the piece 
into shorter or longer stanzas; the use of short sentences, 
repetitive phrases andinvocations; and of images, and 
(39 ) 
metaphors taken from nature." . It was not unitl 1911 
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that this poetic experiment reached Iraq, where it was 
received with little initial enthusiasm, owing, no doubt, 
to Iraq's isolation from Western culture(40). Nevertheless, 
a number of Iraqi poets were subsequently influenced by 
This poem by Wilyam Dayyab Nicma, which was 
published in the newspaper ?ada Babil (1911) under the 
title Shicr manthur, expresses feelings that seem to Bave 
been fairly widely shared: 
.-
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Literary activity in Iraq did not remain stagnant 
for very long. The visit of al-Ray~anI in 1922 brought 
new life to it, and Iraqi poets began to experiment more 
generally with Shicr manthur and its techniques. According 
to Vusuf c Izz aI-DIn, al-Ray~anI's visit to Iraq can be 
~egarded as providing the greatest impetus of modern times 
(42) to Iraq's cultural development . Rufa'il ButtI (d.1956) 
.. 
was perhaps one of those who were most deeply influenced by 
In an article published in al-~urriyya, he 
said: 
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"The master Amln al-Ray~anI followed the 
method of the American poet Walt Whitman 
in the liberation of poetry from the chains 
of metre and rhyme. He originated the style 
of Shicr manthur in Arabic, and many poets 
imitated his method, particularly those 
in the Mahjar. In the time of Dr. Niqula 
Fayya~ .. ~ .. he started a new intellectual 
movement which created a new style in 
Arabic poetry,,(43) 
Yusuf c Izz aI-DIn gives several examples of Shicr 
mursal, Shicr manthur and Shicr burr published in Iraqi 
magazines and newspapers during the period between 1911 
and 1945. Among these he quotes two which were published 
in the magazine al-$aQIfa, vols. 3 and 4, 6-21, February 
-1925. One was entitled Ayyatufia I-fatat, by "Samir al-
Kawakib" ,who was probably Mu~ammad BasIm al-Dhayyab (44). 
The Second, entitled Ishtaka, by the same poet, was 
clearly a close imitation of NasIb c - , - -Aridas poem al-Nihaya: 
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The structure and method of al-Nlhaya were al~o 
imitated by other poets. Among them we may mention Anwar 
Sha'ul, whose poem, published in the newspaper al-'Iraq 
(1929), under the title Min ughniyatI laha, employs the 
( c -same metre ramal) as Ari9a's poem, there are 
some differences between the pattern of this poem and that 
of Arlda's: 
Anwar Sha'ul informed me (Moreh) that in the 
first couplet he was influenced both 
by Naslb cArlda's poem, and by his uncon-
ventional attitude in developing new 
forms,,(46) 
The following example illustrates this: 
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The newspaper al-Istlqlal in 1926 published a poem 
by Abu Salma which was described as Shicr mursal: 
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Again, during the period 6-18 May 1930 Istiglal 
published four poems, namely: Ila fat at al-sharg by Mad~at 
which he designated as shicr mursal, and three by Khi~r 
?ali~, JlhadI fI bIladI, which he designated as Shicr mursal, 
TafanI wa-l-mamat and ~ablbatI wa-l-bubb, which he designated 
(49) 
as na?m burr. Some poets did not pay much attention to 
these experiments, arguing that the Arab ear and taste were 
not used to unrhymed verse, and claiming that rhyme was an 
essential element(SO). 
The early experiments are merely the harbinger of the 
more sophisticated shicr burr which, coming into prominence 
in 1946-7, quickly came to dominate Arab poetry. The 
efforts of the Mahjar, Dlwan and Apollo schools were immature 
compared with those of the Iraqi practitioners of Shicr 
Qurr such as al-Mala'ika, al-Sayyab, al-BayyatI, al-~aydarI, 
c Abd al-Wa~id, al-~illI and Mardan. According to al-Mala'ika, 
those who wrote Shicr burr before 1947 did so accidentally, 
without being in a position to explain the importance of 
wBat they were doing CS1 ). Without doubt, she was the one 
who effectively established this genre. In an interview 
about its pioneers, she said, somewhat extravagantly: 
"When in 1947 I composed the poem al-KLillra, 
which was the first free poem in [~rabic 
poetry], my fat~er, the literary historian 
~adiq al-Mala'ika, made fun of it and 
ridiculed it, forecasting that no Arab 
reader would accept it. I defiantly 
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replied that this poem of mine would turn 
a new page in Arabic poetry, because I 
felt that I had discovered a splendid 
new poetic style of great significance ... 
At that time, I did not realise the ground 
work of this form had been laid by a 
group of poets, each of whom had composed 
one poem. For this reason I wrote my 
article entitled "~arakat al-~hicr aI-burr 
fI l-c Iraq ", pubished in the Lebanese 
magazine al-Adlb in 1954, in which I 
stated that Shicr burr was born in 
Iraq, from where it spread to the rest 
of the Arab countries .... This theory, 
perhaps, remained acceptable until it 
became clear to all of us that the Shicr 
burr form had roots that extended to 
earlier Arab poets. The experiments 
of those colleagues, however, did not 
attract any poet to employ it in his 
poems, or cause any excitement. No 
one praised the attempt and no one 
was infuriated by it. These attempts 
passed away like a rose swept away by 
a stream, leaving no trace. My free 
poems which appeared in my collection 
Sha?aya wa ramad, published in 1949, 
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attracted attention immediately and caused 
furious arguments in the newspapers. 
In fact, soon after its publication, young 
poets began to respond to my call and to 
publish their first free poems, many of 
them dedicating them to "Nazik al-Mala'ika". 
This establishes the fact that they heard 
of Shi c r burr from me, not fro m any of 
my predecessors. In addition, to this, 
even if I was anticipated in Shicr burr 
by the 'groundwork' that I have spoken of, 
I was, at any rate, the first to call 
officially for its use, in the introduction 
This was the call 
which caused excitement and attracted 
attention to Shicr burr,,(52). 
It was her poem, and one by al-Sayyab, published 
almost simultaneously, that astonished the critics and laid 
the corner-stone of Shi c r burr in Arabic. in QaQaya al-shicr al-
muca$ir, she claims al-Kulir~ as the first example of Shicr 
burr in Arabic peetry. She composed it on 27th October 
1947 and had it published by the Beirut magazine al-Uruba 
on 1st December 1947. It reached Baghdad on the same 
d ' (53) ay . The date of its composition is stated in several 
places, particularly her article ~arakat al-~hicr aI-burr, 
her book Qaoaya al-shicr al-muca$ir and the introduction 
to this by c Abd al-HadI Ma~buba. The circumstances of 
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its composition are mentioned in a footnote to the poem, 
which is repeated in the first chapter of QaQaya entitled 
Bidayat al-~hicr aI-burr wa ~urufuhu: 
"I composed that poem (al-Kullra) to express 
my deep concern for Egypt which was stricken 
by a cholera epidemic. I wrote it to 
depict the pounding of the horses' hdoves 
as they pull the carts full of the dead 
in the Egyptian countryside. In order to 
express myself emphatically and effectively 
I discovered shicr burr,,(54). 
AI-Mala'ika has tried to show that she was the original 
pioneer of Shi,c r burr in the Arab world and to deprive 
other poets of this title. While we may accept her influential 
role in the formation of this genre of verse, we should 
not, at the same time, ignore tee role of other poets who 
participated significantly in its development. There are 
some who deny that the poem is in Shicr burr at all: 
f.' ~ 
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In this extract we notice that al-Mala'ika employs 
a single foot (tafCIla) of Khabab (faclun). Thus, the 
first line contains two feet, the second four, the third 
six, the fourth, fifth sixth, seventh and eighth four, the 
"'nO 
tenth, eleventh four, the twelvth three!the thirteenth six 
She also feels free to change the rhyme according to the 
sen s e; so, in the s e co n d S tan z a 0 f the poe m; a, b b, c c, b, 
dd, b, eeee. 
In the very same month as in which al-Kullra was 
published, al-Sayyab published his first Dlwan Azhar dhabila 
(Withered flowers). A poem in this collection entitled 
Hal kana bubban (was it love?) was as al-Sayyab himself 
describes it in a footnote, a new attempt at verse which 
has varying rhymes and metres, as in most Western poetry 
particularly the English(56). The Dlwan was published in 
Egypt in 1947 and reached Iraq in December of that year. 
It seems that this poem was written two months before the 
~ate of pl!blication. When ·he later published his Dlwan 
Azhar wa asatlr (Beirut n.d.), he again included Hal kana 
bubban, which he dated 29 November 1946; this is compatible 
with the date suggested above. Here is the second stanza 
of the poem: 
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This irregular poem is composed in the ramal metre. 
It consists of four stanzas, like al-Mal~lika~,though in 
al-Sayy~b's poem the line-lengths and the rhyme scheme are 
different in each stanza, while al-Mal~lika uses the same 
pattern of both. The first line of the extract consists 
of four feet, the second of three, the third of three, the 
fourth of four, the fifth of three, the sixth of two and 
the seventh of four. The poem consists of four stanzas 
with variations in rhyme as follows: 
Stanza 1 : aaa, bb, aa 
Stanza 2 : bb, c , aa, ac 
Stanza 3 : b , cc, aaaa 
Stanza 4: aaa, d, b. 
N~jI c -Allush states, rather strongly, in his intro-
duction to al-Sayy~b's Dlw~n vol. 1: 
"A thorough study of the poem indicates that 
al-Sayy~b did his best to follow a varied 
pattern but failed to achieve this,,(38) 
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Thus he asserts that al-Kulira is closer to Shicr 
Qurr than Hal kana Qubban, but that the poems that al-Sayyab 
wrote from 1948 are more representative of this genre that 
- (59) those of al-Mala'ika . 
Rufa'il ButtI, however, commented in the introduction 
to al-Sayyab's Azhar dhabila: 
"Al-Sayyab is attempting a new form in his 
poem Hal kana Qubban 7. He is using various 
metres and changing rhyme, imitating 
European poetry. We hope that he carries 
on in this way,,(60). 
Al-Sayyab himself described this poem in the intro-
duct ion to his second Dlwan~Asatrr: 
"I observed through my readings in English 
poetry that there is a beat (9arba) which 
is equivalent to our c-foot (taf ila), 
and the hemistic (shatr) or the verse 
(bayt) which consists of similar kinds 
of beat in the rest of the verse, but 
it varies in number in some poems -
I found that it is possible to keep 
the harmony of music in the poem, in spite 
of the diversity of the music of verses, 
by using the metre which has integral 
feet on condition that the number of 
feet changes from verse to verse. My 
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first experiment of this kind was in the 
poem Hal kana bubban contained in my 
first collection Azhar dhabila. This 
type of music was received with approval 
by several young poets, among them the 
- - (61) 
outstanding poetess Nazik al-Mala'ika" 
- c -~ala~ Abd al-?ab~ur commented on the poem: 
"This poem was the starting point that 
paved the way for contemporary Arab poets. 
Badr's ambition is the reasons for his 
success as well as failure ... he has the 
right to claim the title of pioneer of 
the new literary movement without dispute,,(62) 
However, concerning the question as to who the pioneer 
of Shicr burr in modern Arabic was, al-S9yyab himself wrote 
c - -
an article entitled Ta ligan (two comments) published 
in al-Adab (1954) in which he mentions the attempt of cAlI 
A~mad Bakathlr (d.1969) to translate Shakespeare's Romeo 
and Juliet in verse. This was published in Cairo in 1946, 
ten years after he had translated it, according to what 
he says in his preface. He referred to his translation 
c .c (63) 
as a mixture of Shi r mursal and Shl r burr . In the 
same article, al-Sayyab discusses al-Mala'ika's article 
l;Iarakat al-shicr aI-burr f1 I -c 1raq , which he represents as 
misleading for the history of the development of Shicr burr: 
"Miss Nazik claims that the newspapers 
published no Shicr burr between the 
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time of the publication both of my DIwan 
Azhar dhabila and of her poem al-Kullra 
which is not shicr burr - and the publication 
of her DIwan Sha~aya wa ramad. This is 
not true. I myself published during that 
time no less than five poems in Shicr Qurr 
in the Baghdadi and NajafI newspapers. 
Also Buland al-~aydarI (b.1926) published 
one more poem in the magazine al-Adlb. It 
is a fact that no one can ignore that the 
contemporary Arab poets who have written 
in Shicr Qurr have not followed in the 
steps of Nazik or BakathIr, but in the 
. (64) 
steps of the present wrlter" . 
He suggests that al-Kulira is,in fact, a type of 
muwashsha~(65). Moreh agrees: 
"It is true that Nazik al-Mala'ika's first 
experiment in her al-Kullra was not free 
verse .... It seems to me that this is 
the type of strophic verse known in English 
as monostrophic ode ..... In fact this form 
is far from free". (66) 
Various literary critics have offered varying opinions 
concerning the identity of the pioneer of Shicr burr. 
According to I~san c -Abbas: 
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"The two ga$Idas that have been described 
as being the beginning of the new departure 
in poetry, that is Nazik's ga$Ida "al-kullra" 
and al-Sayyab's "Hal kana Qubban", cannot 
be taken as a strong indication of anything 
except a partial change in structure. The 
first is a musical trot for that dreadful 
cortege that death portrays, and an 
external description of the achieving of 
the arousal of fear - without the ability 
to do so - by means of the selection of 
scenes through which an attempt is made to 
portray the horror of calamity. The 
point of departure of the second is an 
attempt to define the concept of love, 
whether it is lamentation and similing, 
or the fluttering of the ribs at meeting .. 
were it not for a minute difference between 
the various units, this qaqlda would never 
be mentioned in the history of modern 
(67) poetry" . 
c - -Elsewhere, Abbas supports Nazik's claim: 
"Al-Sayyab composed one poem before 1948 
in which he claimed to have discovered 
a new form (of poetry). This qaqlda, 
however, diverges only in trifling 
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respects from the ancient form, and it 
did not greatly inspire anyone, while 
Nazik, in 1949, published a OIwan most 
of which followed this new form; in~it 
was an attempt to embark upon novelties 
and variation within this very form. It 
also had a precise critical intorduction ... 
AI-Sayyab's introduction to his OIwan 
Asatlr (1950), on the other hand, 
represents a childish confusion and 
superficiality of understanding of 
English poetry ... AI-Sayyab is deceiving 
himself when he claims to have been the 
one to have originated a style in 
which others have imitated him,,(68). 
On the other hand, Yusuf al-?a'igh says that al-Mala'ika 
preceded al-Sayyab in her claim to be using Shicr burr, 
which she was encouraged to do by European poetry(69). 
It does not greatly matter whether al-5ayyab or al-Mala'ika 
was the first poet to introduce shircr burr into Arabic 
literature. What does matter is that both of them developed 
a pattern of verse structure for shicr burr, without regular 
metre and usually without rhyme, and that their invention 
of a new model was greatly influenced, indirectly, by 
European culture through their reading of the Mahjar, OIwan 
and Apollo School, and directly, by their study of English 
literature. 
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However, the question which poses itself here is 
this: can we regard this poetical experiment in Iraq as 
the real beginning of Shicr burr for the whole of the 
Arab world? Argument on this subject is lively. 
According to Jalal al-Khayyat, Egyptian poets were pioneers 
in Shicr burr and Shicr mursal in the early twenties 70 ). 
Similarly, the Iraqi poet Ka?im Jawad believes that al-
Mala'ika was not the first Arab poet to write Shi c r burr, 
and that there were many poets who employed it before her, 
- c - - - - (71) 
such as Nasib Ariqa, Khalil Shaybub and al-Sayyab . 
Moreh has made a comprehensive investigation of the 
development of Shicr burr in the Arab world. He mentions 
several poets who used this type of versification in the 
period from 1924 to 1947, among whom are A~mad Zaki Abu 
Shadi (1892-1955), Khalil Shaybub (1892-1951), Abu Hadid 
(1893-1967), Niqula- Fayya~(1874-1958), Ma~mud ~asan Ismacil 
(b. 1910), Anwar Sha'ul (b. 1904), Bakathlr (1910-1969), 
al-Sayyab (1926-1964), al-Mala'ika (b.1923)(72). Salma 
Jayyusi, on the other hand, does consider that the movement 
of Shicr burr began formally in Iraq with the publication 
of the second Oiwan of al-Sayyab Asatir (1950), although 
she is not unaware of the various experiments earlier in 
(73) the century . 
AI-Zubaidi attributes the beginning of Shicr burr 
to A~mad Zaki Abu Shadi in his significant work al-Shafaq 
al-baki in 1926(74). 
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Similar forms were also used by Lewis cAwa~ (b. 1915) 
in some of the poems which were published in his collection 
"Plutoland and other poems from the poetry of the Elite U 
(Cairo, 1947): 
c 
"It is clear from the dates of Awa~'s poems 
that they were written several years before 
both al-Mala'ika and al-Sayyab wrote their 
two isolated poems which appeared in 1947 
and were considered as the earliest comp-
ositions of the free verse poets. 
Without exaggerating the importance of 
such precedence in time in discussing the 
emergence of a movement whose origins are 
too complex to be traced back to a given 
point in time and place, it is evident 
that, historically, cAwa~'s work lies at 
the root of the movement". (75) 
Nazik al-Mala'ika acknowledges that there are many 
poems in Shicr burr which had been published by 1935; 
she does not reproduce any of these poems, but she gives 
c - --the names of some of the poets such as Ali A~mad Sakathi~ 
- - - - -c- c -M u ~ am mad Far idA b u ~ a did, M a ~ mud '~-asan Ism ail, A r a ran d 
Lewis c Awad (76). She also found a poem written in Shicr 
burr by SadI c ~aqqI which was published before her and 
al-Sayyab's first experiments. She quotes an extract 
fr 0 m t his poe min her Q a Q a y a : 
Yusuf 
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c -Izz aI-Din refers to another poem, entitled 
Bacda mawtI, which was published in the supplement to the 
c 
newspaper al- Iraq, no. 350, 2nd July 1921, which the poet 
designated al-Na?m al-tallq. The author (B.N.) of this 
poem seems to have been afraid that people would not like 
his poem and so refrained from putting his name on it. As 
quoted by Yusuf c 1zz aI-DIn, it runs as follows: 
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AI-Mala'ika accepts this poem as a forerunner of 
Shicr b (79) 
______ ~.~u __ r_r . It probably had, however, no real influence 
. (80) 
other poets of the tIme . on 
According to al-Mala'ika, at all events, none of 
tbe poems that were published before 1947 satisfy the 
conditions for being accepted as shicr Ourr. She lists 
these: 
1. The poet should have devised a new form and rhyme 
scheme that would have an impression on the public. 
2. He should have prefaced his work with an explanation 
its prosodic basis that would encourage other poets 
to imitate him. 
3. His work should have been received with strong 
enthusiasm by the literary public, who should have 
been stimulated to express their positive or negative 
attitudes to it. 
4. Other poets should have immediately accepted his new 
form and begun to imitate him, not only in his own 
. ( 81 ) homeland, but In the whole of the Arab world . 
This is a quite extraordinary statement. Many of 
the experiments that preceded al-Mala'ika and al-Sayyab 
exhibit a substantial understanding of this form. The 
influence exerted by a work is hardly a criterion for its 
eligibility to be considered as belonging to a particular 
genre. 
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Haddara beleives that psychological and social 
reasons were the main factors in the popularity of ~hicr 
burr. He claims that the Arabs, having shaken off the 
foreign dominqtion that they had suffered for centuries and 
having obtained some degree of freedom, saw a less rigid 
style of poetry as an appropriate medium for the expression 
of the feelings that this new situation evoked(82). 
Most of the Iraqi poets of the Shicr burr movement 
proper were young, in a phase of life characterised by the 
building up of hopes and desires. The leftist parties 
provided them with a framework into which they could set 
the problems of Iraq and the Arabs in general. Social 
realism was making a considerable appeal(83). A freer 
verse form may make it easier for the poet to move from 
the romabtic world to the realistic world(84). Above all, 
though, it is in these young poet's growing awareness of 
modern European poetry, particularly English and American, 
that we should look for the principal impetus for the taking 
off of this movement at this particular time. 
"Human values needed to be released and 
expressed in modern terms and a stronger 
relationship with the inner experience 
of the nation, the whole Arab nation, 
had to be established. It so happened 
tha~ these foreign fields were mostly 
the English-speaking countries, and so 
it was poets like T. S. Eliot rather than 
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St. John Perse who were henceforward to 
have the greatest influence in Iraq 
after 1948 where some of the most 
progressive talents in the Arab world 
h o t °t ,,(85) were now reac lng rna url y . 
" But al though h~ilhas been perhaps the greatest single influence 
on poetry, he was by no means the only one, whether in 
England or elsewhere, from whom the younger poets learnt a 
method or derived an inspiration.,,(86) The numerous 
influences that are evident in much of al-Sayyab's work are 
discussed elsewhere. Similar influences are apparent in 
al-Mala'ika from the time of the publication of her first 
- - c-Diwan, Ashiqat al-layl (1947). She comments in the intro-
duct ion to her collected poems, vol. 1 (1971): 
"At that time, I used to read English poetry 
a lot. I was impressed by its long poems 
and I wished for us to save something 
° 01 ,,(87) Slml ar. 
c Abd al-Wahhab al-BayyatI had a simil~r experience: 
"I will never forget how I was impressed 
by the writing and poetry of Auden, to 
which we had access before that of Eliot,,(88). 
The Iraqi press also played an important part in 
launching the movement. c-Papers, such as al-Ra'y al- amm, 
al-Siyasa, ~awt al-ahalI , al-~ikma, aI-AmanT, Venus, 
al-WamIQ, al-Kalam, al-Inqilab, and magazines, such as 
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c - (8~) f h" h h d Atarid and al-Majalla ,the number 0 w IC a 
steadily increased, botb raised the level of their reader's 
awareness of foreign literary trends and provided an outlet 
for their native writers. After the Second World War, a 
number of foreign magazines became available in Iraq, such 
as the Egyptian monthly scientific and literary magazine 
al-Hilal, and the weekly literary magazine al-Risala, the 
Lebanese al-Adlb and the Syrian al_IarIg(90). 
In the fifties there was even an Iraqi opposition 
press. Papers such as $ada al-ahalI, al-Istiglal, 
al-Jabha, al-Watan~ and al-Bilad had a considerable 
intellectual and ideological impact. These too provided 
an outlet for aspiring poets. Furthermore, from the 
fifties onwards, many Iraqi scholars who had been to the 
West in the thirties and forties to study began to return 
home and to play an influential role in the cultural and 
literary life ef Iraq. (91) Among these were: c Abd al-
Fatta~ IbrahIm, SalIm Taha, Qasim, ~asan, IbrahIm Kubba, 
cAlI Jawad Tahir, Shakir Kha~bak, Safar KhulusI and Khalid 
al-Jadir. 
All these factors, not all of which al-Mala'ika 
mentions in QaQaya al-Shicr al-muca9ir, worked together 
to produce the appearance of this literary phenomenon 
in Iraq. 
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CHAPTER TWO - THE BEGINNING OF MODERN KURDISH POETRY IN IRAQ 
This chapter is intended to give some account of the 
conditions in which Kurdish poets have produced their works. 
However, even the most summary account of this topic is a 
matter of great difficulty. 
lack of information. 
This is mainly because of sheer 
Considerable obscurity shrouds the earliest period of 
Kurdish literature. In spite of claims that remnants remain 
of poetry from as early as the 4th Century B.C., Thomas Bois's 
summary of the situation may be taken, for our present 
purposes, as adequate: 
"The origins of Kurdish literature are obscure 
and uncertain. Indeed, historians csnnot 
always agree on the dates of some poets. In 
general, Kurdish authors tend to date works 
far back into the past, a chronology which 
cannot always be proved. It is the same 
regarding the authorship of some poems. For 
example, according to Mr. Socin, the epic of 
Dimdim is by Mela Ahmed of Bat~ (1417-1495), 
which is impossible, since the events to 
which it refers took place as late as 1608. 
Similarly Fekiy~ Teyran cannot have lived 
between 1307 and 1375, since he is the authDr 
of an elegy on the death of his master Melay~ 
Cizrl who died in 1481. Again it is very 
difficult to agree that Ell Jermuk~the Kurdish 
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Ronsard, is of the Xlth century. This is 
something which is unknown to many historians, 
and those who do refer to it only repeat one 
another. Only a serious study of tbe poet's 
vocabulary and style can clinch the question. 
But the original texts were lost at the time 
of the bombings of Berlin. And then some 
Kurdish editors have no hesitation in bringing 
up to date the texts of ancient authors in 
order to make them more comprehensible to modern 
readers, and by this very achievement preclude 
any critical study. Although the four 
Mystical Quatrains of Baba Tahir of Hamadan 
are in a mixed and archaic language, the Kurds 
consider them as belonging to their literature, 
something in the way that the Chansons de 
Gestes form part of French Literature. But a 
real course of training is essential if they 
are to be a read to advantage. Weat is 
certain is that some Gorani poets, like Sheik 
Ahmed Tekhti (towards 1640), and Sheik Mustafa 
Besarani (1641-1702) and others besides were 
of his school. 
Whatever else may be in doubt, the classical 
age of Kurdish literature begins in the XVth 
Century with a whole galaxy of excellent 
poets. At their head and clearly outclassing 
them, cornea Sheik Ahmed Nishani better known 
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by the name of the Mullah of Jezireh '(1407-1481), 
whose mystical Diwan, very difficult to be 
understood by the uninitiated, treats of 
themes from Persian Sufism. Following him 
and of his schook, there are Mela Ahmed of 
Bat~ already mentioned, famous for his Mewlud, 
often republished,Eli Heriri (1426-1495) and 
Mir Mauhamed of Muks or Fekiy~ Teyran, known 
for his "History of the Sheik of Sinna" and 
his "History of the Black Charger". After an 
eclipse of more than a century, a new star 
shone forth in the firmament of Kurdish 
literature: Ahmed Khani (1650-1706), originally 
of Hakkari. He is the author of what might 
well be called the Kurdish national epic, 
Memozin, in which he deals with the theme of 
Meme Alan adapting it to conform with the 
classic literary rules and with the spirit 
of Islam. His disciple, Ismail of Beyazid 
,(1654-1709), as well as numerous ghazel 
compiled a Kurdish-Arabic-Persian lexicon in 
verse, entitled "The Rose Garden", GuIzar. 
Siyapush is the pseudonym of another poet, 
his contemporary. The XVIIth century is not 
particularly brilliant, but one can, however, 
mention the Hakkari Sherif Khan ef Julamerg 
(1688-1748), Murad of Beyazid, (1736-1778), 
and the Mullah of Erivas, who in 1790 wrote 
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a medical treatise, perhaps unique of its 
kind in the Kurdish tongue. At the same 
period there was a blossoming of religious 
verse in the Gorani language with Khanane 
Qubadi (1700-1750) and his Sdewatname, and 
the lyric poet Mahzuni (1783)(1) 
What concerns us here is the process of modernisation 
that Kurdish poetry has undergone in recent years, and a 
number of questions connected with this, namely, the date 
of the beginning of modern Kurdish poetry, the identity 
of the real pioneer in this field and the nature of this 
modernisation: . did it comprehend both form and content, as 
with modern Arabic poetry? Thus, it is necessary to 
review briefly the progress of Kurdish poetry from its 
classical period, which lasts until c. 1920, through its 
Romantic period from c. 1920 to the Second World War, to 
its so-called Realist/Social-Realist period, from the 
Second World War to the 1960s. 
- The First Period: 
It would be a fruitless effort to talk about modern 
Kurdish poetry without special reference to the outstanding 
classical Kurdish poets such as NaIl (1797-1855), Salim 
(c Abd al-Ra~man ~a~ibqiran, 1800-1866), Kurdl (1809-1849), 
Mawlawl (1806-1882), Ma~wl (1830-1904), and ~acl Qadirl Kayl 
(1815-1892), without whom such poets as plramerd (~acI 
Tawflq, 1867-1950), Shaykh Nurl Shaykh ~ali~ (1896-1958), 
cAbdullah Garan (1904-1962), Ahmad Mukhtar Caff (1897-1935), 
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Fa'iq Bekas (1905-1948), Rashid Najlb, Zewar (1908-1952), 
Dildar (1918-1948), would never have appeared. 
Not only does each nation have its own distinguished 
literature, but within each nation each period differs from 
the one which precedes it and the one which follows it. 
A look at the form and content of contemporary Kurdish poetry 
or novels, for instance, shows that there is a quite clear-
cut distinction between them and these of the previous 
periods. As already indicated, Classical Kurdish poetry 
developed prim~rily under the impact of Arabic, and later 
of Persian literature. In fact it may be said that the 
traces of this influence in Kurdish go as far back as the 
9th Century A.D., when the poet Babarox HamadanI (d.841 A.D.) 
wrote the first piece of poetry known to have been written 
in the Kurdish language(2). The syllabic verse-forms, 
which are thought to be of considerable antiquity, remained 
in use after the Arab conquest of Kurdistan for many years, 
though only very exceptionally in classical poetry (e.g. 
Mulla Pareshan, Faqe Tayran). Gradually, these forms were 
abandoned under the influence of Arabic poetry, and Arabic 
prosody was adopted in their place. Only comparatively 
few Arabic metres, however, seem to have been commonly used, 
Sarlc,Khaflf, Hazaj, Ramal and MuQari c . Rhyme in classical 
Kurdish poetry also follows Arabic and Persian models, with 
the typical Arabic monorhyme, or more commonly the Persian 
MathnawI, which is more convenient, and less monotonous, 
for longer poems. We also find KhumasI, TarjI C band and 
Mustazad. In addition, the RubacI is of frequent occurrence, 
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with varying rhyme - schemes: aaab, abab, aaba, aaaa. All 
the forms, themes, techniques and conventions of classical 
Arabic and Persian poetry were known to Classical Kurdish 
poetry. The content, as well as the form, was virtually 
identical. 
Within this static literary tradition, it may be said 
that a burgeoning took place in the nineteenth century. 
The names of NaIl, Mawlawi, Salim, Ma~wi, Kurdl and KoyI 
stand out as supreme practitioners in what, by this period 
had become a highly polished and melodious medium. The 
themes remain much the same as they have always been: 
encomium, religious themes and ghazal, which is also used to 
express metaphorically the passionate devotion of the mystic. 
Thomas Bois may again be cited here: 
"With the XIXth century and up until the 
First World War there are poets in plenty. 
Two trends can be discerned. First, the 
religious and mystical current which continues 
this tradition in the writings of many 
sheiks and mullahs desirous of conveying 
their mystical teaching through the verses 
of their Diwan, not without a great deal 
of repetition and imitation. The influence 
of the classical Persian poets is manifest. 
Such are Mewlana Khalid (1777-1821) who 
introduces the Order of Nakshbendi to 
Kurdistan, Sheik MarGf Nuri (1755-1837) 
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with his twenty volumes of religous works, 
Mullah Khalil of Seert (towards 1830), Mullah 
Yehya MizOri, the counsellor Mir Kor of 
Rowanduz (1826-1889), Nuredln Bifirki (died 
in 1846) and Evdereham Akhtepi (1884), who 
imitated Khani and wrote in praise of the 
prophet and Kurdistan. There is too a whole 
group of Sheiks of Sulaymaniyah: Salem (1845-
1909) who bewails the misery of life in the 
wor ld here below, the Nakshbendi Mahwi (1830-
1904), an exponent of Sufi theories, in which 
is imitated Herik or Mullah Salih (1851-1904). 
In Iran the poets were very prolific, Seyi 
Vako (1808-1881), for example, with his 20,000 
verses; a polyglot like Fatah JibarO (1806-
1876) who wrote in four languages: Kurdish, 
Arabic, Turkish and Persian; innovators like 
Mullah Rehin Tewagozi, called Mewlewi (1806-
1882), who introduced new ideas and the first 
to compose stanzas of alternative rhymes .•.. 
A second trend becomes apparent in the XIXth 
century. Lyricism blossoms forth and patriotism 
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makes its appearance for good and all. We 
may mention briefly Shah Pirto of Hakkari 
(1810); Muhamed Agha Jaff at the same period, 
known for his "Elegy of Love and Friendship" 
Kurdi (Mustafa Sahibkiran 1809-1849); Salim 
(Abdirahman Sahibkiran (1800-1866; Mifti 
Zehawi (1792-1890), who was a master in many 
kinds; Wafa'i (Mirza Rahim 1836-1892); the 
subtle Edeb (Evdelah Beg Mishbah 1859-1912) 
are both renowned for their lyrical, mystical 
and patriotic verses. Nali (Mela Khizer) 
of Shahrizor (1797-1855) extolled his father-
land of Kurdistan, and the agnostic Haji 
Kadir Koyi (1815-1892) is full of the 
reactions, inspired in him by the progress 
of science, against the intellectual torpor 
of the mullahs and sheiks and the lack of 
adaptability of the latter to modern life,,(3) 
These classical poets nevertheless reveal certain romantic 
traits in their poetry, particularly MawlawI, who may be 
regarded as the first Kurdish poet to give a realistic and 
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lively picture of the beautiful and constantly changing 
natural scenery of Kurdistan. These earlier romantics, 
however, did not revolt against the Classical forms of 
Arabic poetry. There is a case for maintaining that the 
seeds of Romanticism were sown in Kurdish literature 
independently of European. 
- The Second Period: 
After the First World War, the spirit of the self-
determination of peoples, as proclaimed by the British 
Government, prevailed in the minds of Kurdish intellectuals. 
On the 14th of September, 1922, Shaykh Ma~m~d al-HafId 
initiated the independence movement with the publication of 
the proclamation of independence, with the help of the 
British. In November of the same year he proclaimed him-
self King of Kurdistan(4). Soon, two newspapers BangI 
Kurdistan (Call of Kurdistan) and RajI Kurdistan (Sun of 
Kurdistan) began to publish works with literary pretensions. 
They still emphasised encomium, love and nature as the 
standard subjects of poetry; at the same time, however, they 
did introduce a certain note of realism. It was only 
natural that Kurdish poetry should follow the political 
current, and the younger Kurdish poets found that they had 
things to say that could not be expressed within the 
faamework of Classical poetry. However, Classical forms 
were not immediately jettisoned; at first,the new features 
that distinguish this period were grafted on to them. Much 
of this poetry is nationalistic in theme; both this type 
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of theme and the manner of expressing it were inspired 
largely by foreign example. It is now that a Kurdish 
natioBal consciousness, as opposed to a merely local 
and tribal consciousness, really appears for the first time. 
It is clear, too, that it was largely foreign influence 
that produced a new conception of nature in many of the 
poets of this period - nature either from a purely aesthetic 
point of view, or as serving as an object-lesson for 
humanity. This influence was, by and large, Romanticism, 
discovered, at this time, only at second hand, in its 
Turkish guise. In Turkey it had found many exponents, 
such as those associated with the journal Servet-i Funun 
(The treasurer of the Arts), founded in 1891, including 
c Abd al-~aqq ~amid (1852-1937), Tawflq Fikrat (1867-1915), 
Mu~ammad Ra'uf (1975-1931), and A~mad Hikmat(5). 
Though there were many Kurdish poets who were 
influenced by, and contributed to, this Romatnic movement, 
what concerns us here is those who may be regarded as 
having been fully committed to it, and who succeeded in 
constructing a native Kurdish Romantic poetry. These 
were Goran, Shaykh NurI Shaykh ~ali~, plramerd, Dilzar, 
Dildar, Bekas, Baxtiyar Zewar, and later A~mad HardI, 
Kamaran, and M.~. BarzancI, all of whom developed their 
Romanticism in both form and content and used images from 
nature in a metaphorical fashion. As has been mentio~ed, 
most of these poets at first filled their poetry with 
patriotic sentiments and expressions of indignation at 
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the injustices perpetrated by the regime. Like other 
poets, these Kurdish poets set out deliberately to break 
with the past, its forms, rigid metres, rhymes and scansion. 
They advocated the revival of the traditional national 
metres , HIja; this, however, as we have already mentioned, 
did~ot occur immediately, and there was no abrupt break with 
Classicism. The metres and vocabulary of Classical poetry 
continued for some time to exist side by side with the revived 
HIja and the more colloquial diction that was being intro-
duced. Goran comments: 
"In composing our poems we used the metres 
sarI c , khafIf, hazaj, and we used iawabif 
and c ilal . We changed the unity of the rhyme, 
and we believed in the organic unity of the 
poem rather than the unity of each single 
verse.,,(6) 
The actual birth of this new movement in Kurdish poetry 
may be considered to have occurred when Shayk NurI Shaykh 
Salih published his first article on traditional metres in 
. . 
the newspaper Jiyan in 1926. Next came Goran, who experimented 
with the new forms in his poems published in the 1930's and 
afterwards. These were the two principal pioneers of the 
new literay movement, which had two ~alient fharacteristics; 
a more colloquial style, divorced from the classical 
Arabic-Persian style, and a content that was influenced by 
ideas imported from abroad. Their break with classicism 
was occasioned largely by their coming in contact with 
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what was then known as the new movement in Turkish literature, 
particularly represented by the Odaba-i Fecri Ati school. 
This is confirmed by Goran: 
"Bahasht u yadgar (Paradise and Remembrance) is 
a collection of poetry from my Dlwan entirely 
concerned with the subjects of beauty and 
love. Some of them were composed about 
twenty-five, or perhaps more, years ago .... 
Many of the old poems [YadgarI Kon - old memories] 
were written in [Arabic] prosody, and in an 
old form of Kurdish, in which there is an 
admixture of foreign languages [Arabic, 
Persian, Turkish]. They are either in a 
classical style, like that of NaIl and Salim 
or in a style like that of M. NurI [ Shaykh 
NurI Shaykh ~ali~] and his friends, which 
they took over from recent Ottoman Turkish 
writers, during the period 1920-1930, when 
they were reviving Kurdish poetry in the 
district of Sulaimaniyah". (7) 
Writers and poets particularly Shaykh NurI, 
RashId Najlb, and myself were influenced 
by Turkish literature and wrote in the same 
style as one another. It was only Shaykh 
NurI who published his poems; I did not. 
Meanwhile, there appeared a new Turkish 
school of poetry called Udaba FajrI AtI 
(Fecri Ati) whose pioneers were Tawflq Fikrat 
and Jalal Sahir. Another Turkish writer 
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also appeared, c Abd al-~aqq ~amidj he did not 
belong to the same group, but we were still 
influenced by him as well. Thus we all 
based ourselves on a common source. 
However, we may regard Shaykh Nuri as the 
real founder of this school because: 1 - he 
published a great deal. 2 - the publication 
of his works undoubtedly greatly influenced 
Kurdish literature."(S) 
From this we may conclude: 
1- Modern Turkish literature was the main source for the 
modernisation of Kurdish literature. 
2- The real founder of the new school was Shaykh Nuri 
Shaykh Salih, who is generally regarded by Kurdish critics 
. . 
as the leading poet of the twenties, and by his admirers 
as unrivalled. Though it would be churlish to deny that 
Shaykh Nuri was the founder of this school, it is clear 
from his published poems that he did not continue in this 
style. He and his fellows, Rashid Najib, Rafiq ~ilmi Bag 
and c Abd aI-Rahman Bag Nifus gradually reverted to composing 
poetry in the classical manner, and so their new literary 
experiment quickly faded away. It was Goran who continued 
and developed the new style. This can be seen in the 
poems that he wrote between 1925 and 1937, while he was 
teaching outside Sulaimaniyah. In these he liberates 
Kurdish poetry from its total dependence on Arabic and 
Persian poetry and gives it an identity of its own, in 
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both form, i.e. metre and rhyme and vocabulary, by sub-
stituting Kurdish elements for Arabic and Persian: 
"I made constant efforts in this direction .. 
( 9 ) I took the HIja metres and used them." 
From the beginning of the present century, Western 
literature, and particularly English romantic poetry, 
gradually came to be known in the Middle East. The most 
notable proponent of the English Romantics was undoubtedly 
Goran. He did not, like many of his contemporaries, primarily 
aim to imitate Turkish poetry. In his early poems, 
particularly those whose subjects are love and natural 
beauty, there is a sense of the permanent brooding presence 
of nature, awaiting its interpreter. This emerges very 
clearly in his first Dlwan Bahasht u yadgar (Paradise and 
Remembrance). It was perhaps because of this aspect of 
his work then Plram~rd in 1935 called him: the hope of our 
( 10) literary future . We should not, in fact, lose sight of 
the contributions in this field of Plram~rd himself, who 
has been ungratefully ignored by Kurdish writers and critics. 
A glance at his Dlwan makes it clear that he had a romantic 
tendency from the very beginning of his poetic career. One 
may well feel that romantic traits dominate his philosophical, 
political and gnomic poems. At the same time, he tried to 
l~berate Kurdish poetry from the domination of classical 
forms. c -Izz aI-Din Mustafa Rasul considers: 
"The basis of his creativity was romantic 
imagination; romanticism is evident even in 
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his early poetic works and he succeeded in 
freeing himself from the chains of classical 
form. Plramerd even tackled classical 
subjects in a romantic spirit. He expressed 
his own ideas in a romaotic way, freeing 
himself from the slavery of classical pro-
sody and form, employing, at the same 
time, his own distinguished style which 
he derived from the metres of folk poetry 
"H .. -" ,,(11) lJ a . 
Plramerd was older than the other Kurdish poets just 
mentione d. He completed his advanced military and legal 
studies in Istanbul, under the Ottoman Empire, and he held 
a number of official appointments, the last of which was 
that of Governor of the district of Amasya in Turkey. After 
the First World War, he returned to Iraq, where he spent 
the remainder of his life working in journalism and liter-
ature. He was the founder and editor-in-chief of the 
newspaper Jln (life), which was published continuously for 
thirty nine years until it was closed down on 8th of April, 
1963(12) • He had a good command of Turkish, Persian;and 
Arabic, and he kept in touch with Turkish poets while he 
was in Istanbul. It seems qUite probable that he thus 
received an early exposure to European Romanticism, through 
the medium of Turkish translations, a number of which were 
already in circulation. 
The third period: 
This period is called the Realist or Social-Realist 
period by many Kurdish critics. It dates from the outbreak 
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of the Second World War; at which time, dissatisfaction 
with the idealistic stance of Romanticism was leading many 
writers to adopt R~alism. The seeds of Realism had 
gradually sprouted in Europe until it become perhaps the 
dominant feature of nineteenth century literature(13). 
Realist novelists and playwrights regarded the social an~ 
political circumstances in which they found themselves as 
the main sources from which to draw their material. Most 
of their characters, therefore, were either from the petty 
bourgeois or working class. According to Mu~ammad GhunaymI 
Hilal, although Socialist Realism differs philosophically 
from Capitalist Realism, it overlaps with it in many respects. 
He believes that while Capitalist Realism limits itself to 
a description of problems as it perceives them, regardless 
of how horrifying they may be, Socialist Realism advocates 
that writers should suggest remedies for solving them. (14) 
Kurdish literature now began seriously to concern 
itself with the struggle of the people and their hopes, and 
also began ~o reflect the conflict between the various 
literary movements that existed in Europe. Romanticism 
ebbed away, giving place to Realism. The poets of this 
period were inspired by social and political principles. 
They all adopted one ideology, namely the unity of the 
struggle of the deprived masses against the great repressive 
powers of the world, although they were divided into two 
distinct groups, the Nationalistic and the Communists. At 
the end of the war, however, the Socialists and Communists 
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confronted the democratic Nationalists,and much bitter 
opposition was provoked. Goran's imprisonment in 1951 was 
perhaps the most obvious example of Nationalist reaction. 
At all events, Kurdish poets in general were turning away 
from the Romantic preoccupation with their own sensibilities 
towards a more objective apprehension of the outside world. 
The political poetry of c Abd al-Wa~id NurI (1904-1944) 
was a healthy beginning for Kurdish Social Realist 
literature. Dilzar, HardI, DIlan, cA .. ~.B., QadrI Can, 
Macruf BarzancI and Goran, all regarded him as an example. (15) 
The young poets tended to concentrate on particular 
social problems. For instance, Baxtiyar Zewar (1908-1952) 
devoted a number of his poems to the Kurdish farmers, who 
revolted many times against the feudalist regime, in an 
attempt to liberate themselves and their land: 
(16) 
I will not plough the soil of the land for either Emir or Bey; 
I will not leave my land, even though they kill me. 
I sow seeds; my furrow is gold. 
If the tyrant leavffime alone, I will smile with gratification. 
I will not give my wheat and barley for them to put in their stores, 
For the rich to use in time of famine. 
And again: 
o bright star ! 
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A guide for the traveller, 
o friend of my nights ! 
I am silent, and sleepless at night. 
Hear my cry ! 
Understand my pain 
This earth that you see 
is full of shouting and selfishness. 
Only the poor and unfortunate 
are helpless and unaided, 
While the rich 
are pitiless and ignorant. 
Similarly, AQmad HardT (born 1922), who advocated that 
land should be possessed by the farmers, made common 
cause with all who fought feudalism in the world. According 
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to him, freedom would only be actualized if farmers 
owned their lands and liberated themselves from the 
dominance of feudalism. HardI regarded Imperialism, 
reaction, and feudalism as the main enemies of freedom. 
Hence, real freedom could only be achieved by eradicating 
these three enemies, through patriotic resolution. His 
AzadI XuwaI KurdIn 'ema (we are the freedom of the spirit 
of the Kurds) provides as good example of his attitude: 
yl '" ~ .: ~ d..)"': ) JI~ (j~.r' 
d'~'; V"~~ ? 
J ~ ~ c:)~ (f;",,: U (;11 
--.. ......--. .. ---- -_ ... 
We are the freedom of the spirit of the Kurds; 
We are a rampart of steel and rock; 
We are the support of the weak peasant; 
We have the same high banner; 
The tyrannical Agha and chiefs, 
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Are robbers of the life of the poor people; 
They suck the blood of this land; 
They are a tool in the hands of the foreigner; 
We shall kill them when the time comes; 
We shall take revenge for the people. 
Thus, much modern Kurdish poetry has been devoted to 
depicting the miseries and hardships of farmers in villages 
under the arbitrary power of the feudalists. That the 
emphasis has been on this class, rather than on an urban 
proletariat, is attributalbe to the essentially agricultural 
nature of Iraqi society. This theme is repeated many 
times in modern poetry. Another example is to be found 
in Yunus Ra'ufs' Tutnawan (Tobacco farmers), in which he 
represents the miserable situation of the struggling farmer, 
who works day and night for his feudalist master: 
(I9) 
-'~;~ I) ~~L' t ;;;/) J;f 
,~~ J/; rJO'!' ~~ ~ 
If • 
;~. ,r~;;. (J/f~:~ ~ 
J~' <.J~.J'J if ? ~ ': 
J;' -::.. ~ j},.,.- : J,-, / tJ'1 
. " 
,l{,; J o~ I .J~ J}j/.~ 
~ d_~ (jif ~ df: ,j 
,r;~ u~,f (J'- , ~~-'~ (j rf 
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A hut of tamarisk wood, crudely constructed, 
Thickly roofed with grass and leaves, 
for protection from the strong sunlight and the dust, 
Surrounded by a torn screen of reeds. 
The boss says: Bad luck to you 
May you go blind and break your neck 
Where is the tobacco, where are the dried strings (of tobacco)? 
Where is your hut, you son of a bitch? 
A certain amount of attention, however, was also paid 
to other workers. For example, his La binI blra (at the 
bottom of the well), Goran depicts the miserable life of 
a worker in the oil fields. Here, rather than describing 
a predicament from outside, Goran assumes the persona of 
the worker himself, in order to present an impressionistic 
tableau: 
(20) 
./' '" ~ c..:.J#.J .J dlJ; ~ . .J 
.,If} ,J.Jil.b 1),;/ (,:, 
c.;) I, -: l C:)~ -: ( J-: -: I ~ ':' 
! U ~/. (}- ~ i.f:J ~ 
{J ;;~ (.t:. ~. I,{/~~~~; cJ--
. . 
(O),! J ~~ if cJ..r--: '': 
(0) ;ltL' c;)tP J (j~. 
~./J U// J.0; (j/~ 
j."/" U~Ls OJ} ,;~/ J 
.. " 
: "'~ j 1;-'/ U')~ (0')/ 
~ .1~ (.1~ (,.. , '~(o.: (,. 
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Like a crab, a mouse or a snake, 
I am crawling down this hole 
With hand, with foot, with mattock, with tooth, 
I dig a dungeon for myself, 
The more I dig, the deeper I go. 
Alas for the mud splashing my son and daughter 
Through the labour that I expend for them ! 
Not even a dry morsel of food reaches their mouths. 
The fruit of labour of a long life 
has all gone to one who has not sweated. 
I did the work and the company reaped the benefit. 
Both my toil and my oil have gone. 
Another example is his treatment of unemployment among 
the working class, in which the new concepts which figure 
in his poems at this period appear to be fully represented. 
His poem NalaI bekar (the cry of the unemployed person) 
depicts the life of a farmer who is forced to desert his 
land because of the tyranny of the feudalist, and goes to 
the town, in search of a job, without success. At that 
time there were no laws to protect the rights of workers or 
farmers, but only tribal laws to protect the interests of 
the feudalists and capitalists(21). Goran felt the pain 
of such predicaments deeply, and in this poem in particular 
he attempted to mirror reality: 
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, JJ! {I J,~ Ii. L' J (;. L' ~ (J>! {/ d 
{ .J! {.J J ~ !-'/'" <J ( (;)J~~'~ L ) J 
••• .J~ I'.: - ~ (J},i'; 0/": ) U~,,.¥ 
i (p (J r.J /,..,- rr ! cI.:; Lt IJ 'f(! '.,?,.,. "L"" 
~ L-II~ (J Op ".I:' (i, L.r ~ c.J;yJ ~ 
! (J. f) cr.-~ 0(';':' Oil>! L-
! I~ ~-~.J if:';':' •• ...:....:.f(; 
I uI.J(}) ~ , ~/~ ZJ. : (-'-'I " ,L' ~;; ;, 
, cJ V~ ~ (( ! ,1,' ~~ " u~h; u"; ~ 
(~c.;)~~ v-: I ~~;) :/ j,~ --.::--~/ (/~':' 
.' 'u 11 J,J (;)'~ J) u--:-y ~ : v.; 7! 
-~ 
--- --- --~ --- -~~ ~-- -~-
j ') .. j~) .' J,.,.:/ d:' , j Y 
. 1,/ " 
, (3L/.> , ~:~~ UJD J. 0,-,,0) ~ 
j L.:! L ~ J/~,J ,.,.",;,~;; 
(221 .. ! JL' ~ if,) j.bu;;' ~JJ. ~ 0. 
As long as the strength to move actively was in my body 
I was a son to the Agha and the Agha was the father of the son; 
He was astonished at my tiredlessness in my work, 
His storehouse was quite full - with the fruits of my labour. 
"Bravo" and "well done" confused me, 
Loyalty to the Agha drove me on 
until I became thoroughly worn out. 
I became a wreck .... illness broke my body. 
I lay sick in bed without soup or medicine. 
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To moisten my tongue, I moaned: ' A little water ! ' 
I heard the father of the son (not now but previously) 
Shout: "Why do you not throw him out in the street ?" 
A job, 0 society, a job ... a job ... 
A cure and a drug for the disease of unemployment ! 
It is a great disgrace that in the twentieth century a human being 
Should be without work and swallow his own belly for bread. 
The miserable situation of the working class stimulated 
many poets to urge the people to revolt and throw off their 
fetters. Another example is to be found in Salam's (Shaykh 
Salam A~mad cAzaban1) Bo yad1 dewana1 banawbang al-Bag1yawa 
(to the memory of the well-known vagrant al-Bag1), which 
represents the poor conditions in which the workers live 
and encouragffi both farmers and other workers to untie and 
fight for their independence and freedom through the erad-
ication of imperialism and feudalism: 
(,!, /II~ O/~~ ('; A( ~J! J:/~ 
(:' };,bj~ (';);1/ ~~~.) ,.) /.n 
Uf;,,! ~ L: JJ, ~ L' 
(23) ,. :./~ ~ ... 'J, U~- ?(,J~ ~,.,/ 
I will be diligent in my work; I will be an active worker; 
I will be removed from my illness and pain; I will be the support 
of the poor; 
I will not go the the prison or to dungeon; 
I will serve our country. 
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Another prominent figure is Muhammad Husayn BurzancI 
(born 1923) who, from his earliest poetic attempts, has 
waged war on Romanticism and espoused Realism and Social 
Realism. I n his A Y ko r pal a I h a jar (0 h, P 0 0 r chi 1 d ), h e 
expresses the struggle of the people to attain prosperity 
and equality: 
01) jll J!: 
t..J)' ~L') 
. - . 
l')"~ ) (J J' /.j 
. -t~/ J (J. (:}J:{ ,,~ 
,~; U:- u';: ~':' 
,!/ )"O~ ,:"D~ (j ~ 
()~JLj!/ 
(24) V ~j ~ r.J 0;,1--: 1,1 
Say where in life 
in ritual, in religion 
is poison itself in eating 
Whatever is in dying 
We are deprived of our portion 
We are vagabonds 
Where is the right of the hungry ? 
Where is the life proportionate to the work? 
After- the war, poetic, and general literary activity 
increased, in both the Socialist and Nationalist schools. 
Factors that contributed to this included the downfall of 
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Fascism, the development of the patriotic movement in Iraq, 
enthusiasm for democracy, and wider opportunities for 
education. At the same time, foreign literature became 
more generally accessible. As a result of these various 
influences, G~r~n,at this time, was developing a new 
perception of the purpose of his writings and growing closer 
and closer to Socialist Realism; his Romanticism had rapidly 
withered during the war. A new sense of internationalism 
is evident in his poetry, almost from the very beginning 
of the war. In Diy~rI. Xuw~I sharr (the gift of the god 
of evil).He describes the inhuman and horrifying sufferings 
that Hitler is inflicting upon mankind. He urges all the 
struggling people of the world to unite in an effort to 
stop this horrible war. He uses the image of the god of 
evil to connote Nazism: 
, .I';L' ,;.: t~ cJ'';' (}J~) 
( "'~ 0:!J~ '~,J I" 
.. .. 
( ~/;,r;L·: 0~ 
,?~~: ;L'u,;"IiJ. 
-.....-.. --....... ...... .._- ---
, ~ ~  0) , o.JjLIJ~ 
: /,,,,) , o/~ " ~ f ~ 
", " 
!' ",$-- , ~.,.;, c:)~'; , ~,; 
, ",'c,J I (J '" L;,.;, c) L-/!, d '.1....0 
... ",,-' d ~(j;"I' "~"'o.J' (:)~ , ~ , .,~ f c)} 
(25)! /~ ;;~ ~/~ 'J ~ 0-: 
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The gift of the god of evil is suffering and pain; 
The death of an army, the destruction of a city; 
For the mother: the killing of her only child; 
For the beloved infant: making him an orphan. 
Attack ! hurry ! 
Seize ! cut ! tear shred in pieces 
Fort, fence, rampart and trench; 
Animal, human, civilian and soldier; 
Woman, man, old, beautiful, hand, foot, chest and head ..... 
Carryon, whatever may ~appen to you ! 
For the first three decades following the war, it 
is safe to say that the majority of Kurdish poets were 
Socialist and Internationalist, deeply committed to the 
peace movement and principles of justice, humanity, and 
democratic equality. At the same time, they contrived 
also to see these issues as they applied, in particular, 
to their own nation. Poets like Kamaran, DIlan, HardI, 
- - - c Kakai Falla~, A.~.B. , all concentrated on these themes. 
In 1954, Goran wrote a poem entitled Paul Robeson in which 
he denounced the U.S. Government's attitude towards the 
singer, who was prevented from visiting the Soviet Union 
and other Socialist Countries: 
O' r L' /~ 
~ ~}> ,) (J ~ t=: :.---~:, 
N!,.A> d~j\d ' J/ d~·~ 
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/. y ;; 
H 0; L· cJ l;') uk) ) <:J )- (j); 
().ul ." l:' l: ... j;:) d~ -? ~;. --": 
, , 
, u J1"t) ~ J--/--:. j ~! J: 
,~,; ()~,G;~ cJ;'~-') 
, d!),,') J~ u:,; , ufi X-
v f,,' ~JJ .;.J~ cpl)? 'if... J -:. L' 
~.L~ oft' vl).:- I Jf. ~~ 
------ ----- -----
o peace-loving nightingale - Paul Robesbn 
Those madmen fear your singing. 
They have gagged you; they intended to forbid the song 
to the ears of a fresh world. 
They did not succeed then ..•. they were obliged to 
block your flight to escape. 
Those madmen break a violin, 
They trap a nightingale, they clip the feathers of its 
They do not allow you to come to the Eastern nations, 
to sing, to stimulate the fire of the struggle. 
wing. 
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Come to us, and with a song like honey 
Sing among us for peace and Ii fe. 
Sing until white and yellow together with black 
listen attentively to you, like one heart and one body. 
DIlan wrote a poem entitled Min insanim (I am a 
human being), in which he presented the love of man for his 
fellows, defending the rights of the struggling masses, 
regardless of their race or colour. He associated his own 
sufferings and hopes with those of the Africans and the 
Chinese. Humanity, he claimed, had but a single problem 
and purpose: 
(L< )'/ ~ '" (U~ 
i6~ 0 ~ 0;' ~ /o~ 
(~~ '-9 d,,1; 
, (-:" ~ o};'f/,P 
(~ I~).J~ 
., I' )/,/ r (.J~ • .1 (j ~ O,J ( IS) rJ,J 
(l ~ jU'/ ~~~ 
I (.J./-:;' JU!-:'" d);/ 
But ..... I, a Kurd, am a human being 
Like you, 0 my black brother. 
I have sobs and feelings 
Although I am now divided, 
I myself am a human being like you, 
o Kaka (big brother), 0 my yellow brother 
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I am a friend of the nations of the world; 
I am a hero of battle and combat. 
It is noticeable that, during this period, the use 
of myth and symbol, which had been foreshadowed, to a limited 
extent, and in an unsophisticated way, in pre-war poetry, 
increased very greatly. The myths and symbols that pre-
dominated were those of Kurdish folklore, with a certain 
admixture, on the part of those who had been expressed to 
European literature, of those of Greece and Rome. We shall 
discuss the whole subject in a separate chapter. This 
tendency in Kurdish poetry came to quite an abr~pt end in 
the 1970s. It has, generally, been replaced by a pre-
dominantly nationalist poetry. 
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CHAPTER THREE - METRE AND RHYME IN KURDISH POETRY 
The earliest form of metre that we know of in Kurdish 
poetry was - like that of Turkish - a simple regularity in 
the number of syllables in each line. This was, and is 
called ~Ija (alphabet). Newer terms are either birga 
(syllable) or panca (finger-alluding, of course, to the 
method of counting the syllables). The ictus coincided with 
the natural stress of the words. This was used both for 
folk-poetry and for the earliest examples of more sophisticated 
poetry. After the Muslim conquest, Kurdish, like the other 
languages that came within the sphere of Islam, adopted the 
Arabic metres and verse-forms wholesale. Nevertheless, the 
traditional syllabic forms survived, side by side with the 
foreign forms, at least for a while. For instance, the 
poet Sabarox HamadanI (d. 841 A.D.), who may be considered 
as the first nationalist poet in Kurdish literature, satirized 
the Abbasid caliphate in syllabic verse(1), and Saba Tahir 
HamadanI (cUryan), 935-1010) composed his rubacIs in this 
form. However, the Arabic forms were used exclusively from 
about the 11th Century until the beginning of the 1920s, 
when they were gradually again supplanted by the revived 
native forms. A parallel step towards the emanicipation 
of the Kurds from the domination of Arabic took palce in the 
language itself. Classical Kurdish poetry contains a great 
many Arabic and Persian words and phrases. In the 
following extracts from poems by MalaI CazIrI (1407-1481) 
and ShukrI FazlI, more than half of the vocabulary is Arabic 
or Persian: 
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If , (.? L? cJ~) , (r. j ~,' ) 
j ~ '/ ~ J JJ.1' I (j't..::..tJ I ~ ~'.J " (2) ({ 
Regionally I am the lord of language, poetically 
I am the world-conquerer. 
My standards and banners fly above the procession 
of lovers. 
JI;~ /-, ~; ("/c.;)/~ 
(}) (r j,;~ '~ftVl ~'J-' " 
Do not blame me, for I did not know how things were. 
When I put off my turban, you will know me. 
Early in the 20th Century, when Kurdish unity and strength 
reached its highest point, and Sulaimaniyah became the 
political and cultural capital of Kurdistan, Kurdish, like 
Turkish, and later Persian, attempted to purge itself of 
its foreign elements. To a considerable extent this was 
successful, although a substantial quantity of Arabic and 
Persian words still remain, not always immediately recognisable 
in their adapted form; in some cases, the foreign term is 
considered to be more literary (or learned) than the native 
synonym, in others, a satisfactory synonym has not been found 
. (or coined). An attempt has also been made to substitute 
the Latin script for Arabic, this has not been particularly 
successful, and the modified Arabo-Persian orthography is 
still in general use. 
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The nationalist revolutionary fervour of Shaykh 
MaQmud, in the twenties, is reflected in the contemporary 
efforts to reform Kurdish poetry. The pioneers in tbis 
were certainly Shaykh NutI, Goran, Plram~rd, c - -Ali Kamal 
SapIr and RashId Najlb, although the revival of the 
traditional Kurdish verse-forms has as yet been little 
studied, and there is considerable differnece of opinion 
concerning its course. According to c - -Izz aI-Din Mustafa 
Rasul, this revival may be attributed to the influence on 
the poets mentioned above of the Turkish Romantic poets, 
such as Tawflq Fikrat (1867-191S)(~) Similarly, Dilshad 
cAlI asserts: 
"It is a well established fact that Kurdish 
poetry up to the appearance of Romanticism in 
Kurdish literature, between the First and 
Second world wars, was influenced by Persian 
literature, from which it took the rules 
of Arabic prosody. After the First World War, 
however, Kurdish literature was influenced 
greatly by Turkish poets. This influence 
stimulated Kurdish poets to abandon Arabic 
prosody and begin to use native Kurdish metres"(S) 
As a result of the twenty-five articles which Shaykh NurI 
published in 1926-27 in the newspaper Jlyan (life), Kamil 
~asan al-Sa~Ir considers him to have been the principal 
innovator, uninfluenced by anyone at all,' and merely 
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"following the laws of historical and scientific development 
at that time". (6) Goran, on the other hand, in commenting 
on his own use of traditional forms in tbe introduction to 
his first Dlwan Bahasht u yadgar (Paradise and Remembrance), 
appears to stake a claim for himself: 
"I found it absolutely necessary to use 
native metres in my work, because they are 
truly representative of our identity and 
( 7 ) language." 
Raflq ~ilmI Bag accepts this claim: 
"Goran is one of the greatest Kurdish poets; he 
laid down new guidelines for the composition 
of Kurdish poetry for other Kurdish poets to 
follow,,(8) 
as does KakaI Fallah: 
. 
"The poet's instinctive talent and personal 
poetic experience realized that he should 
use these traditional metres. Goran was 
convinced that the content of the new poem 
demanded these metres,,(9) 
In examining this question we should not forget MawlawI 
(1806-1882), who composed most of his poems using the 
traditional Hlja metres, particularly the ten-syllable form. 
c - --~usayn Ali Shanof asserts that his works were not widely 
known(10), but there is evidence, as we have seen in 
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Chapter 2, that a number of those who popularised the 
traditional verse-forms in the 20th Century were acquainted 
with him. 
While still writing in the Classical (Arabic) metres, 
the modern poets tended to confine themselves to the simpler 
ones: hazaj, the basic element of which is mafacIlun 
..... _--) 
. -c -c -
repeated three times in each m1l?ra ; ramal, fa ilatun _ ..... __ ) 
repeated three times in each mi$ra c ; baslt, mustafCilun 
..... - ,alternating with facilun _ ..... _; muqarI C, mafacIlun, 
-c- - c:'" fa ilatun, mafa ilun ..... ___ ,_ ..... _""') ..... ___ .In Arabic, 
haz~j and ramal have six tafCIla in each ~~, but in 
Kurdish and Persian they have eight tafCIla, as, for example, 
in a line of hazaj by HaeI QadirI KoyI (1817-1897): 
(JJy. t.::.;; cJ ~ ~ ~,..., I cJJ~ ~ J"'''- U;;' ~ • .J .J 
(II)dl~,; cJ;"'~/ 'J,----", J I Ju, c.J;:f:,. v?'~ ) 
At one time they were all kings, fortunate from head to 
toe(completely), 
In seniority, they were like Hatm Ta'l - in bravery, 
they were like R~stam the warrior . 
-c-
mafa ilun 
-c-
mafa ilun 
......, - - - ~ 
-c-
mafa ilun 
..... -
-c-
mafa ilun 
. - - ......, -
-c-
mafa ilun 
..... - - - ..... 
-c-
mafa ilun 
c " 
mafa Ilun 
-c-
mafa ilun 
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Arabic prosody was applied to Kurdish in much the same 
way as it was to Persian. The metres that were used were 
the ones that most allowed the natural stresses of the 
word and the sentence to coincide with the metrical stresses. 
Here1 are some examples: 
~~. 0,; V·~ OJY',b It~ (OJ: 0/ if:'''''' 
(12) ~ I" OJ ~ I; 'J~ j I~ JI:) ~, /.J 
I look at the road, and I find her form everywhere on it, 
As though the world had dissolved in her beauty. 
'-' - - '-' 
-c-lIIafa il -c-mafa il un. 
- '-' 
-c-
mafa il tml. -c-mafa il un 
'-'--'-'-
- -'-' - --'-' 
-c 
mafa il -c-mafa il UIli -c-mafa ilun -c-mafa il un 
Each misra c contains four tafCIla, each consisting of 
one short and three long syllables In the final 
foot of the second shatr, a naturally short syllable appears 
to be lengthened in a stressed position. 
" • I·- " • v ~ II~ 'c.:):;': J,. V. u~~ /': ~ U~.JJ "y" 
(I3) ,:,,') ~J'LJ /\:,bd(-----"o'; ~ j" ,~,J 
Everyday, in order to look at her beautiful form, 
I will stand in her way till I become weary. 
" 
"-:! / ~ / '-=' /.:r:- / j ~ / 3 4.!. / ~ /-:' /lS..;/~ A.w /..; ~ / U/lSj/ ;..;/ 3:J-O / cUb 
'-'- - - - '-' - '-'--- '-' 
c- -
maf ulat 
'-' -
c- -
maf ulat 
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-c- -
mafa ilun 
-c-
mafa ilun 
c- -
mafa ilun 
'-' - - -
-c-
mafa ilun 
-c-
mafa ilun 
'-' - - -
In the final foot of each shatr, a naturally long syllable 
appears to be shortened in an unstressed position. 
In fear of your appearance, the sun, like a madman, 
Runs away, pale-faced towards the mountains. 
c .. fa ulun 
'-' -
-c-
mafa ilun 
~ 
'-' -
-c-
mafa ilun 
0 1 .J/~ / 6.:,j /.J 45/ .,.::. / JJ / 4Jb /l5~ / J fJ j/ .J.JJ/ <1...,> 
c-fa ulun -c-mafa ilun -c-mafa ilun 
In view of the fact that the natural word stresses and 
the metrical stresses do not, in fact, always coincide in 
these examples, it would be possible to argue that the 
poets still retained some memory of the traditional syllabic 
verse-forms. On the other hand, it is well-known that a 
certain conflict of word stress and ictus is considered 
desfrable in many forms of poetry, so this argument should 
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probably not be given too much weight. 
In rhyme, as in metre, classical Kurdish poetry 
followed Arabic and Persian models. In the qa~Ida and 
the ghazal, monorhyme was used. -c-The ruba i form, however, 
i~troduced by Saba Tahir c -Uryan, was perhaps the most 
popular verse-form until modern times. - - - c -Saba Tahir Uryan's 
-c -
rub a iyyat differed somewhat from the well-known Persian 
forms, and have a wider variety of rhyme-schemes. The 
mathnawI form also established itself, as in Persian poetry, 
as being both a convenient medium for longer poems, such 
as epic and didactic poems, and a form more suited to an 
Indo-European language than the monorhymed qa?Ida. Modern 
poets, like PIram~rd, and Goran himself, in his earlier 
period, also composed poems in the mathnawI form: 
.. ..., ," II. 
( 0 ) ~.J.,J U IJ ~ ~.~ ~;') 
, 0.1 ~ JJ~ ~ ~---" ~ cr:: 
t c;) "/ ;:! <.!J • .J r...::..- .I~ ., ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I d~ (f;, cJ~( c:J..~ ~l,; 
I ,\ j ,\," ~c'r. 
, ~.)'" '?:. -- -: U'~ v": v", 
. ., 
-:-' .~,$- 1 (~Jo U""; vo~ (Il ~ 
u~; o-:,L if d'~ ';f 
.' 
'.I ___ '~.-". (,,;(J 
--- v" 
.r- • v" (~u;,-J;.J~J1J- ,.,1 
( ',,.s. U ,1;' "I;' cY-.Jr., (; J 
.1~  ~.~) (j'J>~; ;;,~ 
( 15) " !.1'~)} (),,\; ,J c) ,;'./ J",.;' 
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Beneath a spreading turban see the bowed Mulla, 
His beard unkempt scatteredover his breast, 
His face all wrinkled like an ancient tome, 
His tongue full of sweetness, his aspect glum, 
A hawk unhooded in verse and letters 
Though in.the old fashion of Persian and Arab. 
If for the guest there be a source of consolation 
In the evening circle it is the Mulla, the Mulla -
Thou and the Mulla and verse and doctrine of Islam. 
The fitful attention of the common herd 
Exactly demonstrates, neither more nor less, 
The degree of the heed of the blind for the scripture. 
Another essentially Persian verse-form that was used, to 
some extent, during the 19th Century, was the mustazad, 
which is "formed by adding to each mi~racor hemistich in 
a piece of verse a short line called the Ziyada or 
'complement', which may be either read or omitted, the poem 
making equally good sense in either case,,(16). The following 
example is by NalI: 
(11) 
(~;.~/ O)C;, J (~c:J'.I~ o;r;- u,!, " 
(r (~~ 0.1" C' 
(":J~))/(~~J o ... ~ ~ " 
" l{;o~J~ ... ;;_ . ,, __ 
j ~ cJ r::" .. "",J ~.,> .I;' t.r ~ ; » 
" jr; '(~d 
(-'JJ / .. ;.. '("'k:.; ;. 
rr (L':;~')",,.A> 
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Oh fresh young (girl), I am old, and I have become decrepit, 
For the remainder of my life. 
Give your hand to my broken hand, for I am lost, 
May I be a sacrifice to your faithfulness. 
You are the beautiful Joseph (Yusuf) in the Egypt of the hea~t, 
I am old and fading away. 
In this cell of sorrows I am neither alive nor dead, 
Thus, I wait for you. 
The ziyadas of these four ~atrs, when put together, 
constitute an independent mathnawI bayt: 
([;0) j~/;; ( i~#o-,L C' 
i L ;;-: ~ ...... ( Jt; -'(-(. d 
Modern Kurdish poetry, as has already been implied, has 
drawn aside from both its classical heritage and from 
modern Arabic poetry, and has revived the traditional 
syllabic metres. The part played in this revival this by 
Shaykh NurI and Goran, in the 1920s, has been of the utmost 
significance for all subsequent Kurdish poetry. Tradition-
ally, the range of the number of syllables possible in a 
~atr was considered to be hom five to sixteen, although 
not all numbers were used. In modern times the mest 
frequently used version has been the ten-syllable, which is 
regarded by c Izz aI-DIn Mustafa Rasul as the native metre:(18) 
, (": ~L' ;: ~ ~-,,y u~ 
( ~ ... ~) ~ , ;,.,.;' .1 0/ ": -'.I ~ 
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. J"V ",It~ :;rJ",!/ 
, ~ v .. ,: U / 
~ J i ':' Jo~ J, Jif n J/ <..V • ., 
=;."~~ ~.J ~ if o ... ~ ·./.Jr 
.. ~.~. . 
:;; o~./ -: (),1'; ~ 'If~ ~:-: ./ 
- ' 
;.J~ 0";'''/ (}~';' all:? ... ~ ,.,~ 
(19) ;,;, 0.1 ~ .~ ... It~ J_~ ~ ... ~ 
u .. " () 
The mosque's foundations sink into the stream, 
Its face towards Mecca, its back turned on hell, 
The empty mosque of breakfast time 
Like a corpse wrapped in the shroud of silence. 
A plane with spreading bough and branch 
Casts its shade for a nap on the smooth prayer-flags. 
I 
Now and then the Imam, alone at the corner of the cistern, 
Nods for his beard to kiss his breast. 
IO = f' ~/ J~/ 4.::./ ;:'/~PJ t!:,/ .)-O/IS A.:./l?;/~ 
IO = f'A.:./ 4Jb/ ~/ 4.J~/ 4.J/~/J6...)/ 6...£./JJ...} 
IO 
IO 
IO 
IO 
IO 
IO 
~ 
= 
'I' 
= jJ 4>/1S ~/ j5/IS~/":" A::,/t.r>/ Lo/~/ ...}4/...} 4-
= jJ A.:./ 6J/ 6-,-/~/~...}/ 1..5/ ~/?:tLo/L/...} 6.w 
" 
The eight-syllable version has been the next most 
popular: 
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__ '~_ .y tJ; l," 
" , 
Ii if' b ~,J't; 
( 20) J) (/~> 
You have just become a cage-bird, 
What use are your letters to me now ! Enough ! 
I do not wish to take you from that boy whose 
heart is so anxious. 
8 = c.r 4..9/ u/~/ 6...0/ ~~.:J-:'/ 4.)/ L::. 
8 = d...,," "6...0L..:.6...0 ., c.r ./..r'/~/ / / /-:A;/.:J-:' 
8 ., .. = 4...;/ ~/..J u/ y::./U--O/lS..J/ 6...0/ L..:. 
~ 
.. 
8 .. , = 4...;/-:;,/ "';..J.)/~/.:!J / r,.s/ ~/ I .:!J 
.. 
Apart from these, the seven-syllable, eleven-syllable 
and five-syllable versions have enjoyed some favour: 
(;)~ j U~' r:' 
(21) U~} J ~ J/ (J; 
Is it you, beautiful girl, 
Rose of the garden of life? 
7 
. " .-
, ,.;,~;; c.!J O.J u.:' J ~ ~ ...;J --;- - oJ J'; 
( ~/ ~ ~ r.;)~~ ~;;; ~ cJ I( --! '; "" 
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Her arms and wrists are smooth and white as crystal, 
The tips of her fingers are ruby-like in their gleaming. 
Let us come to her eyes - eyes do I say! What eyes? 
A magic spring, a sea of coyness, a whirlpool. 
II = 
£ >1 r ., II = '··.)1 '-it/~1 ~/-:,/cl.;.)1 '-it 1 .)'-itl J 4-1 cl-':~":t-:' 
II = cl';.)I' ~I ~I 4.)/~/15L:.!1 J 4~/..r1-:t-"'1..r-1 LS 
~ Jo-: aJ~/ ~,/ 
(23) ~ JI~JI!J/ 
Where is the black tress, 
The red delightful cheek? 
5 = tJ. 4J/~/j.).)I;:":'1 '.,s 
-
5 
Rarely, twelve-syllable and six-syllable versions 
have also been used. 
When the syllable metres were first revived, the shatrs 
of each poem were invariable of the same length. It was 
Goran who took the experimental step, now common in 
contemporary poetry, of using shatrs, or perhaps we should 
now say lines, of varying numbers of syllables. For 
example: 
7 = L..:,/~I . 1 Lo/ .... l..!,1 ., :'1 .u .. lr" ~J 
. . ., . 
, ~ c.J1r' L' / ~') 
.. -. 
, ~;"oA; :Jt,J 
~ . : 
., 
7 = L..:,/-=JI..s"-='/15 45?.)Y/J'-:t/.u 
7 
7 
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Under the blue sky, 
Beside the snowy peaks, 
I wandered Kurdistan; 
l r:/' d~JI 
v v v ~ v ~ ( '~ J P .) tJ .) .) 
****** ****** 
" .. 
U'= ,~./ 
'~)~J:J>~~t')JI {-
~ 0 ) ';'.-,:: ,~/c!J.J 
. ... .. 
****** ****** 
( ~l;., jJ~ ~ 
(0; ~; , cJ ~f,; 
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.. . 
: . ./ /~;. if ." 
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(/'/ u#;, 
.. do ~ ~ c.!.) 0.1 
.... 
(24) .' U-: .I ~y 
****** ****** 
I measured it from valley to valley, 
I2 
8 
8 
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But neither in'town nor in -Village, 
Did I see anyone 
as beautiful as you; 
You are the only one. 
A Kurdish girl, in whom the heart delights, 
Like an angel and the daughter of a fairy, 
Neither thin nor fat, 
Neither a flapper nor a matron, 
Her eyes not too black, 
Not too light, 
But with a sweet glance. 
I did not see anyone 
as striking as you; 
You are the only one. 
" 8 = rSjl-:t/ ~I .J.Y'I 6JblrSL::./ lJJ/4.w tJjt ~ ~~,-tJ (~ ...... 
., , 
= ,~/ ~/ 6.4/ J tlS/~/':;' lJS. IrS' .J~/ c1...,o 
= ~ I 6S I lJ.!, I 'G~ I J.Jr I '--:-I .J lJ .J I .JJ 
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At the beginning of each autumn, 
When those birds mirgrate, flock by flock, 
Towards the south, drawn by desire for their 
And they leave us -
In those days, 
warmer winter habitat, 
In the north - the zoological gardens -
Look ! 
You will see the friends of those birds 
imprisoned, 
Anxious and downcast. 
It may be noted, in passing, that in modern poetry a number 
of lines can consist of only 3 or 4 syllables; the classical 
prosodists considered that such short lines could not be used. 
At the same time as introducing irregularity in the number 
of syllables in each line, irregularity of rhyme, not 
unnaturally, also appeared. Goran's poem, above, consists 
of seven stanzas, with the following rhyme-scheme: 
Stanza 1 : aa bb 
Stanza 2 : cd cd cc 
Stanza 3 : ee ff ed ed ff 
Stanza 4 : gg bb cd cd bb 
Stanza 5 : hh bb fd fd bb 
Stanza 6 : dd bb cd cd 
Stanza 7 : bb ii ee cd cd cc. 
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Clearly, metres that depend only on syllable-counts, 
regardless of the quantity of the vowels involved, are much 
easier to manipulate than complicated quantitative metres. 
The motives for their revival were probably largely national-
istic; once revived, however, they seem not to have presented 
the necessary challenge to the poet's ingenuity, or, perhaps, 
to have offered sufficient variety. It was, one may guess, 
for these reasons that the irregular patterns were introduced 
under the influence, to be sure, both of European and modern 
Arabic poetry. 
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CHAPTER FOUR - A COMPARISON BETWEEN Al-SAYYAB AND GORAN 
The similarities between modern Arabic and Kurdish 
literature are striking. The geographical and historical 
circumstances which earlier influenced the two literatures 
may have been different, but in more recent centuries the 
same social and political problems have confronted both 
peoples. 
Both al-Sayyab and Goran witnessed important cultural 
developments, as well as developments in the technological, 
social, political and ideological fields. There was social 
and political uprising against backwardness, imperialism, 
tyrannical regimes, and social repression. Young people 
started to ,revolt against traditional values. There was a 
spiritual leap which led to a growing national conciousness. 
All these factors had a great influence on the Iraqi people, 
both Arabs and Kurds. After the Second World War, Iraq 
witnessed social, economic, political and ideological 
changes. There were also radical developments in literary 
movements, from classical to romanticism, then from 
romanticism to realism and thence to social-realism. In the 
hands of some talented young poets, this latter managed to 
achieve a balance between the objective and the subjective, 
opening up new horizons in the world of literature in general 
and poetry in particular. These developments inevitably 
came about as the result of their experiences of life at 
this time. It would be too much to suggest that social, 
economic, political, cultural and ideological factors directly 
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affected poetry, because these are autonomous worlds. However, 
since it is axiomatic that poets are more sensitive than 
other people, they may be supposed to be more aware of the 
effects of these factors. The Second World War brought 
about great changes in the map and inflicted tragedy and 
hardship on many parts of the world, including Iraq. The 
young generation of Iraqis was brought face to face with 
unprecedented problems. The majority of poets used their pens 
as weapons in the battle for liberation and change. The 
comment of Muhammad al-TunjI, concerning al-Sayyab, is 
relevant here: 
"AI-Sayyab appeared in an environment and 
at a time in which poets had started to adopt 
a new approach to literature. He was one 
of the revolutionary poets who devoted their 
poetry to the cause of the people. He shared 
the~r yearnings, their struggle and took part 
in the cleansing of the pollution, inflicted 
by the tyranny of tiem, which had tarnished 
societ y ll(1) • 
In the previous chapters an account has been given 
of how Arab and Kurdish poets attempted to change both the 
form and content of Arabic and Kurdish poetry, and it is 
clear that among the principal pioneers in this attempt 
Goran and al-Sayyab occupy a prominent position. The back-
grounds of both were similar, as far as the social and 
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political circumstances of the north and south of Iraq 
were concerned, even if their physical surroundings were 
very different. Their poetry concentrated on similar 
themes: the beauties of nature, the beauty of women, and 
the struggle of the oppressed masses. Even their poetic 
development followed a similar pattern: al-Sayyab started 
composing poetry when he was seven years old and reached 
his poetic maturity at the age of twenty when he published 
his first OIwan, Azhar dhabila (Withered flowers) in 1947; 
Goran also started composing poetry in his early youth and 
attained his poetic maturity by the late twenties. Both 
were also influenced by their acquaintance with Turkish and 
English literature, and both made translations, of prose and 
poetry, into Arabic and Kurdish respectively. The primary 
influence on both of European literature, particularly in 
their earlier periods, was of Romanticism. This is evident, 
in al-Sayyab's poetry, even in his first collection, and 
certainly in his first experiments with Shicr burr; in Goran's 
case, it is equally detectable in the works that he produced 
from the thirties onwards. 
Both came to employ myths and symbols in their poetry, 
and both were influential in introducing the extensive use 
of these elements in the poetry of their respective lang-
uages. 
At the end of the Second World War, both turned in 
their writings to a whole-hearted expression of the Communist 
ideology. Both suffered loss of employment, imprisonment 
and exile. Both eventually became disillusioned with 
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Communism (in the case of Goran, only at the very end of 
his life) and reverted to Nationalist views. 
Badr Shakir al-Sayyab 
c Near the Shatt al- Arab, to the south-east of Ba~ra, 
is located the district of Abu l-KhasIb. It comprises many 
villages, among them Jaykur, about three Km from Abu l-Khasib 
itself, with a population, according to NajI c -Allush, of 
somewhere between five and twelve hundred. Most of the 
inhabitants of Jaykur are members of the al-Sayyab family 
(the name means "green dates"). When KarIma in 1925 
married her cousin Shakir they moved from Jaykur to al-BaqI C , 
where they lived in the house of c Abd al-Jabbar Marzuq al-
Sayyab, the father of Shakir, c Abd aI-Qadir and c Abd aI-MajId, 
and a man of some standing in the community. 
In 1925 or 1926 KarIma gave birth to Badr. In 1932 
she died while giving bitth to her fourth daughter. Badr 
was to refer frequently in his poetry to the effect that 
this earliy loss had upon him. It was not long after her 
death, in,1935, that his father decided to remarry. The 
orphaned Badr went to live with his grandmother, Amlna. 
There was neither a gover.Dment nor private school in 
Jaykur. Therefore, al-Sayyab was obliged to go to·school 
in the nearby village of Bab SUlayman. Unfortunatley, this 
village school provided only four years of teaching, and he 
had to transfer to the al-Mahmudiyya School in Abu l-Khaslb, 
. . 
to complete the last two years of his primary education. In 
1938, he completed his primary studies and started his 
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secondary education in Ba?ra, where he lived with his other 
grandmother. When he graduated in 1943 he went to Baghdad 
- c - c- -
and joined the Dar al-mu allimin al- aliya. There, he was 
admitted as a student in the Arabic Department, but he later 
transferred to the English Department. 
In 1945 he joined the Iraqi Communist Party and remained 
a member for eight years. He was dismissed by the college 
authorities on the 2nd January, 1946, because he had formented 
strike action by the students at the end of 1945. He 
returned to Baghdad, however, after the summer vacation, to 
participate in the demonstrations and riots that were going 
on in protest at the British attitude towards Palestine. He 
was arrested, together with many other demonstrations and 
imprisoned for some weeks. His dismissal was eventually 
to one year's suspension, in view of his poetic 
ability and the fact that he had committed no other breach 
of discipline during his three years. 
After five years' study in Baghdad, he obtained his 
B.A. in English Language and Literature - and he was sub-
sequently appointed as a teacher - at the al-RamadI Secondary 
School. However, his membership of the Communist Party 
caused him to lose this post after only three and a half 
months, on 25th January, 1949. He was further prohibited 
from teaching for ten years. On returning to Basra he 
was arrested and imprisoned. After leaving prison in 1949, 
he obtained various jobs, both in Ba~ra and in Baghdad, with 
the Iraqi Date Company and the Iraqi Oil Company in Basra 
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and finally,in 1951, through the help of some friends, with 
the Directorate of General Imports in Baghdad. On 22nd 
November 1952, he participated in the huge demonstration 
in Baghdad, led by the students of the College of Pharmacy, 
which led to the resignation of the government of Nurl al-
c-Sa id. The organizers of these demonstrations made a number 
of demands; the abrogation of the 1930 Treaty of Portsmouth, 
free elections, respect for the law, freedom, and a limit-
ation on the amount of land any individual could possess. 
The ruling regime, however, agreed to none of these demands; 
on the contrary, they made a large wide number of arrests 
in Baghdad. Al-Sayyab fled to Iran to escape arrest· From 
there he went to Kuwait, where he remained for some time. 
He subsequently, however, returned to Baghdad, to work on 
-c -the newspaper al-Difa whose editor-in-chief was Sadiq 
al-Bassam. Later, on 23rd December, 1953 he was re-appointed 
to the Directorate of General Imports. In the years 
between 1951 and 1954 he composed four great masterpieces, 
which were regarded as new departure in Arabic poetry: 
Fa j r a 1-8 a lam (1951), Ha f far a 1-q u bur (1 952), a 1- Mum i s a 1- , 
c amya ' (1954), al-AsliQa wa-l-atfal (1954). 
In 1955 he married a girl from Abu l-Khaslb called 
Iqbal Taha C Abd al-Jalll, who had graduated from Dar al-
mucallimat two years previously. Although she was not 
related to his family, her sister had married his uncle 
c Abd aI-Qadir. 
In September, 1958, he was re-appointed as a teacher 
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at the al-AC~amiyya Secondary School in Baghdad; on 20th 
November, 1959, however, he was transferred to the Directorate 
of General Commerce. 
At the end of 1960, he thought of going back to Jaykur, 
and he began work in the Directorate of General Ports in 
MaCqal, also becoming an editor of the Journal aI-MawanI'. 
At this time, he began to suffer from disease, in addition 
to political repression; he had bad pains in the lower part 
of his back, and it became hard for him to move his right 
leg. From then on, the concept of death dominated his 
world. He had earlier written much about death, but it had 
then been to him a symbol of sacrifice, life-giving and 
fertility. In his last days, he loved death, because it 
was his sole hope of release from his ceaseless terrible 
pain, in the hospitals of Baghdad, Beirut, London, Paris 
and Rome. As one example of this outlook, we may cite 
one of his last poems: 
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In the spring of 1964 he was sent to the al-AmIrI 
Hospital in Kuwait, where he rem~ined for about six months. 
His disease was diagnosed as Amyotrophic Lateral Scleroais. 
Finally, on 24th December, 1964, he died there; his body 
was taken to Basra and it was buried in the cemetry of al-
Hasan al-BasrI in Zubayr. 
Goran 
Goran was cAbdullah Bag son of SUlayman Bag son of 
c -Abdullah Bag. He was born in 1904 or 1905 in the district 
of Halabca which is part of Sulaimaniyah. He was of the 
family of Bagzadai MIran BagI from the area of MarIwan. 
Both his father and grandfather were poets. His grandfather, 
according to RafIq HilmI Bag, achieved fame as a poet of his tribal 
DIwan (council) in both Kurdish and Persian. CUth~an Pashi, 
the cMieftain of theCaff tribe gave him the title of KatibI 
FarsI (Persisn writer), and appointed him tutor to his sons. 
After his death, his son SUlayman Bag took over this position, 
having also impressed CUthman Pasha with his poetry. 
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- c -SUlayman Bag had three sons, Ali Bag, MUQammad Bag and 
c - -Abdullah Bag, and one daughter, Shamsa Khan. c -Ali Bag 
and Shamsa Khan died young. The name Goran refers to a 
famous Iraqi Kurdish tribe. The reason why he called 
himself by this name is uncertain. .According to 
-Rafiq ~ilmI, in the summer of 1930 RashId NajIb published 
some of Goran's poems in JIyan (life) and perhaps gave him 
this pen-name then. c - --~usayn Ali Shanof believed that the 
poet called himself by this name in an attempt to reconcile 
his own tribe, Caff, with the tribe Goran, with whom it 
had always been at enmity. 
In 1919 the family left Halabca, when it was occupied 
by the British, and settled in the area of Biyara near Halabca. 
They returned, however, later that year. Goran's father 
died in 1919, and at the end of the year his brother, 
Muhammad Bag, sent Goran to al-Madrasa al-Cllmiyya in 
Kirkuk. He spent only three years there, for in 1921 his 
brother Muhammad Bag was killed, and in 1922 he was obliged 
to leave school and return to Halabca. The next three 
years he passed in considerable hardship and poverty. In 
1925, however, he was appointed as a teacher in Halabca, 
through the help of some kind-hearted friends, and he 
remained in this job until 1937. Then, having become dis-
enchanted with teaching, because of the chaotic state of 
education and the low standard of living enjoyed by the 
profession, he succeeded, with some difficulty in getting 
a position in the Directorate of Construction in Sulaimaniyah. 
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In September 1942, he went with a group of friends to Jaffa, 
where he was appointed Director of the Kurdish Department in 
the radio station established by the British to broadcast 
anti-Nazi propaganda in the Middle East. He remained there 
until the end of March, 1945, when he returned to Iraq and 
worked as an accountant in Erbil. In 1951, he was imprisoned 
for the first time, for having publsihed a poem praising 
North Korea, entitled LawkI sur bo KoreaI aza (the red tune 
to brave Korea). When he left prison in 1952, he was 
appointed editor-in-chief of the Kurdish newspaper Jln in 
Sulaimaniyah. He used this newspaper as an organ for anti-
imperialist and pro-peace views. He did not remain long 
in this position, however, because followers of plramerd 
who had established the newspaper in 1924, assumed control 
and forced him to relinquish the editorship, in 1954. On 
17th Novemb~r, 1954 he was again sentenced to one year's 
imprisonment and one year's exile, for an offence similar to 
that for which he had previously been imprisoned. He 
spent his imprisonment in the prisons of Sulaimaniyah, Kirkuk, 
Kut, BaCquba and Nugra Salman, and passed his exile in Badra 
near Kut. When he was set free, on 22nd September, 1956, 
he attempted to find a job in Sulaimaniyah, but without 
success. He went to Baghdad, where he became a foreman 
in a construction company. No sooner had he got this job, 
however, tha~ he found himself in front of the military 
court at Kirkuk, on political charges) ±he nature of which 
cannot now be discovered. He was sentenced to three years' 
imprisonment Or the payment of a fine of one thousand dinars. 
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Being too poor to afford the fine, he was sent to prison, 
w her e her em a i Rie dun til the 0 u t b rea k 0 f the Rev 0 1 uti 0 n; 0 f 
14th July, 1958. On his release, he visited the Soviet 
Union as a member of the Iraqi peace delegation. At the 
beginning of 1959 he was appointed editor-in-chief of the 
magazine Shafaq in Sulaimaniyah. He held this post until 
mid-1960, when he was dismissed for being absent without 
permission, having participated in the Second Conference of 
the Teachers of Kurdistan in Shaqlawa. Shortly after this 
he left Sulaimaniyah and was appointed a lecturer in the 
Kurdish Department of the College of Arts in Baghdad 
University. At the same time, he became a member of the 
editorial board of the newspaper AzadI (Freedom). 
In summer 1962, he visited the Soviet Union for the 
second time, this time for medical treatment, since he was 
suffering from cancer of the stomach. He remained there 
for about three months, and then returned to Iraq. He 
died in Sulaimaniyah on 18th November 1962. He was buried 
in the cemetry of Saywan in Sulaimaniyah. 
It is a very difficult matter to trace the early 
development of Iraqi poets before the Second World War. 
In the first place, many of their early poetic attempts 
remained unpublished and were often not preserved; Secondly, 
when they were published, the dates of their publication 
are. frequently difficult to ascertain, so that it is 
impossible to establish to what stage of the poet's careers 
they are to be ascribed. Thirdly, we learn from their 
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own accounts that they commonly rewrote and modified their 
work for a considerable time before publishing. Certainly, 
al-Sayyab says that he did this on a number of occasions. 
Goran, on the other hand, apparently was not in the habit of 
altering his poems, once composed. He says in the intro-
duction to his first OIwan Bahasht u yadgar (Paradise and 
Remembrance). 
"When I first collected my early poems in 
Vol.1, and got them ready for publication, 
I could have changed many traditional, ~~ak 
and stilted expressions. I thought of 
changing them for genuine Kurdish expressions, 
so as almost to recompose the whole poem .... 
but I refrained from doing so lest scholars 
and literary critics investigating the 
development of Kurdish literature should miss 
the early stages of the development of the 
Kurdish literary langauge. Therefore, I 
realised that the disadvantages of making 
such modifications were greater than the 
advantages. So I preferred to leave the 
style of the poems for the readers as I first 
wrote them.,,(3) 
However, most of our poets were less spontaneous, and 
their poems were worked over. Some, not satisfied with 
altering themselves, would get other poets too to revise 
them, even with respect to the rhymes and metres. Much 
of our two poets' early work, then, is lost, and His often 
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impossible to establish a date for that which survives. 
Something, however, can be said, about their earlier 
productions. AI-Sayyab apparently began to compose poetry 
while still a pupil at primary school. According to 
Mu~ammad cAlI IsmacII, a friend of him from his early years: 
"When al-Sayyab was in the primary school he 
used to recite poetry. He composed a poem in 
which he described the battle of al-Qadisiyya. 
This poem so impressed al-Sayyab's teacher that 
he carried him round on his shoulders encouraging 
him to recite the poem,,(4). 
It was at this time that al-Sayyab, as NajI cAllush 
tells us, issued a newspaper, in his own handwriting, called 
Jaykur , the place of publication of which was the house 
of c Abd al-Jabbar Marzuq al-Sayyab. He distributed copies 
f tb " t h" f" d (5) a . 1S newspaper a 1S young r1en s . One of the most 
important elements in literature during the thirties was 
still religion. As a youth, al-Sayyab was a frequent visitor 
at the small mosque in his village. He often used to 
attend the instruction of the Shaykhs and theologians in 
his mosque before and after prayer. He would listen 
attentively, and perhaps sadly to the epics of tbe shIci 
(6) -imams, such as the tragedy of Karbala'. When he was 
at the secondary school in Basra, he was impressed by the 
piety of his teacher, Muhammad Yusuf, and he continued to 
go to the mosque to pray regularly, with his friend MUQammad 
CAl""" I -C"""I(7) 1 sma 1 • 
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c - -Further, Abd aI-Latif al-Sayyab claims 
that he still remembers some religious verse that al-Sayy~b 
composed during that period(S). Unfortunately, I have not 
had access to any poems of this kind, and I have been unable 
to find any trace of religious themes in his very early 
poetic experiments. Certainly, such themes appear in his 
later poetry, but they are used as symbols for very different 
ideas, as we shall see, and not as direct expressions of 
religous feeling. A~y religious poetry that he may have 
composed in his youth he must have discarded, either because 
he was later ashamed of having written any such thing, or 
simply because it was not of a sufficiently high standard 
t 0 b e wo r t h pres e r v i n 9 . What we do find evident in his 
youthful work is a great love of nature. Very early in his 
career he began to compose poetry, in both colloquial and 
standard Arabic, celebrating the beauty of nature in Jaykur: 
"I composed the first poem while I was in the 
first year of my primary school in colloquial 
language and I composed the first poem in 
standard Arabic while I was in the fifth year 
of my primary school. 
( 9 ) (my country)." 
I called it WatanI 
It is hardly surprising that this poem has not 
survived, because al-Sayyab himself says that it was full 
of grammatical mistakes(10) and that he then knew nothing 
of the form and structure of Arabic poetry. 
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According to Irysan cAbbas, while al-Sayyab was at secondary 
- (11) 
school, he composed a nostalgic poem about Jaykur . I 
have been able to discover nothing about this poem, and it 
is unlikely that cAbbas has seen it, since he does not quote 
from it or give the date of its composition. It is certain, 
however, that al-Sayyab composed some of the poems in which 
he described Jaykur in the years 1942 and 1943, for example, 
Yawm aI-safar (1942), Dhikrayat aI-rTf (1943), al-Dhikra 
(1943), Tanahhudat (1943), Ta~iyyat al-garya (1943). 
- c -In addition, I~san Abbas relates that, at this time, 
while al-Sayyab was sharing accommodation with Mu~ammad cAlI 
IsmacII, they used to go to Abu I-Kha~Ib, which inspired 
h o t (12) lm 0 compose a poem . The following extracts will 
exemplify the type of poetry that he was writing at this period: 
1 
/ -,. 
~\tl~1 
./ . 
'" ~ ~:..J\ ..))'.;,1 ('.1~\ &J 
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c:.J,; ~~ '-#~/ ;,~ 
clv\ ,~~ ,~ 
U~~~ 
01 - • 
(13) ~\ ~.; ~~\ ~ 
-
Al-Sayyab was fond of this poem and often used to 
recite it to his friends and acquaintances. However, he 
was not satisfied with it and added some more verses to it 
in 1944(14): 
~f ~~~~, ~J 
/ 
(15 ) 
)0/' y~; ~J V\(' ~ 
.. r 
~, CJI 
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~, ~;./ W-\ J 
/ 
~f )h't 
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It seems clear from the second volume of al-Sayyab's 
Dlwan,particularly the chapter al-Bawaklr (first fruits), that 
he began systematically to write poetry in 1941. He does 
not mention the date of compsoition of some of these bawaklr, 
but we can confidently ascribe them to the years 1941 to 
1944(16). The first dated poem (1941) that we have, cAl; 
al-shati' (on the bank), may serve as an example of this 
period of his work: 
~ ~ l.)-\ \.b~ 
~ cJ.,v\ !. ~ 
~ 
cffo' rc>c.\ ~ 
U~\ -~JJ 
• , 
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The next few years were fertile ones, his poetry 
became more mature and his talent bloomed. During tbis 
time he was in touch with Khalid al-Shawwaf, M. 
Mu~I aI-DIn IsmacII, ~ali~ Fa~il, Mu~ammad N~rI 
c - -c-Ali Isma iI, 
Salman, 
c Abd al-Ra~man al-Ramma~, who were interested in poetry, 
prose fiction and modern culture in general; at the same 
time, poetry conferences were held at the Secondary School, 
in which these young poets used to indulge in good-natured 
t OtO (18) compe 1 lon . 
Obviously, too, the social and political consequences 
of the Second World War, and the horror of the war itself, 
had an effect on al-Sayyab. He was too young yet to adopt 
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any specific philosophical or ideological outlook, but he 
was deeply concerned, in a youthfully nationalistic way, 
about RashId cAlI al-GaylanI's uprising of 1941, in which 
he demanded independence for Iraq from the British Government. 
When the uprising was suppressed and its leaders sentenced to 
death, he wrote an elegiac poem about them. The romantic 
tendency of this poem may be thought to display the influence 
of the Dlwan, Mahjar and Apollo schools: 
~ .-
+.,,\: (~\ ~ e) .>oW\ ~ 
.. 
4o,.\..u J'J cp d\. ~~ ~.J 
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It was during this period that Arabic Romanticism, 
whith between the wars had been little more than a blind 
imitation of English Romanticism, began to associate itself 
with human suffering inthe world, and the aspiration of the 
Arabs. This was something that happened rather later in 
Iraq than in some other Arab countries, and it happened there 
precisely as a result of the leadership of such poets as 
al-BayyatI, Nazik al-Mala'ika, Mardan, Buland al-~aydarI and 
al-Sayyab himself. These poets, who did a great deal to 
develop romanticism in Arabic poetry, were as has been 
suggested, at least partly influenced by the earlier experiments 
of the Dlwan, Mahjar and Apollo schools. In al-Sayyab's 
case, in addition to this undeniable influence, we may suggest 
a number of more personal circumstances that stimulated the 
Romantic tendencies latent in him: 
First, the war, which clearly had the general effect 
of rousing Iraq from its lethargy. c - - I Abd aI-Hamid Jidas 
assertion that the war had no effect on Iraqi poets, who 
were affected solely by the innovations of their Egyptian 
(20) 
and Lebanese counterparts, can hardly be substantiated. 
c - c -It appears to be based on a misunderstanding of Ali Abbas 
cAlwan's remark: 
"The Iraqi Romantic poets during the time 
between the two world wars were more imitating 
the Egyptian and Mahjar poets than European 
Romantics,,(21) . 
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Second, the early loss of his mother (his father 
seems not long to save survived her). This was a dep-
rivation that he felt very keenly throughout his life. In 
the introduction to Asatlr (1950) he says: 
"I lost my mother while I was very young. 
Thus, I grew up deprived of woman's love and 
kindness. During all my life, I have been 
searching for a particular woman who can fill 
this gap. I have always been dreaming of 
having a family in which I could find comfort 
and content. Also I have the feeling that 
I will not live 10ng,,(22). 
In an early poem, he speaks of the loneliness that he 
suffers as a result of the loss of his parents: 
. 
~ ... 
-. 
r ~\ 0>/\ \J)~ '" d\,., 
... b\o,P/ ..v} ,.))~, cp s> "J 
(2~) .• J~ JJ .)l.J~ DV'; 
,/ 
Furthermore, it would seem that his grandmot~er, who 
adopted al-Sayyab, died when he was fifteen or sixteen years 
old. Her death shocked al-Sayyab, and he wrote in a letter 
to his friend Khalid al-Shawwaf dated 23rd November 1942: 
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"Are tyrannical fate and time now satisfied, 
with the death of my grandmother, at the end 
of this summer of 1942? I have now been 
deprived of the last heart that bears 
love and kindness towards me". (24) 
He composed this elegy for her, Ritha' jaddatI (1942): 
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(25) . ~ I 
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Third, not unconnected with the second, his constant 
quest for a woman's love. Like so many poets, with their 
sensitivity and highly cultivated emotions, he was unsuccess-
ful in this respect. c - c Ali Izzat says: 
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"Women greatly dominated al-Sayyab's world. 
Actually, he was obsessed by them. He was 
always engaged in a ceaseless search for love, 
but all in vain". (26) 
In fact, he fell in love with many women. Perhaps 
the first was a girl from his own village whom he met while 
in the last grade of secondary school(27). He told his 
friend Khalid al-Shawwaf about his love for the shepherdess 
Hala In a letter, dated 9th March, 1943, with which he enclosed 
a poem entitled MarI9a, dated 15th January, 1943: 
This girl made a great impression on al-Sayyab, 
inspiring him to copmose a number of poems celebrating her 
beauty and tenderness, and expressing his passionate longing 
for her. These can be easily seen in Hamas al-hanI, 
Dhikrayat al-rIf, Ughniyat al-racI. 
When he went to Baghdad, he fell in love again, this 
time with LabIba, his fellow-student in the college; she 
/-
was seven years older than him and he called her?~hat~ 
mandIl al-abmar. He affirms his love for her in many poems 
such as Khayaluki, Araha ghadan, Ughruda and FI I-masa! 
Unfortunately, LabIba rejected his love and married another 
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man. Nevertheless, he still remembers her in AQibblnI, 
which he wrote on 19th March, 1963, twenty years after her 
leaving him: 
rJ~~ ~\: ~ 01 : ~J'l# ~]J.w; 
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(29 ) 
After Lablba's departure, al-Sayyab fell in love with 
Daisy al-Amlr, whom he used to call al-Ugb~wana and Dhat 
al-ghamazatayn. Once again, he celebrated his love for 
- - c c - -her in many poems such as Diwan shi r, Awdat al-diwan, 
- c - c -aI-Warda al-manthura, Maqta bi-Ia unwan. Later, again 
-c he appears to have fallen in love with the poetess Lami a 
c - c -Abbas Imara, a Sabian, who admired his poetry. However, 
. (30) they could not get marrled . This quest for women's 
love did not cease even after his marriage to Iqbal, though 
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he claimed that women had no longer any place in his poetic 
horizons(31). This was clearly not the case; his poems 
written after his marriage, no less than those written 
before, clearly indicate that women were always his main 
source of inspiration. Even during the last days of his 
life he did not desist from expressing his passionate 
longings for them, although those he has loved had left him 
without bidding him farewell. As we have indicated, he 
was somewhat unfortunate in this respect: 
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Fourth, his early physical environment. He was born 
and brought up amidst some of the most beautiful countryside 
in the South of Iraq, which he celebrated in many lyrical 
poems; he became particularly renowned for his poetry of 
this kind, not least for than in which he immortalized the 
natural beauties of Basra. The best examples occur in 
his Dlwan Azhar dhabila and Asatlr, in which Romantic 
features are prominent. In these, lyrical and sententious 
elements are inter~oven in an imagery so disciplined that 
many Arab poets have called them "inspired". The image 
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of the village of Jaykur and the natural beauty of Basra 
are over and over again uniquely sketched, as he recalled 
them while in Baghdad. His Tammuzite period did not 
represent a complete break with Romanticism. To him 
nature was always endowed with vital characteristics, as 
may be clearly seen in his DIwan Unshudat al-matar. An 
example from his romantic period is to be found in his 
poem Dhikrayat al-rIf, composed on 9th April, 1943: 
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Fifth, a general sense of loneliness and depression, 
aggravated by economic and political circumsta~ces. The 
result of these is perhaps best encapsulated in Gharlb 
c - - , 
ala l-Khalij, written in 1953, when he was a refuge in 
Kuwait: 
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As with so many Romantics, self-centredness is perhaps 
the most noticeable characteristic of al-Sayyab during his 
Romantic peripd. He was never entirely free from this, 
but clearly, in moving towards Realism and Social Realism, 
he became more aware of and concerned with social and 
political pr~blems in general, both those of Iraq and the 
Arab countries and also of the world at large. It is 
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perfectly possible, however, to regard such commitment 
in a writer, particularly one with a history such as his, 
as merely a developed aspect, an extension in a sense, of 
this self-centredness. Only too often, it is the writer's 
reaction to the injustices and atrocities that he denounces 
that is the subject of real concern to him. 
For Goran's part, he was born into the world of 
(35) poetry . As has been mentioned, he too started to 
compose poetry when he was very young. His father used to 
give him instruction on its construction, explain its 
b ·t· d d·ff t f h· (36) o scurl les an compare 1 eren poems or 1m . He 
induced him to read and study the classics of both Kurdish 
and Persian literature. Before he started at primary 
school, Goran had already learnt the whole of the Qur'an 
by heart; eventually he became a religious student in the 
Pasha mosque at Halabca. A little later he was for some 
time known as Faqe (theological student) cAbdullah(37). 
According to Kamal MlrawdalI, Goran began to write poetry 
when he was only six years old; when he disagreed with his 
fellows, he would use poetic turns of phrase to make fun 
of them(38). From his autobiography, which he sent to 
~usayn cAlI Shanof in the Soviet Union, it is clear that 
Goran began to write poetry while he was a pupil at primary 
school. Shanof elaborates: 
II-Goran mentio ned that while he was at 
primary school he started to compose 
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love-poems, in the manner of classical 
Kurdish poetry. He used to recite them 
to his father, who was impressed by them 
and encouraged his son to continue to 
(39) 
compose them" . 
RafIq HilmI Bag says: 
"When Goran was twelve or thirteen years 
old he began to read and comprehend Persian 
and Kurdish poems. At that time, he started 
t ""1 t Classl"calones,,(40). o compose poems Slml ar 0 
Goran himself said that the first poem he composed 
constituted four or five verses, of which he could remember 
only two; these he did not wish to write down(41), 
because at the time that he composed them, he had had no 
poetical experience. No one, as far as is known, has 
ever heard or seen anything of this poem. 
Again, Raflq ~ilmI says that the first love-poem 
which Goran composed, at the age of twelve, consisted of 
seven verses. Goran, however, preserved only two of 
these, which ~ilmI published in the second volume of his 
work Shicr u adabiyati kurdI (1956), and reprinted in the 
first volume of Goran's DIwan (1980): 
~0,-:: (." t> (,~ J~ rJ>L"; 
(42) (~\:-: > ~'J ,;/ J:.'> cJ'" j.l~" .Ij.) 
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Because of my beloved leaving me, my heart is constantly distracted; 
Like the madman of a tribe, I wonder through hills,plains and deserts. 
His early poetic experiments were no more than 
simple imitations of classical Persian, Turkish and Kurdish 
poetry, as we discover from the collection YadgarI kon 
(old memories). In one of these poems AI shawqI galaw~j 
(0 the brightness of the Sirius), an early work, he says: 
~ ~ UJ'~ v~ ... J Y~JJ'! J~":' v:' 
.. . .. 
~-- ~~ --- ~~- -~- ---
, J'd. <3> ~ >--" til> ~J:: ~t.J:' 
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(43) ~ ~ L J ~ l,.. ~~o) ~~ uJ"J ~-' 
" . 
o the brightness of the Sirius of the morning-light of your glance 
o your purity that makes Gabriel's heart burn with jealousy 
Your headress inclines only to affection and playfulness. 
How can the court of love not give your beauty its rights 
The smile of your sinless lips is the giving of your testimony. 
o beloved, I supplicate, like the nightingale of the dawn of eternity~ 
for that flower which your praise of God creates. 
Lovelessness is the wind of autumn to my anxious heart, 
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o sun of spring l(I ask for)the favour of your hidden heat. 
The darkness of the night took away the stability of my wakefulness, 
Show your disordered tresses like the face of the moon. 
His poetic talent began really to show itself in the 
twenties, at a time when radical developments, in both 
form and content, were beginning to take palce in Kurdish 
literature. These developments were due largely to the 
impact that foreign literature, both in translation and in 
the original, was having. Goran entered on his Romantic 
period, without immediately, however, abandoning all the 
Classical conventions. Some of his earlier Romantic poems, 
which are subjective and sentimental, reaching the heights 
and depths of emotion, are nevertheless composed in the 
manner of Ottoman poetry, for example Madaniyyat (Civilisation): 
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Civilization: the flower of life's spring; 
Civilization: the air of growth and increase; 
Civilization: the means of revival 
for all nations and all countries. 
Civilization: electricity, moon; 
o you who shed light on the condition of the human race 
The miserable helpless Kurdish people 
is the deprived vagabond of ignorance; help 
It is tired, dead, sunk in dust and mist. 
It enfolds this comprehenderof secrets. 
It was really only after the publication of his 
YadgarI kon (old memories) that he divorced himself completely 
from the classical style. 
Circumstances seem also to have accelerated 
his taking up with Romanticism. Born into a qasi-feudalist 
and educated family, of a tribe that played an influential 
political and social role in Kurdish Society, his life 
early on suffered a complete reversal, with the sudden death 
of his father, the killing of his brother, and his unwilling 
departure from Halabca, in search of his livelihood. 
Although deeply affected by this, he did not despair; he 
was a strong-willed person and thrived on challenges: 
"These black days will never hold me back 
f 0 10f ,,(45) rom my course ln 1 e . 
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The first manifestation of a Romantic tendency in 
him was a prose article published in 1921 in the newspaper 
Peshkawtin (Progressive), entitled AsafI maQI u andeshaI 
istigbalim (My regret for the past and my apprehension for 
the future). In this piece Goran depicts his suffering 
and loneliness, while demonstrating his mastery of metaphor 
and simile in the classical manner. 
In the year in which he went to Kirkuk, to continue 
his studies, he composed a poem dedicated to his mother, 
in which he expressed his sadness at being separated from 
his homeland and his family: 
(46) 
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o mother! if you ask how I am 
(For you are not pitiless like the others; 
You know a little, at least, of pity), 
I am, in fact, groaning day and night; 
I am weeping, and burning like a candle, 
My lamentations reach the upper spheres of heaven -
Silent, despondent, wearied and grieving 
for my e~tranged condition and my loneliness. 
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In the thirties, his Romanticism was developed both 
by his attachment to the English Romantics and by his 
discovery of the dynamic Turkish poetry. Throughout the 
period, though, it was largely dominated by enthusiasm 
and hope for his country; see, for example, Shahid (The 
martyr), Bo Halo Bag (For Halo Bag), Bo Mabmud Jawdat 
(For Mabmud Jawdat), L~w~nawai sara ra (Lamentation on 
the highway): 
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It was the sixth of September, 1930 when the sun rose: 
Voices demanding rights arose within the city of Sulaimaniyah, 
Halo Bag - that youth's heart was full of yearning for his homeland; 
In front of the crowds he made an attack on the Sara (square). 
He and his comrades said: 0 Government ! until you confirm 
the rights of the Kurdish nation, the Kurds do not want your elections. 
Those whom you have invited and strongly protected 
are worthless and selfseeking and have no regard for you. 
Tell my. new bride of one night, if she comes to my bier -
Do not say that I sacrificed my life for my country and did 
not live for my love. 
It was my duty to give my head for the sake of my country, 
which nurtured you for me at the foot of mountain and hill. 
Unlike al-Sayyab, he lived through both world wars; 
it was, however, the second that affected him, too, more 
deeply. 
For the most part, however, Goran was' a poet of 
nature and women. His most important poetry celebrates 
the beauty of women, upon whom he lavished his Romantic 
feelings and poetic talent. He was prepared to pursue love, 
wherever it might be, regardless of set-backs: 
v 
, ~) 
... 
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If ever I have seen a red flower inany garden, 
I have gone to it, even though a thousand thorns have pricked my feet. 
His Romantic poem Bo gawra kichek (to the eldest girl) 
indicates that Goran first fell in love in his early youth. 
His first marriage was not a love-match. It would seem 
th t h " th f d h" t f h" I t" (49) a IS ma er orce 1m 0 marry one 0 IS re a Ives . 
AjI Goran has related an earlier disappointment: 
"Before his first marriage, Goran fell in love 
with an aristocratic girl. His relationship 
with her was very strong. Unfortunately, 
his financial problems and the tragic 
circumstances that had befallen him were 
obstacles that kept him from his loved one. 
The pain of this remained in his heart 
from that time until he poured it out in 
a. poem BGkekI n~k~m (Disappointed bride), 
whi~h he composed in 1951". (50) 
The following exerpt from this poem substantiates AjI 
Goran's statement: 
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Under the bridal veil of Surmachin (red-gold material), the 
most beautiful girl of bhe village, 
the farmer's daughter, is leaving for the Agha's Palace. 
The Agha's palace is plastered with gypsum and decorated 
with mirrors; 
No-one knows how many windows it has. 
Marble cisterns, fountains and courtyards, gardens and meadows 
whose greenness and rare flowers are never at an end, 
The beautiful rustic girl, naked like a single violet, 
In the silk and gold of this palace and courtyard: 
Elegant and well-dressed from the crown of her head to the 
soles of her feet, 
Mounted, merry and bright, like an angel. 
She is leavi~g for the curtains of Satin and Gurun ) 
to the arms of Agha, facing the brilliant chandeliers. 
The farmer's daughter, to a paradise of life and love -
although she had made compact of love with the shepherd's son. 
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Goran does not mention the name of any woman for 
whom he composed poetry, so we do not know for whom he 
wrote: Afrat u cuwanI (woman and beauty), AwatI durI 
(Distant hope), BastaI dildar (Song of love), HalbastI 
PashlmanI (Verse of regret). According to DIlan the 
following verses refer to a girl who worked in a bookshop 
in Jaffa, with whom Goran fell in love:(52) 
--------- ---------
Whatever i do, that image has intoxicated me. 
I cannot put it inside the frame of my verse. 
The thing that exited my emotions 
was that book of poetry which you handed me. 
This, however, is as close as we ever came to discovering 
the identities of the objects of his passion. 
Goran was brought up in Hawraman which is famous for 
its natural beauty, its rivers, mountains, snows and green 
plains. He was greatly fascinated by these phenomena, 
and he devoted many of his poems to the celebration of 
nature. Excellent examples are provided by the two famous 
poems in which he immortalizes the natural beauty of 
Hawraman and Qaradagh: 
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A mountain mass, wild and definat, 
Has gathered blue heaven in its embrace; 
The mantle of its peak very white snow, 
Dark with forest its silent dales. 
Waters imprisoned in their runnels 
Flow on, nor cease their windings round the hills; 
The roar and hiss of foam, the shrill song of the brook, 
Lullabies for grief in the solitude of night. 
The narrow footpath, feeling its way from tunnel to tunnel, 
Throws the wayfarer into anxiety without end; 
On the track rocky stairways, on the side great boulders 
That heaven has not yet sent rolling down. 
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We mounted and left for the foot of Saywan. 
The face of the world bright and the morning most beautiful. 
The green plain of Takya, and downwards from there, 
was fresh like the side-locks of the beloved. 
The sunflowers, golden-haired with light-brown eyes, 
were standing with bent heads, intent on their imaginings, 
Over the grave the judas trees 
were like veiled brides in long green dresses. 
Like al-Sayyab, Goran was essentially subjective and 
self-centred in his early work. His turning towards wider 
issues may perhaps be said to begin in 1932, with his poem 
Shahld (the martyr), which he wrote in commemoration of 
the events of 6th September, when the Kurds in Sulaimaniyah 
rejected the false elections of the ruling regime. Later, 
at the beginning of the war, he became deeply involved in 
internationalist politics, which he afterwards wished to 
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apply to the Iraqi situation. After he joined the Iraqi 
Communist Party, in the fifties, he used his poetry to 
preach peace and love among the people of the world. However, 
his political activities and their connection with his 
poetry are discussed in greater detail elsewhere. 
It may perhaps be remarked, in passing, that al-Sayyab's 
Romantic period was of shorter duration than that of Goran. 
The Romantic phase in Iraq, in general, although of 
considerable significance, was not long-lived: 
"In Iraq the Romantic period was very short. 
The new poets started in imitation of the 
existing romantic schools and themselves, 
quite suddenly, abandoned the Romantic 
style and in response to the changing 
situation after the war al-Sayyab and 
al-BayyatI created the basis of the neo-
classical school in Iraq with a new 
poetry which was to sweep aside the 
already moribund Romantic school". (57) 
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CHAPTER FIVE - THE INFLUENCE OF EUROPEAN LITERATURE ON AL-SAYYAB AND GORAN 
I tis a we 11 est a b 1 ish e d fa c t t hat ale a r ned poe t 
cannot avoid the influence of both local and international 
literature on him. Ample studies have been made of this 
topic, and it is beyond the scope of the present research to 
go into it fully. It suffices to quote the Arabic version 
of KalIla Wa-Dimna (Panchatantra) which has been translated 
. 't 1 (1) In 0 many anguages . To highlight this point further, it 
is worthwhile quoting La Fontaine's (1621-1695) comment in 
his introduction to the second volume of his fables, which 
appeared in 1678, ten years after the first collection(2). 
The fables of the second volume are regarded as some of the 
finest manifestations of the art of the Seventeenth Century; 
he took the greater part of the subjects of those from a 
fresh source of inspiration, the Indian philosopher Pilpay or 
Bidpay, the original of KalIla Wa-Dimna(3). This can be 
illustrated by the works of La Fontaine himself: 
"Pour peu que Ie lecteur y prenne garde, 
il Ie reconnaitra lui-meme; ainsi je ne 
tiens pas qu'il soit necessaire d'en 
etaler ici raisons, non plus que de dire 
ou j'ai puise ces derniers sujets. 
Seulement je dirai, par reconnaissance, 
que j'en dois la plus grande partie a 
Pilpay, sage Indien.,,(4) 
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It seems that La Fontaine had access to this book, 
after the appearance of his first volume in- 1668, (5) when 
it was translated into French (1644) by David Shahid of 
Isfahan, and edited and commented on by Gilbert Gaumen(6). 
The same can also be said about Alf layla wa-layla 
(The thousand and one nights). This book, which was trans-
lated into many languages, had a great effect on many famous 
poets and literacy men such as Tennyson, Voltaire, Montesquie~(7). 
It was first translated into French by Antoine Galland at the 
beginning of the eighteenth century and published in 12 
volumes (Paris) between 1704-1717. During the eighteenth 
century this French translation was re-translated into many 
other European languages(8). In the nineteenth century, 
the work was translated into many European languages directly 
from the Arabic text(9). 
Another example is the epic of Mam u ZIn by the Kurdish 
poet A~madI xanI (1650-1706). This epic, which goes back 
as far as the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries(10), had 
influence in the East and in the Soviet Union. It was 
translated into Russian by M.S. Rodinco in 1962, and into 
c- - - -Arabic prose by al-Shaykh Muhammad Sa id Ramadan al-Suti. 
some 
It is from this epic that the Syrian poet A~mad Sulayman 
aI-Ahmad derived his novel in verse Mam u Zin(11)'. It should 
be said that this epic contains 2661 verses. It relates the 
love-story of the princess ZIn, the sister of the ruler of 
- ~ (12) Sotan, and of Mam, the son of one of the latter's subjects . 
Influences of European literature are quite evident 
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in Arabic and Kurdish literature in the twentieth century. 
This is partly due to the rise of the Romantic movement at 
the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth 
centuries in Europe, which greatly affected Arabic trends of 
thought as Arab poets began to read European literature in 
general, both in the original and in translation. English 
literature, for instance, inspired both Arabic and Kurdish 
poets, who did their best to imitate its style, images, and 
artistic techniques. It should be emphasised that Arab poets 
were principally influenced by the stylistic and artistic 
techniques of European literatures, rather than by their 
philosophical or intellectual trends. However, in 1920-1921 
the Arab immigrant poets of North America established a 
society called al-Rablta al-qalamiyya. (the pen association), 
whose founders were Gibran Khalil Gibran (1883-1931), Amin 
al-Ray~anI (1876-1940), Mlkha'II NuCayma (b.1889), Naslb 
cArlda (1887-1946) and Ilya Abu MadI (1890-1957). The 
"precepts of this society included the renunciation of 
classicism, belief in the prevailing of huma~ity over nation-
alism, the expression of deep religious feeling and the use 
f d "t h "t th""d (13) L t o ynamlc ec nlques 0 convey elr leas, . a er, 
between 1932-1933, Arab immigrant poets in South America 
established their own society al- c U9 ba al-Andalusiyya, which 
advocated the revival of Andalusian literature, Arab national-
(14) ism, and devotion to classical Arab techniques of poetry . 
The pioneers of this society were FawzI al-Macluf (1889-1930), 
Shaflq al-Macluf (b.1905), Ilyas Far~at (b. 1893), Rashid 
Salim al-KhurI (b. 1887)(15). Nonetheless, according to 
c Umar Farrukh , these poets had neither a deep and broad 
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education, nor a rich Arabic vocabulary which would enable 
th t "t t th "d" (16) H th em 0 wrl e poe ry wor conSl erlng. owever, ey 
were influenced by, and imitated, European and American 
literature which was quite new to them. Their experiments 
were confined to those of style, and they tried to reproduce 
the involuted subjectivity of English Romanticism. Partly 
as a result of the immense influence of European literature 
and particularly English, the Apollo School was established 
in Egypt in 1932 by A~mad ZakI Abu ShadI (1892-1954) who 
was the most daring Arab poet to experiment with poetic form, 
being a close student of the development of contemporary 
English and American poetry(17). One may feel that F.T. 
Palgrave's The Golden Treasury (1861) should be regarded as 
one of the principal sources on which most of the Arab and 
Kurdish poets depended. It was the main anthology which 
introduced English poetry, and it was a text book in many 
Arab colleges. 
Similar influences soon made themselves felt in Iraq, 
and many Iraqi poets such as al-Sayyab, al-BqyyatI, al-
Mala'Ika and Goran, were affected by them, both in style and 
subject matter. In the forties a new literary trend was 
initiated in Arabic poetry in Iraq which was characterized 
mainly by the abandonment of the restrictions of classical 
poetry and the imitationof European romantic poets. There 
can be little doubt that what most attracted Iraq's first 
modern poets was the fact that poets of contemporary liter-
ature.in the West could be counted important in their 
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societies; in addition, of course, a number of the ideas 
of the modern European poets - social justice, political 
persuasion, the stream of consciousness and the rest, had 
a great attraction; realist drama, too, which contrasted 
completely with the Romantic, had a profound effect. However, 
I cannot better summarize this matter than in the words of 
Moreh: 
"The influence of Western poetry on Arabic 
poetry from 1947 until the present day has 
been more profound and revolutionary than in 
the whole period from the second quarter of 
the nineteenth century until 1947. The reason 
is that in the earlier period it was the 
subject matter of poetry that was influenced; 
the effect on form and technique was not great 
or decisive. The works of the great Western 
poets, starting with Shakespeare and the 
English, French, Russian and German Romantics, 
were translated into Arabic and influenced 
Arabic poetry, but their impact was restricted 
to subject-matter, i.e. the ideas and 
content, to the rhetorical and metaphorical 
forms, and the depth ofth e sentiments 
expressed. This led to the use of expressive 
poetic images, to personification, to 
expressing ideas through narrative poetry, 
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to striving towards an organic unity of idea 
and sentiment, and to borrowing ideas from 
( 1 8 ) Ii fe (proverbs, metaphors, etc.)." 
The effort of European literature on Kurdish has been 
less than that on Arabic. It seems that Goran was the first 
Kurdish poet who was influenced by European literature and 
particularly English. This conclusion, however, has to be 
taken with caution because we have little information to rely 
on, apart from two important articles by c Umar BarzancI Goran 
u adabI InglIzI (Goran and the English literature), which he 
published in the Journal RojI Kurdistan (Sun of Kurdistan) -
1976-1978 -, and one by Kamal MIrawdalI (Mamand) Sirusht u 
cuwanI la shicrI Goran (Nature and beauty in Goran's poetry), 
which he published in the Journal NusarI Kurd (The Kurdish 
writer) - 1973 - . 
Before attempting to investigate the effect of 
European, and particularly English literature, on Goran and 
al-Sayyab, we may perhaps cite DarwIsh al-JundI, in ~ 
c -Ramziyya fI al-adab al- Arabi, concerning the reasons for, 
and the results of, the connection of the East with European 
cultures. According to him, there were six reasons for this 
connection, of which we shall mention only the three that 
seem most important: 
1. Colonialism: 
At the end of the eighteenth century Napoleon led 
his campaign of invasion against Egypt. From that time, 
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onwards, the East was opened up to the West and was exposed 
to an unfamiliar culture under tbe influence of French and 
British colonialism. This eventually led, among many other 
results, to the appearance of many patriotic poets in Iraq 
and other Arab countries(19). It seems that the British 
Government in Iraq granted the Iraqis a limited freedom, 
which the latter exploited to its utmost to express their 
repressed views(20). Thus, the British encouraged education 
in Iraq and established the Directorate of Education Da'irat 
c- (21) 
aI-rna arif . 
2. Sci~ntific scholarship 
In 1826 Mu~ammad cAlI sent the first Egyptian scientific 
mission to France(22). Subsequently, students from other 
Arab countries habitually studied in the West; when they 
returned home they brought with them Western culture, and 
some of them even started preaching Western ideology(23). 
It is of interest to note that no Kurdish students were sent 
abroad except Goran, Raflq Chalak and RamzI Qazaz, who were 
sent to Palestine in the forties. It is not known under 
whose auspices they were sent. 
3. Translation: 
-c - -In Egypt Rifa a al-Tah~awi recommended the establishment 
of a school ,for translation and languages, which was approved 
by Muhammad cAlI. Soon, Arabic, English, French, Italian, 
Turkish and·Persian were being taught in this school(24). 
The impact of this activity in Egypt can be found also in 
Beirut, which was the centre of translation in the Levant; 
there the American University started teaching all topics in 
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Arabic, which obliged its teaching staff to translate their 
works into Arabic(25). In Iraq, from the thirties onwards, 
translation into Arabic was very active, and many European 
masterpieces were translated, such as The Mother by Gorky·, 
some of Chekhov's short stories and Nazim Hikmat's work(26). 
There are possible other factors that DarwIsh al-
JundI did not consider: 
1. The fact that both Goran and al-Sayyab lived in the 
most beautiful parts of Iraq made them in harmony with English 
romantic poets, who loved and celebrated nature in their 
poems. It would, of course, be absurd to suggest that any 
poet who lives in beautiful natural surroundings should 
necessarily be influenced by European literature; there are 
many Arab and Kurdish poets who have enjoyed living in such 
surroundings without being influenced by any European poet. 
Goran and Al-Sayyab, however, were at the same time educated 
enough to have access to European literature, which both 
enabled them to enrich and cultivate their poetic talent, 
and drew their attention to the rich resoruces of nature; 
it thus suggested to them botb a fertile new field on which 
to exercise their poetic imagination and the means to give 
artistic expression to the results. Wordsworth (1770-1850) 
was famous for his deliberate choice of precise and expre-
ssive words to depict the beauties and the majesty of nature. 
To him it was a symbol of permanence and. profound tran-
quility. Thus, he used it to ridicule the emphemeral 
" "t" f h . t (27) lnanl les 0 uman SOCle y . Byron's (1788-1824) and 
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Shelley's (1792-1816) consciousness of nature was not dis-
similar(28), but their poetic power lies more in the 
impassioned lyricism which sustains their magnificent odes 
and in the lucidity of the didactic 8nd 8naJvtical material 
of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage (1812) an Epipsychidion or 
The Triumph of life(29). Goran and al-Sayyab assimilated 
their Romantic approaches to nature, and thereby contributed 
strongly to the technical development of Iraqi poetry. 
While classical poets concerned themselves with the depiction 
of the beauty of nature through the employment of flowery 
rhetorical devices, Goran and al-Sayyab went back to the 
essence of nature, which inspired them to formulate genuine 
ideas and images. 
2. It is impossible to separate education from any form 
of human activity in an advanced society. Poetry, which is 
a means of expression, is strongly associated with education, 
knowledge and awareness, i.e., it is associated with all the 
characteristics of a society of which the poet is part and 
parcel. Further, the great poet should be aware of the 
fact that talent alone is not sufficient to create genuine 
poetry. His education, knowledge, assimilation of tradition 
and awareness of the various influential factors on society 
all work together to make a creative and authentic poet. 
Al-Sayyab was quite aware of this fact when he said: 
"The time during which people used to think 
that education is not necessary for a genuine 
poet has gone forever. Talent is no longer 
enough to create poets such as Edith Sitwell 
and T.S. Eliot,,(30). 
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Before starting at the Dar al-mucallimln al-Caliya , 
apart from composing poetry, al-Sayyab did his best to read 
and comprehend as many different kinds of literature and 
arts as possible. This point can be illustrated by the 
words of Ihsan cAbbas: 
"Reading - after the writing of poetry - was 
his second occupation. The evidence indicated 
that his cultural scope widened and began to 
influence his thinking and his comparative 
ju,dgements. He knew Ibn al-RumI, or at least 
he knew some of his poems which he admired, 
in particular his elegy on al-Bustan, the singing 
girl ..... He read in the Dlwan of Mihyar al-
DaylamI, and he memorized much of the poetry 
that Ibn Qutayba included in his Kitab al-
c c -
shi r wa-l-shu ara'. He also read Ahmad 
al-~awI Mu~ammad's book on Shelley and tried 
to understand some of his poems in their 
, , 1 E l' h" (31) or1g1na ng 1S . 
It was during this period that al-Sayyab became 
fascinated by Shelley and Keats; at the same time, he adored 
Le Lac by Lamartine (1790-1869), which was translated into 
Arabic by the Egyptian poet cAlI Mahmud Taha (32) 
Al-Sayyab himself says: 
"It was through cAlI Mahmud Taha and Ahmad 
~a?an al-Zaiyyat's translation of the works 
of- Alfred De Vigny, De Musset, and Percy Shelley 
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that I became fascinated by Western literature 
which I started to imitate. Meanwhile, I tried 
to read English poetry, though I had to 
consult an English dictionary twenty or thirty 
times in each poem,,(33). 
When Al-Sayyab came to Baghdad for the first time in 1943 
to join Dar al-mucallimln al-Caliya, he thought of Baghdad 
as a symbol of ambiguity, magic, imagination and dreams. 
Soon he became acquainted with literary men and found him-
self in the midst of the world of literature. (34). In 
Baghdad, at that time, clubs, cafes, newspapers were all 
devoted to literature, and al-Sayyab became a member of this 
literary society(35). According to Ihsan cAbbas, he used 
to accompany his friend Khalid al-Shawwaf to the society of 
( c - - (36) Muslim Youth Jam iyyat al-shubban al-muslimin) . Once, 
in al-Zahawis' cafe, he met for the first time the critic 
- - c -Naji al- Ubaydi, who was the editor of the newspaper al-
IttiQad, and who published al-Sayyab's first poetic work 
in his newspaper. During this period, al-Sayyab spent most 
of his time either in the college or in the cafes. One of 
his friends describes him as follows: 
"Often we saw him in the Mubarak Cafe,sipping 
tea, and reading the Dlwana of al-MutanabbI, 
Abu Tammam and al-BuhturI. He was so fond 
of the poetry of Abu Tammam that he used to 
memorize his long poems, analyze their images,and 
live their atmosphere,,(37). 
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When he joined the Iraqi Communist Party in 1945, 
he found a psychological and intellectual satisfaction. It 
should not be understood, however, that his membership of the 
actually created his poetic talent. It seems that 
the party furnished the poet in his early poetic experiments 
with accumulated and rich experience on various levels. 
As has been mentioned, al-Sayyab was deeply influenced 
by a number of classical and modern Arab poets such as al-
MutanabbI, Abu Tammam, al-Bu~turI, A~mad ShawqI, Ilyas Abu 
Shabaka, al-JawahirI and cAlI Mahmud Taha. This last 
fascinated him for a time, making him think of widening his 
poetic knowledge by reading European literature: 
"I had been under the influence of the Egyptian 
poet cAlI Ma~mud Taha al-Muhandis (1902-1949) 
for a long time. It was this poet who 
opened new horizons in my life when I started 
reading his translations. This stimulated 
me to learn English so as to read international 
literature,,(38) . 
His specialization in English language and literature 
in Dar al-mucallimln al- Caliya made him more familiar with English 
poetry. Under the influence of English Romantics and 
symbolists, he discarded the classical Arabic forms in 
favour of new style poetry in the Western manner. 
Concerning his reading, he said in a letter to his friend 
Jabra IbrahIm Jabra dated 15.10.1963: 
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"Among my reading were Taras Bulba by Gogol, 
To Have and Have Not by Ernest Hemingway, 
Lady Chatterley's Lover by D.H. Lawrence, 
Letters from the House of the Dead and 
White Nights by Dostoevsky. In addition I 
read some Chinese and Soviet novels, and 
various other works,,(39). 
Like al-Sayyab, Garan was an educated man. He 
became famous for his contribution to the language. His 
mastery of Kurdish has already been re~erred to, and his 
poetic diction is considered a model which contemporary 
Kurdish poets aspire to imitate. The influence of classical 
Kurdish poetry on his early work is even greater than that 
of classical Arabic poetry on that of al-Sayyab. Yadgarl kan 
(old memories), for instance, is a close imitation of 
classical Kurdish poets such as NaIl, Salim, Mahwl, Kurdl, 
Mawlawl. However, he soon gave up his imitation of class-
ical poetry, and abandoned its heavily Arabized and Persicized 
vocabulary, doing his best to use Kurdish words only; he 
(40) 
wrote many interesting articles on this subject. 
~ He wrote mostly in the Saranl dialect, although he 
introduced items of vocabulary from other dialects. Garan's 
interest was not restricted to his native language; while 
he was very young, he managed to acquire a good knowledge 
of Turkish and Persian as well. This enabled him to trans-
late a lot of Persian and Turkish poetry, which he did in a 
very free manner, departing from the metrical forms and 
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rhymes of the originals. This can be easily seen in the 
following poems; Xayyam(from Persian), PirsyarekI Nasir 
Xosraw (A question of Nasir Khosraw - from Persian), AhangI 
Mughan (Mughan concert - from Persian), Tarci c bandekI bana-
wbang (The famous Tarci c band - from Persian), DastanI Hayas 
u cAbidln (the epic of Hayas and cAbidln - from Persian), 
HezI gal (the people's power - from Persian), XabatI gal 
(the people's struggle - from Persian), Bit (Idol - from 
Persian), Harwak Karam (like ~aram - from Turkish), 
Hawrakan teaparin (a cloud will pass - from Turkish), InsanI 
gawra (a great human being - from Turkish). 
He was not satisfied with knowing these languages and 
literatures; he wished always to learn more: 
"At that time, while I was fond of Persian and 
Turkish literature .... Modern Arabic poetry and 
English poetry were spreading ... I adopted 
the theory of Art for Art's sake and started 
reading the poetic works of those who advocated 
this literary trend, such as John Keats and 
. (41 ) Oscar Wllde." 
Attention should be drawn to the fact that Goran, at 
the beginning, had access to English literature only through 
Turkish into which the works of Shelley, Keats, Byron, Oscar 
Wilde, Robert Herrick, Wordsworth and Coleridge were trans-
lated(42) . Goran had no formal instruction in English at 
school, but while he was a student in Halabca,the learned 
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poet A~mad Mukht~r Bag1 Caff (1897-1935), who had a good 
command of English, began to teach it to him(43). This gave 
him a foothold in English culture, and opened new vistas in 
front of him, both in the original and in translation: 
"At the beginning I read some of Shelley and 
Byron's work which was translated into Turkish. 
But after the downfall of the Ottoman Empire, 
and the developing of my individual ambition, 
I started reading English literature in the 
original,,(44) . 
3. It should not surprise us to find that both poets were 
fond of travel, which introduced an exotic note into their 
works; it is by this trait that they are linked with many 
other literary men and poets. To an educated literary man 
travel is not a mere interest, or a means of earning a living, 
but a means of discovery which enables him to find what he 
has been searching for. Al-Sayyab's travels to Iran, 
Kuwait, Syrian, Lebanon, Rome, London, and Paris enriched his 
poetic and intellectual experi£nces, openeJ new horizons to 
him, and made him for the first time familiar with the worlds 
of freedom and democracy. His love for freedom was not 
limited to political freedom, but embraced freedom of 
literature as well. During his time abroad he was enabled 
to meet the most outstnading modern Arab and European poets 
and writers, such as Mikha'il NuCayma, Taha Husayn, Mahmud 
.. . 
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UnsI aI-Hajj, Mustafa BadawI,Jabra I. Jabra, Salma Jayyusi, 
Simon Jargy, Bint al-Shati', Paolo Minganti, Ignazio Silone, 
Stephen Spender, Martino Moreno and Luc Norin. It seems that 
the latter strongly affected him, and gradually a great and 
lasting friendship formed itself between them. There is 
extant a letter from al-Sayyab to Simon Jargy, which displays 
the enthusians with which he regarded her: 
"I miss you, but honestly I miss her more. 
She is my poetess, friend, princess of my 
imagination and poetry. I could not write 
even one verse after the two poems (Layla fI 
Baris and AbibblnI) which I composed in Paris ... 
I would attribute this to the atmosphere that 
(45) dried up the spring of my poetry." 
It was Norin's promise to visit al-Sayyab in Iraq and even 
to visit his own village, Jaykur, that inspired the comp-
osition of Layla fI Baris: 
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Goran's travels took him to Jaffa, Tel Aviv, the Soviet 
Union, China and North Korea. In 1942, he went to Jaffa, 
where he was appointed the director of the Kurdish Department 
of the broadcasting station in the Middle East which was 
established by the British government. He was already 
strongly imbued with his principles of nationalism and 
patriotism and we can see the beginnings of his inclinations 
towards Communism in his celebrating the heroic victories of 
the Red Army against the troops of Fascism, even though he 
was not yet a member of the Iraqi Communist Party. In Jaffa 
he had the opportunity of meeting a number of English literary 
figures, and it is likely that he acquired most of his 
English at that time(47). 
In 1958, he visited the Soviet Union as one of the 
representatives of the Iraqi Society for peace. ~usayn 
CAli Shanof says of this visit: 
"The big cities of Russia such as Baku were 
happy to welcome Goran into their bosom. 
Then he went to China and Korea. Later he 
came back to Iraq through Moscow. This trip 
left the poet with some very magnificent 
memories which he expressed in the poems he 
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composed in Baku and Moscow. During this trip, 
he was elected an active member of the society 
of International Peace,,(48). 
4. There is no need to examine in great detail the events 
that occurred during the two poet's life times. It is 
sufficient to suggest that a number of political and social 
factors affected both of them. As young people they witnessed 
the devastating effects of the two World Wars, at the end of 
the Second of which Iraq was pregnant with Marxism. Both 
men adopted Marxism and became zealous advocates of its 
principles, though, in fact, only for a short period. The 
poetry of both, during that era, is full of symbols and myths. 
According to Boullata, the major function of al-Sayyab's 
imagery is to symbolize his vision of the predicament of 
civilization in the Arab world(49). Iraq in the fifties 
was reduced to the most abject condition, a prey to poverty, 
frustration, paralysis, depression and destruction. The 
country was full of police agents, many families were home-
less, disease and death were rife among workers and peasants, 
d . t 1 th . t . (50) Th f an Innocen peop e were rown In 0 prIson . ere ore, 
as many critics believe, Goran and al-Sayyab used myths and 
symbols in their work to express their pent-up fe~lings and 
at the same time to disguise their real intentions from the 
monarchist regime. 
There has been an intensive debate during this century 
about the influence on modern Arab poets of European 
literature, and comparative critical studies have been made 
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in an attempt to demonstrate to what precise extent they 
were influenced by it. Some attribute this undeniable, 
but unquantifiable, influence exclusively to the advance of 
education. Others believe that it has depended mainly on 
the individual poet's taste and feeling and his evaluation 
of the aesthetic, artistic and literary values of a certain 
piece of art(51). It is needless to emphasize that it is 
beyond the scope of this thesis to make a comprehensive 
comparative study between the whole poetical corpus of al-
Sayyab and Goran and the whole of English poetry. It is 
reasonable, therefore, to concentrate on certain particularly 
influential English poets, and try to demonstrate their effect 
on these two poets. 
From the early twenties, the same revolution that had 
occurred in European literature at the end of the eighteenth 
century and the beginning of the nineteenth century began 
to occur in Kurdish and Arabic literature. A comparison 
of the earlier poetical works of Goran and al-Sayyab, 
particularly those which celebrate the beauty of nature arid 
of women,and those which exhibit their philosophies, with 
Romantic European poetry reveals considerable similarities, 
and suggests a decisive influence. 
Before joining the English Department in D~r al-
c - c- -
mu allimin al- aliya, al-Sayyab used to read avidly the 
available translations of Victor Hugo (1802-1885), Lamartine 
(1790-1869), Alfred de Musset (1810-1857), Alfred de Vigny 
(1797-1863), Baudelaire (1821-1867), Edmond Rostand (1868-1918) 
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and Paul Val~ry (1887-1945). This may explain why he 
dedicated the following poems to the spirits of Wordsworth 
and Baudelaire: Dhubul azahir al-difla, Jadwal jaffa ma'uhu, 
c - - c --al- Aysh al-mahjur, Amir shatt al- Arab, Majra na{:ir al-
Qlffatayn ,Bayna aI-rut;! wa-l-jasad. In 1944, he sent the 
last poem to cAlI Mahmud Taha, so that he might write an 
introduction to it, but he died before he could do so(52). 
He became familiar with Baudelaire throu~h the translations 
of the works of the latter into Arabic. He read some of 
Les Fleurs du Mal and some of the biography of the poet. 
He immediately wrote Bayna aI-rub wa-l-jasad, which depicts 
. f 1 h . 11 h'l d' . f ·t(53) Sln u , p YSlca ove, w 1 e lsapprovlng 0 1 • 
His second collection to be published was Asatlr 
(1950), which brought him even more fame than his first, 
Azhar dhabila (1947). Most of the poems of this collection 
were in the manner of English Romantic poetry, particularly 
that of Shelley and Keats. He had even translated an 
extract from Keat's "Bright star! ............ ", which he 
in t e r pol ate din his poe m D h i k r ali g a' (1 94 8J : 
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c -There can be no doubt that the phrase al- Abgari 
al-marIQ (the sick genius) denotes Keats, who died young. 
When the time came for him to leave college (1948), 
al-Sayyab resol~ed, perhaps influenced largely by Keats' 
example, to devote himself to poetry. In Ri'a tatamazzaq, 
composed at this time, we find many echoes of Keats' 
Ode to a Nightingale: 
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My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains 
My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk, 
Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains 
One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk; 
Darkling I listen; and, for many a time 
I have been half in love with easeful Death, 
Call'd him soft names in many a mused rhyme, 
To take into the air my quiet breath; 
Now more than ever seems it rich to die, 
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To cease upon the midnight with no pain, 
While thou art pouring fortb thy soul abroad 
In such an ecstasy 
Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain -
d
(56) . To thy high requiem become a so . 
~eat's influence on al-Sayyab is abundantly clear, but 
we have some evidence that he also knew Shelley's work. 
There are reminiscences of Shelley throughout his earlier 
work, but 'perhaps the clearest references are to be seen 
in ItbiClnI written in 1948; compare: 
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with Prometheus Unbound: 
ASIA. 
Thine eyes are like the deep, blue, boundless heaven 
contracted to two circles underneath 
Their long, fine lashesjdark, far) measureless, 
Orb within orb, and line through line inwoven, 
PANTHEA. 
Why lookest thou as if a spirit passed? 
ASIA 
There is a change:beyond their inmost depth 
I see a shade, a shape: I tis He, arrayed 
In tbe soft light of his ownsmil~, which spread 
Like radiance from the cloud-surrounded moon. 
Prometheus, it is thine ! depart not yet ! 
Say not those smiles that we shall meet again 
Within that bright pavilion which their beams 
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Shall build 011 I the waste world? The dream is told 
What shape is that between us? Its rude hair 
Roughens the wind that lifts it, its regard 
Is wild and quick, yet tis a thing of air 
For through its grey robe gleams the golden dew 
Whose stars the noon has quenched not. 
DREA,M. 
Follow Follow 
PANTHEA 
It is mine other dream. 
ASIA 
It disappears. 
PANTHEA 
It passes now into my mind. Methought 
Low,sweet,faint sounds, like the farewell of ghosts, 
We heard: 0, FOLLOW, FOLLOW, FOLLOW ME 
And then I said:" Panthea, look on me." 
But in the depth of those beloved eyes 
Still I saw, FOLLOW, FOLLOW 
ECHO. 
Follow, Follow! 
PANTHEA. 
The crags, this clear spring morning,mock 
our voices 
As they were spirit-tongued. 
ASIA. 
It is some being 
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Around the crags. What fine clear sounds!O, list! 
ECHOES. 
0, Follow, Follow, 
As our voice recedeth 
Through the caverns hollow, 
(58) Where the forest spreadeth;. . 
I~san c -Abbas and Lewis c -Awa~ remark that al-Sayyab's 
early poetry is more or less an unthinking imitation of these 
Engli~h poets, with little or no personal experience making 
itself felt in it(59). Almost certainly, al-Sayyab did not 
really understand the intentions of the poets whom he imitated 
at this stage; this would perhaps account fbt the poor 
opinion that is held of his imitative work. We ma'y look 
upon this period as a natural stage in any poets development: 
one that should not be taken too seriously. An example of 
his work on this time is his poem Ahwa' (Desires) in which 
he incorporated an adaptation of some lines of John Lyly 
(1554-1606): 
• 
V ..... ), C>~ ( ': 'J) ~ 
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(60) V..J I /~ -' I .u..,>\ .>",-,.J 
Cupid and my Campaspe play'd 
At cards for kisses; Cupid paid: 
He stakes his quiver, bow,and arrows, 
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His mother's doves, and team of sparrows; 
Loses them too; then down he throws 
The coral of his lip, the rose 
Growing on's cheek (but none know how); 
With these, the crystal of his brow, 
And then the dimple of his chin;(61). 
During his Realist and Social-Realist period, al-Sayyab 
seems to have been influenced by Stephen Spender (b. 1909), 
W.E. Henley (1849-1903), W.H. Davies (1871-1940), Rupert 
Brooke (1887-1915) and Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849). At about 
the same time, he was also greatly influenced by T.S. Eliot 
(1888-1965) and Edith Sitwell (1887-1964). After the 
Second World War, the poetic influence of Eliot became wide-
spread in literary circles in the Arab world, particularly in 
the wake of al-Sayyab. It is not hard to explain why the 
modern poet whom the Arabs found most congenial was Eliot. 
Commenting on this, Nazeer EI-Azma says: 
"The disciples of Eliot's poetic ideology and 
technique are many in various parts of the world. 
In this regard the Arab poet is no exception ..... 
Eliot's poetry, and more specifically "Tlge Waste 
Land" and the works which followed or developed its 
theme,have been received by the Arabic intell-
igentsia as not only an expression of the 
decaying spirit of the West but also as a torch 
to illuminate the decay of their own ... It can 
be seen that "The Waste Land" has left its mark 
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on al-Sayyab's major themes. Remarkably he 
employed not only the Eliotic theme but also 
his images, monologue and even his poetic 
vocabulary. And while Eliot from a religious 
standpoint elevated his vision to the tragic 
level of a cultural crisis, al-Sayyab's vision 
was framed by the political, social and 
" dot" f h" " t ,,(62) econom1C con 1 10ns 0 1S env1ronmen . 
The attractiveness of Eliot's poetry to a world-wide 
audience may perhaps be attributed to his command of many 
languages, his wide general knowledge and his employment of 
historical motifs from early religions. It is relevant 
here to consider this great poem. According to B.C. 
Southam: 
"Eliot's immediate Waste Land is the world,as 
he saw it, after the First World War. The 
'waste' is not, however, that of war's 
devastation and bloodshed, but the emotional 
and, spiritual sterility of Western man,the 
'waste' of our civilization. Eliot does not 
regard this as a single moment in history, 
particular to the West in the twentieth 
century, and the poem isorganized to present 
an inclusive, comparative vision, a perspective 
in history in which (by succinct allusions 
and references) twentieth-century forms of 
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belief and disbelief, of culture and of life, 
are kept in a continuous and critical relation-
ship with those of the past. The theme of 
the poem is the salvation of the Waste Land, 
not as a certainty but a possibility; of 
emotional, spiritual and intellectual vitality 
to be regained. Eliot develops this theme 
drawing upon related patterns in nature, myth 
and religion; the cycle of the seasons; the 
ancient fertility myths of Egypt, India and 
Greece, in which the God must die to be re-
born, to bring fertility to the soil and 
potency to the people; a pattern known to us 
again in the life, death and resurrection of 
Ch . t(63) rlS • 
It seems that the reasons that stimulated al-Sayyab 
and his fellows on the one hand, and Eliot on the other, to 
employ symbols and myths in their works, were very similar. 
Both used these myths to find a solution for- the crisis of 
the contemporary individual and re-assess the values of 
humanity for their time, which was full of cultural pre-
dicaments(64). The rapid technological development in the 
West brought about unhealthy human relationships which, 
naturally, had their effects on literature. Modern 
Iraqi poets imitated and absorbed Eliot's dissatisfaction 
with the outcome of Western industrialization. At the 
beginning of this influence, al-Sayyab had neither Eliot's 
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cultural depth nor his politico-religious attitude. But 
it may be suggested that "the Waste Land", as far as al-
Sayyab's ideology and technique were concerned must have 
helped in shedding light on the loss of his civilization, 
(65) 
and the decay of the Arab culture . The same symbols, 
Adonis, Tammuz, Attis, Osiris, Aphrodite, etc., which took 
a firm hold on Eliot's poetry, can be found in much of 
al-Sayyab's Tammuzite poetry. For instance, in his poem 
Unshudat al-matar (1953), he depicted the complete sterility, 
of the Iraqi people by his use of the image of drought, which 
has, as Jayyusi: describes it , "the aridity of Arab life 
after the 1948 disaster in Palestine and the aridity of 
the land in the fertility myths, saved fro m complete waste 
only by death and the spilling of blood, analogous to the 
falling of rain over a parched land.,,(66) He trusted that 
the thunder, lightning and heavy rain over the mountains 
would overcome the aridity, and would carpet the earth with 
greenery, implying thereby his belief in general revolution~ 
national resurrection and the victory of the people: 
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The repetition of the word matar (rain) in this poem can be 
paralleled in Eliot's pcem "the Waste Land:" 
If there were watei 
A nd no rock 
If there were rock 
And also water 
And water 
A spring 
A pool among the rock 
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If there were the sound of water only 
Not the cicada 
And dry grass singing 
But sound of water over a rock 
Where the hermit-thrush sings in the pine trees 
Drip drop drip drop drop drop drop 
But there is no water 
In a flash of lightning. Then a damp gust 
B "" " (8) rlnglng raln . 
Certainly al-Sayyab mentions more than once his 
admiration "for Eliot and the latter's influence on him: 
"We must mention in this respect, the great 
influence that the great poet T.S. Eliot, and 
particularly his poem "The Waste Land", has 
had on committed poetry, both good and bad, 
in modern Arabic literature ... but there is 
also another group of young Arab poets who have 
read and understood Eliot and have been influenced 
" (69) 
equally by his spirit and technlque" . 
Al-Sayyab here implies that he has severed his relation-
ship with the Iraqi Communist party. While still a member, he 
felt obliged to excuse his admiration for Eliot: 
"I admire Thomas Eliot ... I have been influenced 
by his style only, because I completely dis-
agree with his philosophy and attitudes towards 
l "f " (70) 1 e . 
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Eliot's influence on him became much greater after 
his leaving the Iraqi Communist party, although his impact 
upon him did not last long. This is demonstrated in his 
long poem "Min ru'ya Fu-Kay", in which he describes the 
vision of Fu-Kay, a clerk in the Jesuit mission in Hiroshima 
who went mad following the horror of the atomic explosion 
and was treated at the Red Cross Hospital, where he was just 
a number:(71) 
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Al-Sayyab comments in a footnote on the last two lines 
that Eliot took them from Shakespeare's The Tempest and used 
them to symbolize "life through death", whereas in the context 
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. (73) in which he himself used them, the meaning was dIfferent. 
Returning to 1948, we find that al-Sayyab borrowed 
freely from Eliot. His poem FI l-suq al-gadlm, which is 
the first important poem to display irregular rhyme and 
metre, has the freshness and originality of Eliot's Preludes 
(1909), especially the first section. It is perhaps helpful 
to compare the two passages: 
The winter evening settles down 
With smell of steaks in passageways. 
Six o'clock. 
The burnt-out ends of smoky days. 
And now a gusty shower wraps 
The grimy scraps 
Of withered leaves about your feet 
And newspapers from vacant lots; 
The showers beat 
On broken blinds and chimney-pots, 
And at the corner of the street 
A lonely cab-horse steams and sta~ps 
(74) And then the lighting of the lamps . 
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According to c Abd al-Ri9a cAlI, Eliot's Journey of the Magi, 
which Al-Sayyab translated into Arabic in his work Qasa 'id 
mukhtara min al-shicr aI-calamI al-badlth, inspired him a 
great deal; he refers to it and imitates its structure in 
(76) 
many of his poems On this subject, c Abd al-jabbar 
c -Abbas says: 
"The poem Qafilat al-giya C , in which al-
Sayyab imitated the structure of the 
Journey of the Magi, which he translated in 
his selection of international poetry, shows 
th t 't dear to hl'm.,,(77) a 1 was very 
Let us , again, compare a passage from Eliot's poem 
with various passages from al-Sayyab: 
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All this was a long time ago, I remember, 
And I would do it again, but set down 
This set down 
This: were we led all that way for 
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, certainly, 
We had evidence and no doubt. I had seen birth and death, 
But had thought they were different; this Birth was 
Hard and bitter agony for us, like Death, our death. 
We returned to our places, these Kingdoms, 
But no longer at ease here, in the old dispensation, 
With an alien people clutching their gods. 
I should be glad of another death. 
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Al-Sayyab used the theme of "Birth and Death", while wavering 
between hope and despair, during the final three years of 
his life. In general, however, he was giving expression 
to his desire for an end to his life of suffering. 
There are many other clear indications of the influence 
of Eliot on al-Sayyab. For example, he inserted the title 
"The Waste Land" in his poem Ila oasna'al-ga9r: 
ct.)' (.' \:-r ~ ( ~~\ ~/)\ );~ 
(83)~)- ~, (\so ~ tl .. U)~\oJ 
In a footnote to this poem, he states that t8e phrase 
"The Waste Land" is a quotation from "the English reactionary 
poe t T. S. Eli 0 t " . (8 4 ) Cl ear 1 y, hew rot e t his poe m be for e 
leaving the Iraqi Communist Party. Later, i.e. after 
leaving the party, he removed it from his collection Asatlr 
(1950), and for a while he rejected Eliot until he eventual~y 
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decided that he could adopt his use of myth and symbol in 
his own poetry without being tainted by his attitudes. 
In a study of the literary influences undergone by 
al-Sayyab we should not neglect Edith Sitwell. In many 
places, the influence of Sitwell is very plain. He imitated 
her images of fear, horror, destruction and the inhuman 
t rea t men t 0 f P e 0 pIe b y the "I ron W 0 rId" ( 8 5 ). Her i n flu e n c e 
can be partly attributed to'his desire to find another 
source of inspiration than Eliot, who was already being 
imitated heavily by c Abd al-Wahhab al_BayyatI(86). He 
became acquainted with her poetry while he was in his final 
years of study; in other words, he read her work at the same 
time as reading those of Shelley, Keats, Byron and Eliot(87). 
He quotes and imitates her widely in his own works. Her 
poem Still Falls the Rain , for example, greatly influenced 
his best poems, such as Min ru'ya Fu-Kay (1955), Ughniya 
f1 shahr Ab (1956), al-Mas1b bacd al-9ulb (1957), al-Nahr 
wa-l-mawt (1957), MadIna bi-la matar (1958), Mad1nat al-
Sindibad (1~60). Here are some representa~ive passages: 
STILL falls the Rain -
Dark as the world of man, black as our loss -
Blind as the nineteen hundred and forty 'nails 
Upon the cross 
Still falls the Rain 
With a sound like the pulse of the heart that is 
changed to the hammer-beat 
In the Potter's field, and the sound of the impious feet 
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On the lomb; 
S till fa 11 s the Ra i n 
In the Field of blood where the:small hopes breed 
and the human brain 
Nurtures its greed, that worm with the brow of Cain 
Still falls the Rain 
At the feet of the Starved Nan hung upon the Cross. 
Christ that each day, each night, nails there, have mercy 
On us -
----- ----- -----
Still falls the Rain 
Still falls the Blood from the starved Man's wounded~de: 
He bars in His Heart all wounds - those of the light 
t hat die d (88 ) I 
The same ideas and language are used in several of 
al-Sayyab'spoems; Christ appears mostly as a symbol of 
. (89) 
a herolc nature ,whose streaming blood brings fertility 
to the earth: 
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Not only the ideas, but also the symbols and the structure, 
are analogous. It is clear that "Min ru'ya Fu-Kay, is a 
close imitation, if not an actual translation - as the poet· 
admits in a footnote - of Sitwell's Lullaby: 
THOUGH the world has slipped and gone, 
Sounds my loud discordant cry 
Like the steel bird's song on high; 
'Still one thing is left - the Bone!' 
Then out danced the Babioun. 
In wolfish pelt she'd hide thy bones 
To shield thee from the world's long cold, 
And down on all fours shouldst thou crawl 
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For thus from no he i gh t ca1'll.s.t than thou fall -
Do, do. 
She'd give no hands; there's naught to hold 
And naught to make; there's dust to sift, 
But no food for the hands to lift. 
Do, do.(93). 
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Further the im~ge of Ta'ir al-badld (the Steel Bird) 
can also b~ found in his poem Marthiyat Jayk~r (1955): 
$ , s ~ ~~\ r' ~!--
-:'~U' ;.~ u .... ~ 1) V.r 
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From the fifties, we find that al-Sayyab is already 
seeking for the key to the depiction of hardship and death. 
In this regard, he alludes to Sitwell's The Shadow of Cain 
in his poems Fajr aI-salam (1950), Maroa Ghaylan(1957) and 
al-Mabgha (1960): 
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And through the works of Death, 
The dust's aridity, is heard the sound 
Of mounting saps like monstrous bull-voices of 
unseen fearful mimes:(96) 
, l~' t.J~ 
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A more detailed investigation of this influence cannot 
be pursued here; it suffices to say that there are a number 
of books and articles that refer to the influence on al-
Sayyab of European, in particualr English literature; the 
reader is particularly referred to Badr Shakir al-Sayyab-
Dirasa f1 bayatih1 wa shicrih - c -by Il)san Abbas, c al-Babth an 
c -
rna na c -by Abd al-Wabid Lu'Lu'a, al-Thawra wa-l-adab by 
Lewis c Awa ?, "The Tammuzi Movement and the Influence of T.S. 
Eliot on Badr Shakir al-Sayyab" by Nazeer EI-Azma, al-
Sayyab c -by Abd al-Jabbar c -Abbas. 
Goran, for his part, brought to the new Kurdish poetry 
the mature poetic experience that he found in the English 
poets, as well as learning from them techniques that had never 
before been applied to it: 
"Goran learned from English metaphysical 
poets the form and the use of the stanza, 
(99) 
and the use of various rhymes" 
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As a result of his readings in English poetry, he 
concerned himself with new themes, which necessitated new 
methods; a new approach and a new spirit both appeared in 
his work as he matured. He came to appreciate that Kurdish 
could be used as it had never been used before, and that it 
was a practicable vehicle for a serious and committed modernism. 
He endeavoured to express his concern and understanding for 
the political and social problems of his nation, and indeed 
the personal grief that he felt at these problems, by means 
of the techniques that he discovered in this alien literature. 
In his poem 80 bulbul (to a Nightingale), he contrasffi the 
hopelessness of his own situation with that of the night-
ingale and tells the bird of all his suffering and grief: 
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0, lovely bird, 
Small-beaked nightingale 
Flying from garden to garden, 
taking a rest -
Which branch do you prefer ? 
You raise your voice 
What a sweet song, 
light and lively! 
Spreading it all around, 
You make everybody smile. 
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How can this clear and beautiful song 
Issue forth and spread 
from that small throat, 
Filling the body, draining the senses? 
I too myself, have always 
composed poetry as a trade 
like you, but of the two 
the first is day, the second is night. 
The best of my poems 
is not without tears; 
It is only grief and sighs; 
it is memory, apprehension and longing. 
But your poems, everyone, 
are the clear water of the spring, 
which freely flows and chuckles. 
How can we compare them ? 
The concept and arrangement of this poem at least 
partially overlaps with those of Sselley's To a Skylark. 
- - c This is an undated poem in Goran's collection, but Umar 
BarzancI asserts that "Goran read Shelley's poem before the 
Second World War and it inspired him to write an emotional 
( 1 0 1 ) piece of poetry similar to that of Shelley" . To 
demonstrate the effect of Shelley's poem on Goran, we may 
compare the following passages with the above paem: 
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Higher still and higHer 
From the earth thou springest 
Like a cloud of fire; 
The blue deep thou wingest, 
And singing still dost soar, and soaring ever singest. 
In the golden lightning 
O·f the sunken sun, 
O~r which clouds are brighfning, 
Thou dost float and run; 
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun. 
The pale purple even 
Melts around thy flight; 
Like a star of heaven, 
In the broad daylight 
Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill delight, 
All the earth and air, 
With thy voice is loud, 
As, when night is bare, 
From one lonely cloud 
The moon rains out her beams, and heaven is overflowed 
What thou art we know not; 
What is most like thee ? 
From rainbow clouds there flow out 
Drops so bright to see, 
As from thy presence showers a rain of melody. (102) 
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Another poem of Goran's early period, entitled 
80 gull Lawlaw (to convolvulus), is deeply influenced by 
Robert Herrick's (1591-1674) poem To Daffodils. It should 
be stated that Goran commented on his poem in a footnote that 
its basic conception derives from English poetry, without 
mentioning the actual poet or poem. It embodies a phil-
osophy of acceptance in which death is always the path 
which everyone will tread: 
. ~ ,/t,: O,d,d jf 0' (,~Jd} JI: 
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Floods of tears come from my eyes, 0 multicoloured convolvolus ! 
Why are you so weak so early? What are the.causes ofYIDur fading? 
The sun has only just risen, why are you silently fading? 
For God's sake, a flower, patience. I implore you! 
Patience, for God's sake! Wait a little longe~ until my life, 
Like a midwinter da~ sets from the cloud of suffering. 
I am a companion of your journey, 0 convolvolus, I too shall die. 
My nature, like yours, is not kind to me. 
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Compare Herrick's lines: 
Fair Daffodils, we weep to see 
You haste away so soon: 
As yet the early-rising Sun 
Has not attain'd his noon 
Stay, stay, 
Until the hasting day 
Has run 
But to the even-song; 
And, having pray'd together, we 
Will go with you along. 
We have short time to stay, as you, 
We have as short a Spring; 
As quick a growth to meet decay 
As you, or any thing 
. (104) We dle...... . 
In the first stanza Goran shows signs of inventive-
ness, but in the second he is clearly imitating Herrick; 
parts of the poem, one feels, are virtually a translation 
of the English. 
In comparing the beauty of a woman with that of 
nature, he realized that the beauty of the former outweighed 
that of the latter. He thought that the beauty of nature 
had no value without the beauty of women. The following 
verses from his poem Afrat u cuwanI (Woman and beauty), 
in which the spirit of romanticism is abundantly evident, 
illustrate this: 
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I have seen the star in the sky 
I have picked the flower in the garden of spring. 
The dew of the trees has splashed my face. 
I have watched the evening sunlight fading. 
The rainbow after heavy rain 
Curving opposite the sun. 
The sun of Nawroz (March) and the month of the barley harvest (May) 
Have come and gone often with day and night. 
All these are beautiful and sweet 
Making bright the road of life 
But nature is never, never, 
Bright without the smile of the beloved. 
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The idea recurs in Shelley's Love)g philos~phy. Goran, 
however, sought to combine the ecsta~es of romantic love 
with a restricted description of women, i.e. he ended his 
poem with an expression of platonic love without sensual 
undertones, unlike Shelley: 
See the mountains kiss high heaven, 
And the waves clasp one another; 
No sister-flower would be forgiven, 
If it disdained its brother; 
And the sunlight clasps the earth 
And the moonbeams kiss the sea -
What are these kissings worth 
. (106) if thou klSS not me ? 
Another of Goran's poems, AI Galawej (Oh, Syrius), is 
full of images which overlap with those that the English 
Romantic poets often use, though, Kamal MIrawdalI claims 
that he was influenced, in writing it, by the Metaphysical 
poets as well as by the Romantics. MIrawdalI's assertion 
should be treated with caution, for he contradicts himself 
later by saying that Goran was influenced by Shelley only 
(107) in writing his poem . Probably MIrawdalI would be 
hard put to it to say which Metaphysical poets exerted the 
influence that he claims to identify. As far as Shelley's 
influence here is concerned, he translates an extract from 
a poem of his which he does not identify in his article 
Sirusht u cuwani la shicrI Goran (Nature and Beauty in 
Goran's poetry). Investigation shows that the spirit and 
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philosophy of Goran's poem at least partially overlap with 
those that are evident in Shelley's To Night: 
Wrap thy form in a mantle grey, 
Star - inwrought 
Blind with thine hair the eyes of Day, 
Kiss her until she be wearied out, 
, 
Then wander oer city, and sea, and land, 
Touching all with thine opiate wand -
Come, long-sought 
Death will come when thou art dead, 
Soon, too soon -
Sleep will come when thou art fled; 
Of neither would I ask the boon, 
I ask of thee, beloved Night 
Swift be thine approaching flight, 
Come (108) soon, soon ! . 
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My heart is turning in the whirlpool of despair and black hopelessness 
Perhaps you, Sirius, can help me, 0 bright star. 
Perhaps you, 0 Sirius, the smile on the lips of dawn, 
Perhaps you can clam the seething of the pain of my poor heart. 
A ray from your eyes reaches my unfortunate spirit. 
It intoxicates and makes replete my heavy head until the next night. 
So, 0 King of stars, Ohbright and shining o~e 
When you appear with your tresses, wash the eye of the night 
of weeping 
Goran was influenced by the poem entitled Life of 
the little-known Anna Letitia Barbauld (1743-1825) in 
writing his poem Giyan (soul); the concepts of both poems 
are very close, but Goran's remains Kurdish in character: 
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I do not know what you are 0 soul 
The charming friend of Ii fe; 
The force that moves my body; 
The cause of my feeling warm or cold; 
The heat of my excited heart; 
The swayer of my mind and feelings; 
The constant companion of my life 
From my birth to my death. 
I do not know what you are, or who I am. 
Are you not I ? or am I not you ? 
You disappear; the body dies; 
The body is in the memorial of the grave. 
It remains until it is time. 
But, 0 soul, where is the evidence 
for your existence or non-existence ? 
Where is your grave or your address ? 
****** ****** ****** 
Life ! 1 know not what thou art, 
But know that thou and I must part; 
And when, or how, or where we met 
I own to~!sa secret yet. 
Life! We've been long together 
Through pleasant and through cloudy weather; 
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'Tis hard to part when friends are dear -
Perhaps 'twill cost a sigh, a tear; 
- Then steal away, give little warning, 
Choose thine own time, 
Say not good Night - but in some brighter clime 
Bid me Good Morning. (III) 
Before putting an end to this chapter, it might be 
useful to emphasize that one single poem of al-Sayyab's 
may show the influence of many poems and poets. It is 
thus very difficult to isolate the effect of any particular 
poet or poem upon him. For example, in his poem al-Mumis 
c -~ 
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he alludes to many poets, both Arab and European. One must 
disagree with c Abd al-W~~id Lu'Lu'als assertion that this 
poem is a vivid example of al-Sayy~b's imitation of Eliot's 
( 11 :;) 
use of myths and symbols . As will be mentioned in the 
next chapter, Eliot was by no means the only poet to use 
myth and symbol extensively in his work. Many critics 
have concluded that al-Sayy~b's admiration of Sitwell can 
be attributed to her fondness for using religious myths and 
symbols such as those 6f Cain, Abel and Christ. It is 
difficult, then, to maintain that al-Sayy~b in this poem 
imitated only Eliot: 
"Images from Sitwell slipped into al-Sayy~b's 
poetry, often repeating themselves ... Lorca's 
influence on his poetry is seen in several elements, 
but is more subtle than that of Edith Sitwell by 
whom the poet was profoundly and irrevocably 
o (114) influenced. Lorca gave him severed of his 1mages .. " 
Further, it is also difficult to conclude that al-Sayy~b's 
use of popular songs and colloquial language in al-Mumis 
c - -al- amya' ~nd Marthiyat Jaykur was taken from The Waste Land. 
c Abd al-Rida cAlI claimed that the following stanza by al-
5 -b dOd f thO (115) ayya er1ve rom 1S source: 
Weialala lei a 
Wellala leialala(116) 
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(117) 
It is also, surely, somewhat far-fetched to suppose 
that he borrowed the idea of the repetition of a whole line, 
wi th slight cha nges, so that these lines from FI I-suq al-
qadlm derive from The love song of J. Alfred Prufrock: 
The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window-panes 
T h 11 k t h t b . t 1 th' d ( 11 8: e ye ow smo e a ru s 1 s muzz e on e Wln ow-panes. 
It is more plausible to suggest that he drew on many sources, 
as it occurred to him, or even sometimes unconsciously. 
Min ru'ya Fu-Kay, which is perhaps the most perfect of his 
productions, is full of allusions to Shakespeare, Lorca 
and Sitwell(120). What does emerge, however, is that of 
al-Sayyab shows the influence of a far greater range of 
English, and European, poets than does Goran. Influences 
from, among other, the Metaphysicals, the Romantics, the 
Victorians and the Moderns can be detected in his work. 
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Goren, on the other hand, may be said to have been influenced 
really only by the Metaphysicals (and that to a very 
limited extent) and the Romantics. 
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MYTH AND SYMBOL IN THE POETRY or AL-SAYYAB AND GORAN 
In the previous chapter we discussed the effect of 
European literature on the poetry of the two poets. We 
shall now discuss the function of myths and symbols in 
their works. 
Myth and symbol tend to become confused and certainly 
to overlap. A brief differentiation (although perhaps only 
one out of many possible differentiations) may be of use. 
"Symbols are like signs, in that they 
denote things, but they go farther in 
evoking a whole range of emotions and 
associations; signs denote, whereas 
s y m b 0 1 s co n note. My t h s are e x p lor a t ion s 
of, stories about, comments, on, the 
human condition, or a problem within 
it,such as: why do men die? Why are 
people divided into two sexes? They 
are generally expressed in terms (a) 
that are narrative and (b) that have 
to do with the supernatural - the gods. 
They are, therefore, at their simplest 
stories about Gods, who are, of course, 
projections of human psychic and psych-
"I" . 1 l·t·" ,,(1) o oglca rea 1 18S. 
Towards the end of the 19th Century, a number of 
European writers and poets sought to establish a school 
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of "symbolism", as a reaction against Parnassian poetry, 
the Realist theatre and the Naturalist novel. Their basic 
idea was to employ symbols to express the mystery of 
existence; this, at any rate, is what emerges from the 
manifesto published by Morens in Le Figaro of 18 September, 
1886. (2) Several Arab critics have touched on the employ-
ment of myth and symbol in Modern Arabic poetry. As far 
as Kurdish is concerned, however, nothing has been written 
on this subject save for one interesting article by Karim 
Sharaz8 in the journal RojI Kurdistan (Sun- of Kurdistan), 
entitled KarasaI afsana la shicrl hawcharx1 Kurdlmanda 
(Mythological devices in the poetry of contemporary Kurdish 
poets). 
From the beginning of the forties myth and symbol 
have figured prominently in both Arabic and Kurdish poetry, 
principally in that written by young poets. This was, in 
part, because of the demands made by the new social and 
political climate for new methods of stating human values 
in literature. 
This climate is summed up by Moreh: 
"The use of mythology and symbols in 
modern poetry is essential, because 
the modern world is a world without 
poetry, a world wh~ch extols the 
material above the spiritual. It is 
difficult to convey such reality with-
out descending to the level of prose. 
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Symbols and legends save the poet from 
direct statement and ~dd freshness 
to his poetry.,,(3) 
Thus, the modern poet, in an attempt to harmonize 
his internal peaceful, serene and tranquil world with the 
antagonistic outside world , resorts to the employment of 
myths in his poetry, due to the fact that in spite of 
separation in both space and time, human beings meet one 
another in. the common matrix of mythology, from which 
primitive human society, by means of reference to the 
miraculous and the supernatural, has handed down a potent 
reminder of man's ability to imitate and to create. (4) 
It is ~ardly surprising that al-Sayy~b was no 
exception in employing myths and symbols in his poetry. 
In this matter, he was fully aware of the strong affinities 
between mythology and poetry in the contemporary world of 
destruction. He grew up in the stagnation that preceded 
the Second World War in Iraq, when poetry concerned itself 
largely with matters of everyday life, without, however, 
challenging in any real way the dominant traditional 
religious and nationalistic outlook. As a poet, he remarked 
that the most important element in modern poetri was its 
recourse to myths and symbols: 
"The need for symbolsand myths has 
never been as urgent as it is today. 
For we live in a world that has no 
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poetry about it - I mean that the 
values that are dominant in it are 
non-poetic, the final word in it is 
for matter not for the spirit. The 
things that the poet was able to say 
and make part of himself have begun 
to break down one by one or to with-
draw to the margin of life. There-
fore direct expression of what is non 
poetic will not be poetry. So what 
is the poet to do? He has returned 
to myths, to legends, which still 
retain their warmth because they are 
not part of his world; he has returned 
to them to use bfuem as symbols and to 
build up from them worlds with which 
to defy the logic of gold and steel. 
On the other hand, he has started to 
create new myths - although his,attempts 
at creating this type of myth are few 
( 5 ) 
so far ..... Presently, the poet 
undergoes his own crucial crisis, he 
lives in a world that p~8duces nothing 
save deteriorating, decaying relation-
ships among human beings which in their 
turn, have a negative destructive effect 
upon his existence and humanity ..... The 
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myth is a warm harbour for the poet 
and an abundant source that inspires 
him. This is why I have often resorted 
t ot ,,(6) 01. 
The influence of European literature in this sphere, 
too, is quite apparent in Arabic poetry; here, as in other 
respects, much imitative work was produced. In the fifties, 
a number of Arab poets were much affected by the two 
chaptersof Vol. 4 of The Golden Bough that were translated 
into Arabic by Jabra IbrahIm Jabra, in 1954. These 
chapters, which deal with the fertility myths of Adonis 
and Tammuz, were published in - c the Journalal-Fu~ul al-arba a, 
under the title "Adonis". They were later published as 
a book, with the same title. (7) Another event which 
affected modern Arabic poetry was the publication of al-
Batal f1 l-adab wa-l-asapr ,(1959) by Shukr1 CAyyad. 
AI-Sayyab, as already indicated, continued his 
acquisition of knowledge and education, through hi& 
wide reading, up to the time of his death. 'His works 
give ample evidence of his considerable culture and 
scholarship. European culture, and particulary English, 
had a great impact on him, both in the literary and the 
political spheres. 
Social and political conditions, during the Second 
World War and for a decade afterwards, were bad throughout 
most of the world, and al-Sayyab, like many others, 
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suffered an individual psychological crisis that impelled 
him to associate himself in his poetry with the suffering 
masses. In this association, myth and symbol played an 
even more important role. He was, it seems, creating a 
dream world that would compensate by its balance the dis-
harmony of the real world(8). Symbols he saw as a means 
of expressing the happiness repressed witbin an individual 
by the circumstances of life. 
The theme of "sacrifice" (taslf:1iya) is a dominant, 
perhaps the dominant, one in his work, virtually through-
out his career, expressed in terms of different myths and 
symbols. This theme can be traced back to his childhood 
and early adolescenece, with their background of Shi'ite 
enthusiasm. The stories of the death of al-~usayn b. 
cAlI and his followers, and the marathi commemorating this, 
profoundly affected him, as a sensitive and emotional 
youth. His first poetic attempts were on purely Islamic 
themes, and very much in line with the sentiments that 
the magazine al-Ris~la - - an important organ in the thirties 
of Muslim fundamentalism, Arab nationalism and anti-
liberalism -- was fostering. He was, in fact, still 
writing religiously - orientated poetry as late as 1948, 
when his Khitab ila I-Yazld appeared. (9) Later, the 
theme of sacrifice, although still making use of the same 
figures and stories, has increasingly a political and 
social, rather than a spiritual connotation.cAbd aI-Jabber 
c -Abbas considers that there was a second source for the 
"sacrifice" theme in al-Sayyeb's poetry, namely, the elegies 
that form a substantial part of the pre-Islamic poetry. (10) 
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This is certainly a possibility, although one might perhaps 
question whether the theme of "sacrifice" is to be found 
in very many of these. Indeed, if one is seeking for 
this theme in classical Arabic literature, the poetry of 
the Khaw~rij, and perhaps even the story and poetry of 
al-~all~j, might seem more fruitful sources. Undoubtedly, 
al-Sayy~b read a quantity of classical Arabic literature; 
such influence as it had on him is necessarily of a later 
date than that of his ShiJite upbringing. 
Unquestionably, folk-tales and folk-lore that he 
was familiar with from his childhood, as well as those 
"that he came across later, also count as one of his most 
important sources, and one on which he was to draw through-
out his life. For example, in Manzil al-Aqnan (1963), he 
recalls, still with fear, the Jinn that used to terrify 
him in his childhood. 
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As an example of his use of folk-tales to express, 
either by quotation or illusion, his concern with the 
problems of the world in general, and the Arab world in 
particular, the following may be cited: 
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It was not until 1954 that he bega~ properly to 
understand the use of myth in poetry. Before that he 
employed it more as a decoration than as an essential 
element; it amounted to no more than simile, metaphor or 
metoymy. For example, as late as 1953 he was introducing 
names like Medusa, Oedipus, Apollo, Babylon, Cain, into 
- c-
al-Mumis al- ~myar almost for their own sake: 
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His use of symbols at this period was also some-
what primitive. Those that pervade his later work, the 
spring, the rain, the wind, the thunder, the village, the 
ear of corn, the red anemones, the wild boar, and so on, are 
already present, but are used for crude political allusions, 
and are introduced more for their aesthetic embellishment 
than for their psychological implications. 
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It was after 1954 that western culture made its 
first real impact on him" setting him on the path that he 
was to follow with such distinction, and enabling him to 
make his own artistic contribution. It was at this time 
that his "Tammuzite" period began, and, as with the other 
"Tammuzite poets", the immediate inspiration for this is 
not difficult to trace. It was in this year that his friend 
Jabr~ Ibr~him Jabr~ published his translation of the two 
chapters of The Golden Bough, referred to above, which wa~. 
avidly devoured by the young Arab intellectuals: 
the influence on him[al-Sayyab] 
of Sir James Frazer's "The Golden 
Bough" and of Jessie Weston's "From 
Ritual to Romance and possibly of 
other books of mythology made it possible 
for him to enter that period of his 
literary life that may be called 
"Tammuzite" in which the myth of 
Tammuz plays, after 1954, the main 
part in his imagery, symbolising his 
vision of the civilization predicament 
( 1 6 ) 
of the Arab world ... It is by mere 
chance that Badr read this myth in two 
chapters from a volume of "the Golden 
Bough" by James Frazer (these two 
chapters were published in a Bagd~dI 
magazine at the end of 1954). The 
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moment Badr -read these two chapters he 
found in them his long lost treasure 
of which he made use later on, for 
rat her rn 17 r€ t han six yea r san d w h i c h 
enabled him to write the most deep and 
. ( 17) beautlful poetry." 
The "Tammuzite School", if such it may be called, 
since it really existed as a number of individuals, all of 
whom were similarly inspired, grew up largely as a direct 
result of Jabra Ibrahim Jabra's translation, although, as 
we shall see, there may have been a residual consciousness 
of the ancient near-eastern mythology in the minds of the 
modern inhabitants of the regions. It is perhaps worth 
citing Frazer's summary of the Tammuz and related cults: 
Under the names of Osiris, Adonis, 
Tammuz, Attis, and Dionysus, the 
Egyptians ,Syrians, Babylonians, Phrygians, 
and Greeks represented the decay and 
revival of vegetation with rites which, 
as the ancients themselves recognised, 
were substantially the same, and which 
find their parallels in the spring and 
midsummer customs of our European peas-
antry .... The worship of Adonis was 
practised by the Semitic people of Syria, 
from whom it was borrowed by the Greeks 
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as early at least as the fifth century 
before Christ. The name Adonis is the 
Phoenician Adon, "lord". He was said 
to have been a fair youth, beloved by 
Aphrodite (the Semitic Astarte), but 
slain by a boar in his youthful prime. 
His death was annually lamented with 
a bitter wailing, chiefly by women; 
images of him, dressed to resemble 
corpses, were carried out as to burial 
and then thrown into the sea or into 
springs; and in some places his revival 
was celebrated on the following day. 
But the ceremonies varied somewhat both 
in the manner and the season of their 
celebration in different places". (18) 
That AI-Sayyab was actually influenced by From Ritual to 
"Romance, as well as by The Golden Bough, might appear 
implausible but is, in fact, quite possible. 
tells us: 
"Jabra I. Jabra told me in an inter-
elsa Boullata 
view (Baghdad January 10, 1967) that 
al-Sayyab borrowed from him "From 
Ritual to Romance" and never returned 
it,,(19) 
The inspiration derived from these two works by 
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Western poets was considerable. Eliot's preface to his 
notes on The Waste Land is well-known: 
"Not only the title, but the plan and 
a good deal of the incidental symbolism 
of the poem were suggested by Miss 
Jessie L. Weston's book on the Grail 
legend: From Ritual to Romance 
(Cambridge). Indeed, so deeply am 
I indebted, Miss Weston's book will 
elucidate the difficulties of the poem 
much better than my notes can do; and 
I recommend it (apart from the great 
interest of the book itself) to any 
who think such elucidation of the poem 
worth the trouble. To another work of 
anthropology I am indebted in general, 
one which has influenced our generation 
profoundly; I mean the Golden Bough; I 
have used especially the two volumes 
Adonis, Attis, Osiris. Anyone who is 
acquainted with these works will immed-
iately recognise in the poem certain 
references to vegetation ceremonies.,,(20) 
It would be interesting to know if al-Sayy~b read 
The Waste Land before reading The Golden Bough or the other 
way round. We have no direct evidence in the matter, and 
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it seems probable that he read both at about the same time. 
One would like to be able to say that he derived, quite 
independently, the same inspiration from The Golden Bough 
and From Ritual to Romance as Eliot had before him. The 
.... _;a.. -
probabilities are against this, however; Jabra IbrahIm Jabra 
almost certainly made his translation, in the first place, 
in order to make available an important source for the 
understanding of The Waste Land - - this is suggested by 
the fact that he possessed a copy of From Ritual to Romance -
and al-Sayy~b would probably have come to it in the know-
ledge that it provided much of the imagery for the poem. 
The same is likely to be true of the other "Tammuzite Poets". 
It would, then, be unrealistic to imagine that "Tammuzite 
poetry" in general, and that of al-Sayyab in particular, 
was anything but imitative in origin, regardless of any 
additional inspiration that it may have acquired, from any 
source, afterwards. 
At all events, 1954 was a crucial year in al-Sayyab's 
poetical development. In it he composed t~e first poem in 
which he made a sophisticated use of mythological and symbolical 
motifs, Unshudat al-matar, and shortly afterwards he began 
in a serious way to investigate the works of a nu~ber of the 
most important modern Western poets, and to apply to his 
own poetry the significance that they found in the ancient 
myths of Adonis, Tammuz and the like. His writing at this 
time was concerned largely with the themes of life and death, 
of life springing from earth and returning to it(21). Rain. 
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indeed, played a most important part in his poetry from 
this time, connoting goodness, fertility, happiness, rebirth, 
and so on. It could be argued, however, that it is in 
Unshudat al-matar itself that he succeeds best in his use 
of this symbol; certainly it must be counted as among the 
best-known and most popular of his poems: 
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A good deal has been written, in a general way, about 
the influence of Eliot, and of The Waste Land in particular, 
on the poetry of al-Sayyab . What is particularly remarkable, 
however, is his adaptation of the imagery and language in 
which Eliot voiced his political view to his own very differ-
ent political hopes for the Arab world in general and Iraq 
in particular. Jabra Ibrahim Jabra, in the article in 
which he discussed the influence of Eliot on a number of 
Arab poets, says: 
"Contrary to what most people think "The 
Waste Land" is not quite a poem of despair. 
For its final significance comes with 
what the thunder said: Datta, Dayadhvaw, 
Damyata - Give, Sympathise, Control .. It 
is a meaning akin to love and sacrifice, 
a meaning that has often been lost on 
the critics of new Arabic poetry, but not 
on the poets themselves. For them, love 
and sacrifice shall bring fertility to the 
land, though they may both come in light-
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ning and thunder that rend the temple's 
veil. The Cross thus came into Arabic 
poetry as a symbol of great immediacy, 
and Christ and Tammuz were made one, 
and the poet was identified with them, 
as seen in the poetry of Badr al-
S -:b ,,(23) ayya . 
Eliot is not, however, as has been indicated, the 
only important poet in English to make use of mythological 
themes. It may, indeed, be suggested that al-Sayyab was 
more strongly influenced by Edith Sitwell than by him or 
by anyone else. She makes use particularly of Biblical 
mythology: the story of Cain and Abel, for example. This 
is a story that al-Sayy~b too makes use of. Abel is 
regarded as the first of a series of sacrifices which is 
still continuing, in ever-increasing numbers. Thus the 
myth can encapsulate the continuous existence of conflict, 
whether in the form of global war or in that of inter-party 
(24) 
conflict in a country . Many instances may be found: 
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As has been seen, al-Sayy~b was caused great 
psychological stress throughout his short life by the 
political and social upheavals around him. He was, in fact, 
one of the most inclined of modern poets to see the world 
as a place of terrifying uncertainty and to link the events 
that took place in it directly with his own suffering in 
his own society. To denote this, he found the image of 
Christ, whose anxieties and sufferings he saw as partially 
overlapping his own, a particularly expressive one. This 
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is not to say, however, that Christ, in his poetry, is 
invariably a symbol of the suffering that mankind endures 
in this world. In Dlwan unshudat al-matar (1960), for 
e x amp 1 e, C h r i s tap pea r s :about t h i r t y tim e s, to s y m b 0 1 i z e 
. (28) 
sacrifice for one's country and for one's soclety . 
Christ thus becomes the archetypal revolutionary, implying 
also, perhaps, that the revolutionary, the individual 
fighting for his own and his fellow's freedom, is the god 
of the modern age. 
For example: 
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In addition to any other influences that may be 
postulated for this period of al-Sayyab's production, it 
should be said that the influence of a number of Egyptian 
poets is also evident, especially of those belonging to 
the Dlwan and Apollo schools. The most notable of those 
are al-Mazinf, al-CAqqad, A~mad ZakI Abu Sh~dI, cAlI MaQmud 
Taha, and Ilya Abu Ma9I, all of whom are regarded as 
symbolists, and all of whom al-Sayyab had greatly admired 
from youth (33 ). 
The most prominent feature of al-Sayygb's poetry at 
this period is that the symbols that he had formerly used 
in a decorative way, come to have specific referents of 
great significance to him and to be given more particular 
identities. The generic symbol of "the village" is replaced 
by that of "Jaykur", his native village; the generic 
symbols of "the river", "water" and "shells" are replaced 
by that of "Buwayb", the small river that runs through 
Jaykur. With these constant symbols, now with different, 
and varying, connotations, are mingled those of the mother, 
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the earth, the dream, the eye of memory, the lost paradise, 
and the love. These are all linked with the story of 
Tammuz. The wild boar now invariably signifies the killer 
of Tammuz. At the same time, the Christian imagery, 
Christ himself, the cross, the crucifixion and the 
resurrection, takes on a more general significance, that of 
death, the grave and the Day of Judgement, but within the 
Tammuz story. For his preoccupation with this story, the 
following verses may be taken as typical: 
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He has been accused of simply importing, often 
incorrectly, from European literature, the mythological 
apparatus that he used in his Tammuzite poetry(38). It is 
difficult to show, in view of the undoubtedly great 
influence of this kind that he underwent, that this is not 
entirely true. c Abd al-~allm, at least, has no doubts about 
the matter: 
"Some writers give the impression that 
his (al-Sayyab) mythological imagery 
was imported. This is not so, the key 
motifs (Ashtar and Tammuz for instance) 
are based on early Babyloni~n~ and 
Syrian culture which still subsists 
in the consciousness of the Arab of 
Iraq and Syria in the same way that the 
myth of Osiris subsists in the minds of 
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Egyptians, furthermore, most of the 
,Biblical figures and images are also part 
of general Arab culture and only in his 
treatment of the messiah figure does he 
take an interpretation different from 
that of Islam, and of his figure it can 
be said that poetic necessity requires a 
tragic hero who accepts suffering and is 
(39 ) 
resurrected." 
Is it, in fact, true that these earlier myths sub-
sisted in the minds of the modern inhabitants of the Middle 
East, before they were revived by the European interest 
in them that we have alluded to ? It is extremely diffic-
ult to tell, now that the revival has taken place. As far 
as one can see, the tendency has been for Islamic material 
to replace all earlier Semitic mythology, except in 
specifically Jewish or Christian contexts. Even the biblical 
stories are familiar to Muslims generally only in the forms 
in which they are alluded to in the Qur'an.· Nonetheless, 
it is perfectly possible that there was, and iS 7 some 
memory of the old myths surviving, presumably in an oral 
tradition, on which the poets of the early and mi~-twentieth 
century were able to draw, independently of the Western 
re-incorporation. It might be argued, for example, that 
the names of the months in eastern Arabic were evidence for 
something of the sort. What one can say, at all events, 
is that there is no continuous literary tradition for such 
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myths, so that, unless a popular tradition can be shown 
to exist, the presumption must be in favour of their having 
been largely brought to the attention of the poets who used 
them by Western influence. 
Whatever may be the case here, there is no doubt 
that al-Sayygb has owed a considerable amount of his popul-
arity to his ability to fuse with the Greek, Roman and 
early Middle-Eastern material that he exploited other material 
that he took from unquestionably eastern sources, from 
c - c-
allusions in the Qur'an, such as Iram Dhat Al~ Imad, Ad, 
Thamud, Y9'jUj and Ma'juj and the versions of the stories 
associated with Job, Jesus, Joseph and Zulaykha, Adam, Noah 
and Mu~ammad, and from secular sources, whether pre-Islamic 
or later, such as the stories of CAntara and c Abla , Sindbad, 
aI-Hasan al-Basri, Abu Zayd al-Hilali, all of which he 
. . 
infused with his own modern connotations: 
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There are three distinct phases in al-Sayyab's 
poetical development, which may be represented as follows: 
1. The pre-Tammuzite phase: During this phase he 
employed any myths that he came across, quite indiscriminately. 
There was certainly no particular myth th~t had more 
significance for him that the rest, that he used persistently! 
In most cases, he used this apparatus in an unsophisticated 
manner, as an embellishment, rather than as something to 
give greater weight and more economical expression to his 
sentiments. Even his later poetry was not, in fact, 
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altogether free from this fault. Good examples, among his 
early work, are provided by his two collections Azhar and 
- c-AsJtir, and al-Mumis al- amya' also contains some rather 
unsatisfactory writing. 
2. The Tammuzite phase: During this phase, as well as 
exploiting the actual material concerning Tammuz, and other 
near-eastern myths of a similar kind, he also discovered 
the value of Christian mythology, which he used freely. 
Greek mythology, and even some Chinese, also figured in his 
work at this time. 
3. The final phase: During this phase he became less 
interested in the Tammuz myth, and he began to concentrate 
on stories that he felt had more connection with his own 
life and character, notably those of Sindbad and Ulysses. 
His use of myth in general, however, declined, and he came 
more and more to express himself in direct language. One 
figure that .did persist in his poetry, however, was Job 
(Ayyub), in whose predicament he saw his own; until late 
in his career, he continued to speak in this persona~45) 
By far the most powerful and extensively employed myth in 
his work, though is that of Tamm~z (Adonis, Attis, Osiris he 
does not really distinguish between them, and uses the 
names indiscriminately, according to aspects of the stories 
associated with them that he finds convenient); it appealed 
to him, as it did to the other "Tammuzites": Jabra Ibrahim 
Jabra, Khalil ~~wi, cA1iAomad Sa Id ("Adunis") and Y8suf 
a 1- K hal , principally because it 
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'1 represents the hope of the Arab poets 
for a new world to come after the death 
of the old. The end of the worn-out 
old world which no longer suits modern 
life can only take place through its 
death and the rebirth of a new, power-
ful and young world which follows as the 
death of Adonis is followed by his 
resurrection.,,(46) 
The majority of his Tammuzite poems do indeed employ 
these myths, as symbolic of hope, in the context of the 
suffering of the Arab peoples. They can be seen as 
representing hope for the springing up of revolution and 
those who struggle to bring it about: 
~ .,;\..")\ l:.-:;J\ 
, J ~) \. ( ;, -'~ \.. 
;::...~\ ~J>\ ~ cf/ 
", 
. . .. . 
, (~~ (~~ ~~I ~ 
s ~\ J:U\ ... ~., w ".~, l:-p .:u' ~ 
. "'" -,. ,. 
" 1Jv;l\)) ~ ~/ ~..y 
C) .,l-\l!J \ 
, ..... ., I 
-v~, fr ;,~ I) ~..v 
(47)1)~' ~~ I o~ ~\ 1.)fl 
, ~ 
Isis, who is sometimes merged with Astarte, connotes 
the loyalty of woman to her husband in circumstances of 
political upheaval. The two meet, for example, in 
Sarbarus fI Sabil: 
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It should not be overlooked, however, that there is 
frequently, as there must be with all poets, a personal, 
as well as a political or public, dimension in al-Sayyab's 
poetry; this applies equally to his use of the Tammuz myth 
and its associated symbolism. Moreh sees this particularly 
in .ar~a Ghaylan: 
"The same symbol (TammLiz) is also used 
on a personal level to represent hope and 
happiness. Al-Sayyab did in M~r~a Ghaylan, 
where the voice of his child Ghaylan, 
calling him, resembles the fertility of the 
valleys of Iraq brought about by Astarte 
or return of Tammuz with corn ears. The 
poet himself is Ba'l streaming with the 
water of his villages river Buwayb, bring~ng 
fertility to the earth. Despair, fertility 
and death prevail in the land when Astarte 
is without Ba'1.,,(49) 
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In fact, both dimensions appear to be present in this 
poem, as also in Madina bi-la matar (1958), in which he 
speaks of his imprisonment and torture. uSi ng the ima.gerY of 
and deSol({tion that p rev",-i led t hat tim e , 
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Other poems that exemplify his various use of these 
myths are: Ru'ya cAm 1956, Ughniya fl shahr Ab, Min ru'ya 
Fu-kay, Tammuz Jaykur, Madlnat al-Sindbad. 
The cultural background of Goran, in his turn, is 
important in connection with the direction he took in his 
poetic utterance. He was, naturally, familiar with the 
works of the Classical Kurdish poets, NaIl, Salim, Ma~wl, 
Kurdl, Mawlawl, etc. Although he quickly broke away from 
composition in the style that they had employed, their 
influence on him may perhaps be seen in his use of language, 
and particularly in his relish for simile and metaphor. 
The most lasting and important early influence on him, 
however, was probably his exposure to Kurdish folklore, 
stories, songs, proverbs, riddles, and so on, which, at 
the time when he was growing up, was experiencing something 
of a revival, and was being taken up by the literary 
intelligensia as a symbol of their aspirations in a number 
of directions. As an example of his adaptation of the 
folk riddles, of which he composed some fo~r hundred, the 
following may be cited. (The solution is: a radio): 
Say, "Here is magic". 
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Stop and listen intently to me ! 
Threw out the song of the ni~htingale 
In a thousand voices asd languages 
I speak and sing very beautifully. 
Kurdish folktales are concerned to a great extent 
with the constant conflict between good and evil, exemplified 
by that between Ahura Mazda and Ahriman(52). Such stories 
usually involve a poor hero who succeeds in overcoming and 
killing the demon who is oppressing the people. It is 
not difficult to see how such stories can be exploited 
politically, whether the revolution that is envisaged is a 
nationalistic or a socialistic one. The festival of 
Nawroz, in particular, the festival that marks the end of 
the winter,and on which the Kurds celebrate the victory of 
Kawa over the tyrant ZUQak (Ajdahak), figures frequently 
in Goran's poetry as a political symbol. 
He was the first poet almost explicitly to apply this 
legend to the contemporary situation as he saw it, to 
attack the regime of NurI al-Sacld, fusing the nobility of 
the Kurdish hero's struggle with the struggle of the Iraqi 
people against their oppressors. In ZindanI Ajdahak 
(the prison of Ajdahak), ZUQak's new robe symbolises the 
new regime; the serpents are reaction and imperialism: 
(53) 
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o.Jr..,;/ ,J;~ o~lJ~ J./-f. ",!. 
t ,;,! ~~. j~ ~.J (f~: ~(f J/:' 
A j d ah a k (Dr ago n) ! Yo u r dungeon extends to the lowest depths. 
Its walls are of concrete, the doors are of steel. 
Ajdahak ! Your dungeon is impenetrable and solid, 
Your heavy fetters cannot be filled through 
Ajdahak o demon in the terrified mind 
o your snakes have not yet eaten brains. 
You just seize, kill and behead; 
You feed the brains to the greedy snakes ••••• 
Until, one day, after you have shed that blood unjustly, 
And believed that you have killed that mind forever, 
They will heat the furnace of Kawa's feelings, 
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That blacksmith whose only son was killed, 
He will stir up and unite society; 
As soon as he awakes, you will see your dungeon destroyed. 
In all, Goran wrote four political poems with the 
name of the festival actually in the title: Nawroz, 
Nawroz akam (I celebrate Nawroz), Nawrozi 61 (Nawroz 
of 1961) and CajnI Nawroz (The Feast of Nawroz); in addition, 
he wrote one act of an opera libretto, AnjamI Ajdahak 
(The end of Ajdahak), anticipating a musical score by 
Qadir DIlan which never materialised. 
It is interesting, incidentally, to notice that it 
is to this festival, and the story of Kawa that al-Sayyab 
had recourse, in his one foray into the area of Indo-
Iranian mythology, with Waby al-Nayruz (1948): 
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The other principal stOTY that Goran employed in tbis 
way was that of Ahriman and his bodyguard Akoman, notably 
in his poems Diyari Xuwalsharr 
--
(The gift of the god 
of Evil) and LaukI sur bo KoreaI aza (The red tune to 
brave Korea): 
----- ------ ------
./~ (j:' o~~~'~;; 
(55) .. -' '; t! ~.,~ ~ j ~ ~.: 
The god of evil, sin, cruelty, guilt, 
Ahriman, the chief of demons. 
Keeps you strong, 0 Imperialism ! 
The Ahriman of oppression and pain 
As well as purely Kurdish motifs, he also assimilated 
a good deal of material from Persian sources. Much of 
his mytholQgy belongs, of course, to the common Indo-Iranian 
stock, and it is not always easy to specify its exact 
provenance. In the fifties, however, he certainly trans-
lated a quantity of Persian poetry, and it can be seen from 
his introduction to some of these poems, PirsyarekI Nasir 
X osra w , AhangI Mughan , and -c ~ - --Tarji bandeki banaubang 
that he was intensely conscious of the Persian heritage. 
Another potent influence on Goran was the new Turkish 
poetry, which was making use of its folk heritage, and also 
the myths of the ancient World. Nazim ~ikmet (1902-63), 
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some of whose poems he translated into Kurdish, in particular, 
appears to have affected him, both in his use of folk 
material and in the form in which he wrote his later work. 
Inevitably" some have seen tbe influence of Eliot and 
Sitwell in his work. KarIm Sharaze, for instance,asserts: 
"The immortal poet Goren benefited a lot from 
I.S. Eliot and Edith Sitwell's use of myths 
and symbols in their works which gave it 
a deep psychological insight. Goren, however, 
did not imitate their own use of myths, 
but he imitated their stylistic ~pproach. 
In other words, Goren got his myths 
from the treasure of Kurdish folklore,,(56) 
Sherko Bekas, however, does not agree: 
"It is clear that European literature 
had largely influenced the use of 
myths by Arabic poets such as al-Sayyeb 
and al-BayyetI. lhe English poet 
I.S. Eliot had great influence on 
al-Sayyab's poetry and he opened wide 
horizons for him. But I do not trace 
- - (57) 
any influence of Eliot on Goran." 
It is not, in fact, the case that Goran's mythology is 
entirely Kurdish (or Indo-Iranian) in origin. We find 
refereBces, in his poetry of the thirties, to figures from 
Classical mythology, such as Cupid, Zeus and Venus, 
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perfunctory as these references may be: 
( "') -:; LJ cf.'~ t) .... . ~) ~.JY! ~ 
( 58) ., f J ~.,;' -? d ~, d" ~ O,~; ~ 
----- ----- -----
( U" J.J 0; ) /.. (I/Jf J:' 
(59) ( c./;::') (J~I~ ~j; 
Does Cupid - the gift of beauty -
Want to live or to sacrifice himself? 
o eldest daughter of Zeus, 
Beautiful sister of Venus ! 
We have seen, in the previous chapter that he read a 
certain amount of Western literature in the twenties and 
thirties, including some of the Romantics. If any source 
is needed for his use of these figures, it is quite 
probable that Keats, Byron or Shelley can provide it, 
although he does not in any way follow any of these in the 
manner in which he used them. There is no evidence to 
suggest that he read, or even had access to, Eliot or Sitwell. 
Thus, Sharaza's assertion that he imitated their stylistic 
approach is difficult to sustain, especially in view of 
Beka's comment. The simplest assumption is that, after 
playing, in an ornamental way, with a few allusions to 
classical mythology, he virtually created his own approach 
to the Kurdish and Indo-Iranian fables, perhaps seeing 
himself, in so doing, as continuing, or reviving, the 
tradition of folk-poetry, in a more literary context. 
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In his earli~r poetry, Goran employed imagery largely 
taken from nature, as in Afrat u cuwanI (The woman and 
beauty): 
J;( JI (y, Jf tJ~~ (r 
( cJ;: ~ f.; () l' ~ J / t.!.).~ .it: 
., 
! q.JJ~ (1;.;~ t.!Jo~ 
(60)! ulf~ p' 
~ f: ~'.: (I( 
(j;~ ! J 'j"~ 
;..'~ (J ';.;~ (k' 
:.It; ~.(~ 
What bright star, what wild rose 
is red like her cheeks, nipples and lips? 
What blackness can at tain the blackness of her eyes, . 
her eye-lashes, her eye-brows, her soft tresses? 
What loftiness is as beautiful as the loftiness of her stature ? 
What brightness can attain the brightness of her glances ? 
Natural beauty he associated with woman; he loved 
nature, as long as woman was present, and he celebrated 
her beauty in rerms of nature. The red flower, for 
example, is a constant symbol of a beautiful woman; the 
thorn is a symbol of the envious ones who stand between 
him and her: 
v ( J.> 
(61 ) 
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All these were beautiful to me and they still are, 
But the beauty of these alone never 
quenched my thirst or the desire of my heart. 
My hungry bird has always been searching from branch to branch 
If ever I have seen a red flower in any garden, 
I have gone to it, even though a thousand thorns have pricked 
my feet. 
By extension from purely physical beauty, he saw a 
kind of super-beauty latent in human nature, in the nature 
of woman in particular, a beauty that was greater than 
that of nature itself. 
Thus, as his poetry became less personal, the connotations 
of his nature symbolism changed. First, before he became 
a communist, he associated himself more and more with the 
hardships and aspirations of his people, and began to think 
of beauty in terms of their freedom and progress. It was 
natural, therefore, for him to adopt the symbolism that he 
had used to connote physical and moral beauty to connote 
this new, more abstract beauty. So, in Qala mird (Qadir 
died), for example, which appears to date from the thirties, 
the falling of the yellow leaves, the orchard and the tears 
stand for the martyrdom of the hero, the withering hopes 
of his people and their grief: 
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a blue sky of golden-haired September, 
Do you not know that the face of the earth is thirsty for tears? 
Do you not know that the cold breeze 
has brought us some yellow leaves ? 
On which is written in colour of tears 
Qala [Qadir] is dead, a sorrow, the orchard is empty 
The biggest bud, in the height of beauty, 
has brought heart-ache, now that its petals have fallen, 
New, a sky weep without hope; 
Pour out your tears quietly drop by drop. 
Later, he adopted his nature symbolism again, making 
it of internationalist, rather than nationalist, application. 
Beauty now meant for him the happiness of mankind, both 
individually and collectively, that was to be achieved 
through the people's struggle for freedom, peace, inter-
national co-operation and the eradication of reaction. 
-In Tir u Kawan (Bow and Arrow - 1962), for example, we find 
him employing the same kind of symbolism in this context: 
------ ----- -----
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That blue sky overhead, 
Where the white pigeon circles round 
in safety, 
Gives good news of the rose to the nightingale. 
If the wings of the birds of the blue sky 
were not flags for life, 
In no garden and in no spring 
would we see flowers instead of thorns, 
would we see flowers ..... . 
Other symbols that he employs are taken from Kurdish, 
or again general Indo-Iranian, folk-lore. Supernatural 
figures, the Dew (demon), the Drinc (goblin) and the Pari 
(fairy), are introduced, side by side with animal figures 
that are of great antiquity in these cultures, the snake, 
the jackal, the lion, the wolf, the l~opard. 
With both poets, it seems faitly clear that it was 
partly political involvement, both with the internal 
politics of Iraq and with internationalist politics, that 
encouraged them to express themselves in t~rms of myth and 
symbol. Certainly, by doing so, they were able to disguise 
to some extent, the nature of their message, which, if 
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clearly articulated, would have brought upon both of them 
even greater troubles than those that they in fact 
experienced. Al-Sayyab is quite explicit on tbis 
"My first motive in this respect was 
political. When I wanted to resist the 
royal Sac1d1 regime with poetry, I used 
myths to veil my intentions, for the 
myrmidons of Nur1 al-Sac1d understood 
no myths. I also used them for the 
same purpose in the regime of Qasim. 
In my poem entitled Sarbarus f1 Babil 
I satirized Qasim and his regime severely 
and his myrmidons did not realize that. 
I also satirized that regime severely in 
my other poem,Madlnat al-Sindbad. When 
I .wanted to depict the failure 6f the 
original aims of the July revolution, I 
replaced the Babylonian name of Tammuz 
by the Greek name of Adonis who is' his 
counterpart .... I have almost stopped 
using any myths in my poetry now, except 
for the mention of two mythical personages 
and what pertains to tbem, namely, tbe 
Arab Sinbad and the Greek Odysseus". (64) 
Whatever other considerations are present, however, for 
a poet aesthetic reasons must always be paramQunt. 
al-Muncim al-Zubaid1 remarks that al-Sayyab was quite aware 
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of tbe intimate relationship between myth and poetry, and 
that he knew very well that myth had always been used as a 
. (65) poetIc tool. It may also be suggested that both poets 
felt that this was not only tbe most appropriate medium, 
for a number of reasons, for the transmission of their 
message, but also the best way of objectivizing their poetry, 
of removing, as far as possible, the personal, subjective 
element, and of giving it a more universal significance. 
There is a suggestion, by c Abd al-Rida cAli, that 
. . 
al-Sayyeb somehow discovered myth in his final phase as a 
compensation for the ideology that he had forfeited by 
abandoning the Communist Party(66). If this is to be taken 
at its face value, it is peculiarly unconvincing, in view of 
the fact that throughout his connection with the party he 
had employed myth, from the earliest crude attempts, through 
his Tammuzite phase, to his more eastern development. If 
what is meant is that he found that the particular figures 
of Job, and perhaps those of Sindbed and Odysseus, functioned 
in this way, this is perhaps more plausible, although 
al-Sayyeb's own statement, just quoted, seems to contradict 
it. 
It is puzzling that Sherko Bekas should find Goren's 
use of myth and symbol superficial: 
"Goren regarded symbol and myth as the 
cornerstone on which his poems were built, 
although he makes use of them only as tokens for 
(69 ) 
the embellishment of his poetry". 
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unless he is perhaps referring merely to the use of 
Classical allusions in his very early work (see above,p.219). 
G~ra~~ use of myth is, in fact, much more restricted than 
that of al-Sayyab. Like him, he used it to some extent 
for the sake of expediency, to express radical political 
ideas in terms that would not automatically expose him to 
persecution by the repressive regime that he opposed. 
Undoubtedly, however, he also found a genuine aesthetic 
and poetic satisfaction in the application of the heroic 
fables of his childhood to a contemporary, and wider, context; 
it is scarcely conceivable otherwise that a poet of his 
artistic integrity would have employed them, and, in fact, 
he succeeds in integrating them completely intp his poetry. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN - POETRY AND POLITICS 
Al-Sayyab says: 
Goran says: 
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I am that prisoner in a dark dungeon; 
The sun of thought ilLuminates my face. 
In the .thousand links of the fine snare, 
My step will break the heavy chain. 
I am that prisoner behind the steel ramparts; 
I never lose the horizon of bright hope. 
I am the soldier of a cause which is sacred. 
I am the self-sacrificing volunteer of a way which is pure. 
I strive- the striving of a faithful man. 
I will die in a fearless manner which is the manner of a man. 
They both devoted the best part of their lives to the ideology 
expressed in these poems. They sought to make their poems 
flaming torches, lighting the way for the masses, on the 
road towards the elimination of backwardness and Imperialism. 
They believed that the struggling and repressed classes would 
follow their lead, and they were confident that their struggle 
would eventually be successful. We should not forget that 
both come from these poorer classes. The revolutionary 
poet is naturally optimistic about the happy and promising 
future of the working class. He is ~he product of the hard-
ships, aspirations, sufferings and difficult social and 
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historical circumstances of his own society. 
A glance at the political works of Badr Shakir al-Sayyab 
and c - --Abdulla Goran during the monarchical regime shows them 
to be genuine representatives of their people. They believed 
that the individual in Iraq was treated inhumanly, and they 
exerted themselves to eliminate repression, and agression, 
so as to achieve a healthy society in which a free individual 
might live in peace and comfort. They combined a national 
with an international outlook, as exemplified in the linesof 
al-Sayyab: 
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Most of the poetry of both was the outcome of their 
own experience of life, and they directed it towards increasing 
the awareness of the people, so as to enable them to dist-
inguish between good and evil and friend and foe. Here, for 
instance, is Goran, in Bo sarQazI cumhurlman (To the 
soldier of our republic): 
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o youth, go 
Like sons of a man ! 
Wear the khaki clothes. 
Rub your heads on the dome of the sky. 
Accustom yourselves to the example of the lion. 
Make the heart of the enemy pound (with fear), 
the enemy of the people, 
of all the world, 
whose eyes seek (always) an opportunity, 
to set fire to the harvest, 
and decapitate every human being, 
like sacrifical rams. 
And al-Sayyab, in al-Asli~a wa-l-atfal (weaponsand children): 
o l.Cl!J I CJ JJ 
..,'" wi ~ o~' r ...Y' CJJ~~ 
(5) 
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They both saw themselves during this period, as fully 
associated with the masses in their social struggle. This 
was, to them, the purpose of poetry; it should be written in 
full awareness of the needs and aspirations of the people, 
and should have an effect on current awareness and attitudes. 
At the same time, it should positively stimulate revolutionary 
activity, in order more effectively to influence the social, 
political and economic structure of society. Both had 
complete confidence in the people and the principles of the 
party. Perhaps the most distinguished characteristic of 
their poetry of social struggle is this confidence that it 
displays in the people as a dynamic power in the movement of 
h o t (6) lS ory . 
However the question that poses itself hereis that of 
the precise ideological standpoint that they adopted and wete 
determined to struggle for. It appears, quite simply, to ... 
be Communism. Before going deeper into this question, we 
should examine their formal political affiliations. As far 
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as AI-Sayyab is concerned, we have a certain amount of 
information concerning his membership of the Iraqi Communist 
Party, drawn from what he himself said and wrote. Goran, 
on the other hand, said nothing about his membership of tbe 
party. It may be that the political situation prevented him 
from ever making it public, even in the Kurdish press. This 
seems unlikely because the Revolution of 14th of July 1958 
gave the experts of the younger generation an opportunity to 
put their ideas into practice;(7) it was brought about by 
c --both young Arabs and Kurds, and Abd aI-Karim Qasim offered 
to co-operate with some of the Kurdish leaders, as co-
partners with the Arabs, within the framework of Iraqi 
"t (8) unl y • Following the victory of this revolution, Kurdi.sh 
literature in general began to develop at a great speed. 
Commenting on this, Majid Khadduri says: 
"Young Kurds very soon became active in 
Baghdad and many of them who had been 
sympathetic with the Communist movement 
either joined the Communist party or co-
operated with it. To these, Kurdish 
nationalism and communism were not irre-
concilable. A monthly magazine called 
Hlwa (hope), published under the auspices 
of the Kurdish Club, openly interpreted 
Kurdish nationalism in Marxist terminology. 
But very soon other papers appeared, such as 
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Khab~t (effort): whd~h the Kurdish Democratic 
party have been publishing .off and on, 
since 1958 - and there was lively interest 
in the Kurdish language and culture,,(9) 
Kurdish literary critics, as well, have failed to shed 
any light on his joining the party. In discussing the 
matter, I will depend mainly on the following sources: 
1. The poems that allude to his commitment to this 
ideology. 
2. My Qwn interviews with a number of Kurdish poets and 
literary critics. 
3. c - --The work of ~usayn Ali Shanof, in particular his 
Chapter "Socialist ideas". 
When AI-Sayy~b came to Baghdad to join the D~r al-mucallimin 
-
al-Caliya , the King's government was still trying to catch 
its breath after the political uprising of RashId cAlI al~ 
Gayl~nI (1941), the leaders of whose movement had been put 
to death(10). Feudalism, which was supported by the king 
and his government, was exploiting both the farmers and 
their lands. The hunger and poverty which were prevalent 
in the years following the Second World War were such as to 
stimulate any individual to try to find a solutirin to them. 
Though al-Sayy~b was neither a politician nor a member of 
any political party, he was very upset by the execution of 
the leaders of RashId cAlI al-Gayl~nI's uprising, Yunus 
c- - - c- - - (11) 
al-Sab awi, Fahmi Sa id and Ma~mud Salman, on 5th May 1942 . 
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He composed a poem "Shuhada' al-burriyya" (The martyrs ·of 
freedom) to commemorate this: 
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At that time, al-Sayyab was a simple and quite a 
young man. His horizons were limited to those of his 
village, its suburbs, and what he had seen of the city of 
Basra(13). He was alone and an outsider. Often he sought 
solitude in the coffee houses of IbrahIm c Arab and Mubarak, 
accompanied by some books, most of them the DIwansof classical 
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( 14 ) Arab poets . He continued to lead this kind of life 
until almost the end of the war, without becoming a member 
of any political party. 
Ma~mud al-CAbta comments on this phase of his life: 
"He was quiet and mild-tempered ... he 
was so calm that when we used to argue, 
and divide into two camps, some of us 
supporting the Allies and Democracy and 
others exalting Nazism and Hitler, when 
the dispute became intense .... he would 
excuse himself and go to the hall of 
residence of the institute .... ,,(15) 
AI-Sayyab at that time was, no doubt, a typical example of 
the Arab countryman who comes for the first time to a big 
city like Baghdad, beginning a new phase of his development. 
He was quiet, defensive and an outsider. Nevertheless, 
sometimes he made remarks that suggest that he had some 
relationship with the Iraqi Communist Party before 1945. 
For example: 
"We used to spread propaganda for Russia 
and Communism, side by side with propaganda 
for the Nazis: "The Axis will achieve 
victory over the Allies, and Russia will 
be triumphant. Communism will dominate 
Iraq. What good news for the poor and 
( 1 6 ) hungry farmers !" . 
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c - -Abbas says that al-Sayyab never mentioned 
the date of his joining the Iraqi Communist Party: 
"I asked his brother, Mu~~afa, about this 
subject, but he was unable to tell me 
anything. Badr however, mentioned that 
he had worked in the party for eight 
years. He started to lose interest in 
it after the movement of Mu~addiq. If 
this is true, then late 1944 or the beg-
inning of 1945 was the date of his 
. .. thO t ,,(17) JOInIng IS par y . 
Furthermore, when al-Sayyab published his collection 
of articles Kuntu shuyuCiyyan (I was a Communist) in the 
Iraqi newspaper al-~urriya, 16th of August 1959, he mentioned 
the occasion of his joining the party, though without 
specifying the date: 
"My youngest uncle, c Abd aI-MajId al-
Sayyab, used to have a friend of. Iranian 
origin who paid frequent visits to the 
village (Jaykur) and was fond of tbe 
literature of Jabran Khalil Jabran 
and May Ziyada. He also used to talk 
about Democracy, Communism, and the 
Dictatorship of the Proletariat. The 
c -
conversation of Alwan, who was killed 
later, in the prison of Kut, was so 
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impressive and influential, that we 
agreed with everything he used to say. 
On a certain day, we heard him talk 
about the secret activities of the 
Iraqi Communist Party, and about its 
great leader Fahd, whose real name and 
identity were unknown. On a certain 
Friday, he invited us to his house and 
gave us application forms for the 
Communist Party, one for my uncle c Abd 
aI-MajId, another for c Abd al-Da'im 
Na~ir, and a third for me. We adopted 
pseudonyms for secrecy's sake. Then I 
became not only a Communist, but a member 
of the Iraqi Communist Party,,(18) 
Doubtless, al-Sayyab was a member of the Communist Party 
when he was dismissed from the College in 1946. The college 
used to keep the students under surveillance, and it is 
likely that he was dismissed because he was accused of being 
. ( 1 9 ) 
a CommunIst . 
NajI c - c-Allush claims that Mu~ammad Ali al-Zarqa, who 
was a good friend of al-Sayyab's, said that al-Sayyab did 
not join the Communist Party till 1945, when al-Zarqa left 
Baghdad. At that time al-Sayyab used to attend its meetings. 
Moreover, al-Zarqa adds that al-Sayyab was hesitating 
between accepting and rejecting its ideas. Meanwhile, he 
was in close touch with the founders of the party(20). 
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At all events, he joined the Iraqi Communist Party 
and devoted himself to its principles. He participated, for 
example, in the demonstration that denounced the Treaty 
of Portsmouth, signed by ~ali~ Jabr's government with 
B "t " (21) rl aln . According to Longrigg: 
"The Treaty was in fact agreed and init-
iated on 12 January 1948, and was signed 
at Portsmouth by the Iraqi deputation and 
Ernest Bevin on the 15th,,(22). 
This demonstration led to a popular uprising; the 
Treaty was abandoned and ?aliQ Jabr was forced to resign:(23) 
According to Laqueur: 
"On January 16 the students went on strike; 
demonstrations continued throughout the 
week. There was a clash with the police 
on Janaury 20 in which four demonstrators 
and seven policemen were killed. The 
main riots took place on January 27, when 
about thirty people (among them fifteen 
students) were killed, and about 300 
wounded. On the same evening, Salih 
. . 
Jabr, the Prime Minister, handed in his 
resignation. The new government of 
Mu~ammad as-~adr was more acceptable to 
the left (the Portsmouth Treaty was not 
confirmed); though Kamil al-JadarjI 
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expressed his appreciation to the new Prime 
Minister, he did not join the government. 
(24) The country slowly calmed down." 
As far as Goran is concerned, we have already indicated 
that his political poems have nothing to do with the Iraqi 
Communist Party. His poems of the thirties and forties 
were dominated by nationalistic and patriotic themes. It 
is quite possible to suggest that Goran was not a politician 
at that time. DIlan remarks: 
"Goran, from his early poetic attempts 
until 1951, was the poet of Woman, the 
beauty of Woman and the nature of 
Kurdistan.,,(25) 
A good example of Goran's poetry of this period is 
his collections of poems: Bahasht u yadgar (Paradise and 
Remembrance), and Firmesk u hunar (Tears and Art). Nothing 
that has been said so far would imply that Goran was in 
any way lacking in patriotic sentiment. On the contrary, 
martyrs such as Halo Bag and Ma~mCd Jawdat, who sacrificed 
themselves for their country, greatly inspired him, and he 
composed two great poems to immortalize them. 
We do not possess any document either which pinpoints 
the exact date of Goran's joining the Iraqi Communist Party. 
c - --It is of interest to quote what ~usayn Ali· Shanof says about 
this matter: 
"He was fully aware of the importance of 
unity among the oppressed peoples of the 
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world in opposing imperialism. He had 
learned from the Socialist World the 
dynamic power of Marxist - Leninist ideas. 
After the thirties he managed to have 
access to some of the Classic Communist 
books. By the time of the war of 
liberation in Korea, Goran was an advocate 
" (26 ) 
of most of Marx's theorles" 
We should not leave out of account the long time that 
Goran spent in the villages of Kurdistan, during which he 
witnessed the ceaseless rebellion of the peasants against 
the feudalists. He also witnessed how the puppet government 
won the support of feudalist families by promising them 
good posts and positions in that government. He saw how 
the chieftains (Aghawat) used to burn disobedient farmer~s' 
flour. All of this made him seethe with anger and resentment. 
Therefore, from 1935 onwards, he depicted in some of his 
poetry the life of shepherds, farmers and workers, their 
hopes, ideas, hardships and suffering. At -first he alluded 
to these things by means of symbols, but later, owing to the 
strong resistance and insistence on change that manifested 
"t If" "t h b d" t" h" t t t (27) l se In SOCle y, e ecame more lrec In lS S a emen s . 
There is the additional fact that his cousin, c Abd al-Wabid 
Nurl, an influential figure in the Iraqi Communist Party, 
greatly affected his views. But for their enstrangement as 
a consequence of certain family problems, it is likely that 
Goran would have committed himself fully earlier than he 
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did; as it was, it was during the period while he was working 
in Jaffa and Tel-Aviv that he became properly aware of 
M "t"d (28) arX1S 1 eas. 
According to DIlan: 
"During his first imprisonment, in 1951, 
Goran asked the lawyers of the Kurdish 
Democratic Party to defend him, but they 
all washed their hands of him. Inside 
the prison he met various marxi~ts; they 
influenced him, and he resolv.ed to carry 
on his way towards Socialism,,(29) 
AjI Goran confirms this: 
"Goran's first imprisonment, in 1951-
1952, caused the seeds of his ideas to 
germinate. After that he fought to 
realise these ideas,,(30) 
A thorough reading of Goran's poems also shows that he 
probably joined the Iraqi Communist Party during his first 
imprisonment. This may be illustrated by his poem 
La bandlxana (In Prison) composed while he was in prison: 
----- ----- ----- -----
" "I ~ '~) / '{ (,! J..)~: jJ,; J d t-<:' 
• ~:)' c;)~~' '-' ~ (J~ J:~) 
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No. To say 'Kurdistan' now is blasphemy for a Kurd, 
The puppets of Imperialism are becoming my enemies. 
Now, I and the people who are on the other side of these four walls, 
are knealded together on various subjects, our feelings are clee,r. 
They are like angels, stainless and pure .. 
The world was created just for them, so pure are they. 
May they eat and drink according to their desire, 
and live in freedom, drinking happiness .glass after glass 
o brightness of the white moon, outside the small window ! 
Do not become soiled ! do not approach this Kurd of Iraq, 
This, in itself, does not prove that he was a member 
of the party. During this period or a little earlier many 
poets such as Fa'iq Bekas (1904-1948), Plramerd(1867-1950), 
Zewar (1875-1948), Yunus Ra'uf (1918-1948), who were 
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interested in the young and deeply moved by their plight, 
composed poems on similar themes, which greatly affected the 
rising generation, although they were not Communists. 
We need more evidence than this to prove Goran's actual 
affiliation to the party. c - --~usayn Ali Shanof instances 
other poems, allegedly composed by Goran during his imprison-
ment, which exhibit Socialist and Marxist ideology. He 
claims: 
"It seems that most of the poems that he 
wrote in the diaries of his imprisonment .. 
were composed while he was in Prison. 
These poems: BastaI nabaz (The indomitable tune), 
Kurdustan, AI lawI Kurd (Oh, Kurdish Youth), 
La bandlxana (in prison), .... AncamI yaran 
(Lover's fate), cArzubal (Petition), La bini 
blra (At the bottom of the well), etc., were 
full of the concepts of humanitarianism, Marxism, 
Socialism, and the yearning of the people for 
security, as well as the struggle for a lasting 
peace, and other aims of the masses. All 
of these subjects embellish the poetry of 
Goran ...• and establish him on the path of 
Socialist Realism,,(32). 
More to the point, however, is OIlan's statement that 
when Goran left prison in 1952 he joined the Committee for 
peace (Lajnat aI-salam) in Sulaimaniyah, the other members 
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of which were OIlan, c Umar Ashti, Mulla Kamal and Hamawandi, 
who had also been arrested and imprisoned by the government. 
This advanced Goran within the party so that he became a 
full member(33). AjI Goran remarks that Goran established 
himself in the party and became an active member of it, and 
that he was given the name Hushyar (conscious); he used to 
be called in the party, as well as in literary circles, 
- - (34) 
"Comrade Hushyar" . 
c Izz aI-DIn Mustafa Rasul says: 
"In May 1 9 5 3 , while I was in prison, I 
heard of the death of the great leader, 
Joseph Stalin. It is right to call that 
day a day of lamentation ... at that time 
we were released from prison ... and I 
said to Goran : "Sir, everyone is 
composing poems in honour of Stalin". 
He replied: "My brother, the death of 
Stalin shocked the world; I was shocked 
and wept bitterly, but my tears did not 
become poetry", (35) 
An appropriate concluding quotation is the following of 
Kakai Falla~: 
"In 1950-55, I was a member of the 
Central Committee of Iraqi Communist 
Party. On a certain day in 1955, Salam 
c Adil , who was the secretary of the 
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Central Committee of this party, 
come to my house in Baghdad and said: 
"An old man has been released from 
prison". I asked who this was? He 
replied: "Mr Goran". He added that 
Goran was now staying at a hotel on 
the Karkh side close to the clinic 
of Dr. Nazlha al-Dulaymi, who was a 
Marxist herself. c-I asked Adil about 
Goran's position in the party. He 
replied that he had been re-elected 
as a member at the last meeting of the 
party. He added: "I would like you 
to contact Goran during his stay in 
Baghdad"; and he gave me the code word. 
I was delighted to meet Goran because 
I had not seen him before. I went there 
and found Goran waiting for me. I have 
known him since that time(36)". 
Without doubt, Marxist-Leninist philosophy greatly 
affected the poetical works of Garan and he composed many 
poems which celebrate his philosophy, such as: Regal Lenin 
(The Way of Lenin), Moskal cuwan (A beauty of Moscow), 
Moskol Ayar (The May of Moscow), Bo lawan (To Youth), Tir u 
Kawan (Bow and Arrow), B~shkaI minal (The cradle of the baby), 
Chlrakl birayatl (The story of brotherhood). 
No philosophy or ideology can create a poet, but it 
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may illumine his path. The advancement of Socialism and 
the struggle against reaction are great human purposes, but 
they do not make a poet out of a human being. This is true 
of G~r~n, wh6 was a great poet even before joining the Iraqi 
Communist party, a fact that some people try to deny. 
There may be many different reasons for a person's 
joining a political party. c Abd al-Jabbar c -Abbas sees these 
as being social and psychological in the case of al-Sayy~b: 
"Al-Sayyab's awareness of social desolation 
was not the only, or even the most important 
reason that led him to join [the Iraqi 
Communist Party]. It is possible that 
such awareness grew after his joining. 
We may perhaps say that after he had lost 
his mother and found no firm, fixed 
emotional relationships in his surroundings 
he found himself driven by an irresistible 
force - being in the prime of his youth and 
strength - towards a desire that his relation-
ships with others should take on a distinct 
stamp of conflict, mingled with a complex 
succession of indignation, dis~atisfaction, 
and enmity ... At that time, joining [a 
political organization] was a refuge for a 
large number of people from a youth that 
endured numerous privations, which without 
doubt had social roots. The deprived, 
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however, did not join directly because 
of their awareness of these roots, but 
in order to forget thereby their deprivation 
and to allow their individual anger a fair 
justification for its regarding one type 
of emotion as a great and just matter,,(37) 
IQsan c -Abbas sees them rather differently: 
"It is quite possible to suggest that 
political and social dissatisfaction were 
not the main factors that led the poet 
to join the Communist party. He was 
attracted by curiosity; by the romance; 
by the cloak and dagger image of the 
party; his admiration for the character 
of A~mad cAlwan; his readiness to follow 
the uncle of c Abd aI-MajId, (as Mustafa 
says) who had a great influence on him 
although he was younger than him. All 
this combined to make it attractLve to him 
to join (the Iraqi Communist Party) and 
(38 ) 
take up the new slogan" . 
The political situation in Iraq during the Second World 
. (39) War seemed to be sinking further into stagnatlon . At 
the end of the war, while most of the patriotic and 
nationalist organizations were declining, the Communist 
movement was active. Many leading Ii terary figures in Iraq 
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were linked by the Socialist and Communist ideology. 
"In this atmosphere of ferment, bubbling 
up from below, there was a general trend 
towards the left; and, as successive govern-
ments had been telling the people for many 
years that the "left", social and political 
reform, individual freedom, Socialism, and 
Communism were all synonymous, the various 
Communist and pro-Communist groups now 
cashed in on the situation,,(40) 
Aside from this, the victory of the Soviet Union in 
the war encouraged a large number of pebple to embrace its 
political ideology. Moreover, the nature of Iraqi society 
was characterized by repression and hardship; this, as well 
as the non-existence of any well organized political parties, 
led the masses to embrace Marxism as' the only alternative 
for the provision of an organized programme, such as had been 
adopted by the Iraqi Communist Party Congress in 1945(41). 
Yusuf al-?a'igh claimed that the main stimulus behind the 
adoption of such ideas by Iraqi poets and writers was Iraq's 
internal and external political situation(42). 
According to Laqueur: 
"The Iraqi Communist Party was from the 
very beginning a student's party: most of 
the students were young, single, did not 
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have to support families; full of nation-
alist fervour, they joined the party and 
spread its teaching among the workers, 
without any difficulty. Many of the 
students came from leading families,,(43) 
However, Iraqi poets and writers found in Marxism 
the solution to many questions that life posed to young 
people; they ,realised that it was by Marxism that they could 
eradicate imperialism, reaction and repression; it was 
Marxism that set free the talents of human beings from their 
fetters. This was the mirage that led Goren and al-Sayyeb 
and their generation to accept the Communist ideology. 
However, according to Laqueur: 
"The Iraqi Communists have revealed in 
the course of their history an unusual 
degree of incompetence and disunity, lack 
of purpose and direction, and a marked 
deficiency of political acumen and 
experience. But it looks as if they may 
mend their ways sooner than the rulers 
of the country. Their inefficiency has 
been the main safeguard of the West for 
a number of years -it would be unwise to 
expect it to remain so for ever,,(44). 
Another factor in the adherence of al-Sayyeb and his 
fellows to this ideology was probably the influence of 
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the Western Communist and progressive writers such as 
Vladimir Mayakovsky (1893-1930), Boris Pasternak (1890-1960), 
P au 1 E 1 u a r d (1 8 9 2 - 1 9 5 2 ), Lou i s A rag 0 n (1 8 9 7 - ), P a b 10 
Neruda (1904-73), Lorca (1894-1936), Na~im ~ikmat (1902-
1963), not merely in the field of poetry but in that of 
literature generally(45). 
Al-Sayyab's poetical works during the period in 
which he was a member of the Iraqi Communist Party are 
characterised by a preoccupation with human problems, whether 
they are to be found in his own society or elsewhere; those 
he was concerned with were children, peasants, women, 
workers and the oppressed. For instance, in al-AsliQa wa-l-
atfal (1953) he says: 
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Even after his leaving the party, the ideology which 
led him to join it is still apparent in his work. Among 
the most obvious examples of this are the following poems: 
Marthiyat Jaykur (1955), Min rU'ya Fu-Kay (1955),Ughniya fI 
shahr Ab (1956), al-Nahr wa-I-mawt (1957), Madlna bi-Ia matar 
! 
(1958). 
It is not certa~n either, what al-Sayyab's reasons 
for leaving the party were. It may be that Yusuf al-?8'igh l S 
remarks apply to him: 
"Joining a political party causes some 
problems; for example obeying orders and 
consulting the interest of the majority 
puts an individual in a position of 
conflict with his own personal interest. 
This conflict will make an individual 
either give up his commitment to this 
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party, or completely subordinate himself 
to the general interest of the community 
and forget his own. It is hard to 
choose between these two extremes. All 
this will influence the young poet. 
What makes the task harder is that the 
con §e que n c e s joining a party may lead 
to imprisonment and torture. Without 
doubt, thinking about these consequences 
and facing them requires a deep faith 
in the principles of such a party and 
its aims ... Most of these young people 
join the party for personal and emotional 
motives that are not enough to endure 
(47) 
such pressure" . 
It may be that he was discouraged in the first place 
by the execution of the party leaders) Fahd, al-ShablbI, 
ZakI Muhammad BasIm and Yahuda IbrahIm ~adiq, in February 
1949, for their inspiting, from their imprisonment, the 
riots of January 1948(48). The party had operated with 
great difficulty since it was established in 1934; this 
blow, the culmination of NurI al-Sacid's campaign against 
(49) it, was a thoroughly dispiriting set-back . At all 
events, he was dismissed from his teaching post at this time, 
and it is clear that he came under considerable psycho log-
ical pressure, owing to his political affiliation; when he 
returned to his village in 1949 he found that his uncle 
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c Abd aI-MajId had been sentenced to five years imprisonment. 
After a very short time, he himself was arrested and brought 
before the military court in Baghdad, from which, however, 
he was allowed to go free against a payment made by his 
father of what was formally bail but was in fact unredeemed(50). 
Another likely reason for his eventually leaving 
the party is that the Soviet Union recognized the establish-
ment of the State of Israel in Palestine. AI-Sayyab, as 
an adherement of Marxist-Leninist ideology, did not deny the 
right of the Jewish people to live in Palestine; he acknow-
ledged their right to self-determination: 
"Do you want to establish a purely Arab 
government in Palestine like that of 
NurI al-Sacid, the instrument of Imperialism' .. 
what mistake have those poor Jews living 
in Palestine committed that we should 
throw them in the sea and then establish 
. ( 51 ) 
a purely Arab state lnstead?" 
When the Soviet Union recognized the establishment 
of Israel in Palestine, however, he began to have second 
thoughts about it. Originally the Soviet Union had promised 
to support a democratic state in Palestine that would be 
ruled by both Arabs and Jews. In the event, it completely 
disregarded this promise. Eventually, some of the PalestiniaA 
Arabs were expelled from their homeland and regarded the 
Soviet Union as partly responsible for this(52). The Iraqi 
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Communist Party, like all others, was obliged to follow 
Moscow's line, which was incompatible with al-Sayyab's own 
f~elings. Another reason, perhaps the principal one, for 
his defection was his general volatility of character, which 
manifested itself not only in his attitude towards the 
Communists, but also later in his attitude towards c Abd 
aI-KarIm Qasim. Lewis c Awad says that when Qasim established 
a good relationship with the Communist Party, al-Sayyab 
criticised him bitterly and joined the Arab Ba'th Socialist 
Party, but when Qasim washed his hands of the Communists, 
al-Sayyab began to support him. He continued paying lip-
service to Qasim until his downfall in February 1963, and 
he composed about twenty poems in his praise. However, two 
weeks after his fall, while he was in London, he attacked 
him in a poem entitled Qa?ida ila alCIraq al-tha'ir, which 
- - (53) he published in the journal al-Adab . However, he did 
not immediately break with the Communist Party even after the 
recognition of Israel by the Soviet Union and the set-back 
of the Iraqi Communist Party, in 1949. In November, 1952, 
the students of the College of Pharmacy in Baghdad demon-
strated against the King's government. Al-Sayyab played an 
influential role in this demonstration. Afterwards, fearing 
arrest, he fled to Iran and then to Kuwait(54). It was 
during his exile, on this occasion that he began to reconsider 
his political commitment. One immediate reason for this 
was his realisation that he loved his homeland and was h6me-
sick for it. This emerges from a poem that he wrote while 
in Kuwait, GharIb c ala l-KhalIj (1953): 
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The second immediate reason was his experiencing 
an instance of Communist intolerance, although of a 
comparative.ly trivial kind, directed at himself. He was 
severely criticised by some of his comrades in exile for 
reading a book that was irrelevant to the principles of 
Communism, namely, D.H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover (56) 
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Having adopted communism because he thought it would provide 
people with the freedom they had long aspired to, he was 
greatly annoyed by his comrades: 
"If Nafim ~ikmat were to stand with Pablo 
Neruda on his head, Aragon on his head, 
and Konstantin Semeonov on Aragon's head, 
all of them together would not reach 
to Shakespeare's ankle,,(57). 
It is interesting to note that while he was in 
exile the Communists started to forget his contribution to 
the party, and turned their attention rather to c Abd al-Wahhab 
al-BayyatI. I~san cAbbas alleges that al-Sayyab was jealous 
to find his political and literary position usurped by 
another poet during his absence(58). By this time he 
close to breaking his connection altogether: 
"Nothing bound me to the Communists but 
one weak thread; the least mistake 
that they made was sufficient to break 
this thread between us,,(59). 
was. 
- c -, -The publication of al-Mumis al- amya, in al-Thaqafa 
al-jadlda (1953) caused considerable agitation in literary 
circles, especially left-wing ones. It foreshadows his 
imminent break with Communism: 
~ ~~ ~ ~!) 'c;J\.; Jf ~/~ c.:J.; \, 
!.,t.,...;.~Y J~\ ~rl\ tJ~ CY 
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We do not know precisely when al-Sayyab left the 
party, but it seems certain that he had done so by the time 
of his marriage, in 1955. After this, at any rate, there 
is no further suggestion of his having anything to do with 
it. In 1956, he publisehd "Selected Poems from Modern 
World Poetry", which included, as well as poems by some of 
those whom he had admired in his Communist days, poems also 
by such poets as Eliot, Sitwell, Pound and Spender. As his 
reputation as a poet grew in the Arab World during this period, 
he did not abandon themes concerned with the broader interests 
of humanity in general, but new themes that display a growing 
interest in, and sympathy for, Arab Nationalism also became 
apparent in his work. We can see this in such poems as: 
Qafilat al-giya C (1956), Risala min maqbara (1956), B~r 
Sacld (1956), FI al-Maghrib al-cArabI (1956), Ila JamIla 
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Bubayrid (1959). Arab nationalist ideology received a 
considerable boost after the Second World War, especially 
a s are suI t 0 f the 10 as 0 f Pal est i n e and the g e n era 1 m 0 v e men t 
towards decolonisation(61). The Arab Ba'ath Socialist 
Party, which was established in Syria in 1947 and held its 
first congress in the same year, generally developed branches 
in other Arab countries, including Iraq. This party 
represented an important development in the Nationalist 
ideology, being formed to work for Arab uni~ and national 
revival, in order to procure for the Arab world an influential 
0to (62) POSI Ion • According to a number of critics, al-Sayyab 
joined the Ba'ath party after his break with the Iraqi 
Communist Party, but again we are not told exactly when. 
Goran, on the other hand, did not break with the 
Iraqi Communist Party until he travelled to the Soviet Union 
for medical treatment. He appears not to have been dis-
couraged by imprisonment, or torture, the set-back of January 
1948, loss of jobs or the ruthless attitude of c Abd aI-Karim 
Qasim to Communists. Under the influence of Socialist and 
Communist ideology, Goran modified his poetic style, 
abandoning the forms that he had previously employed. He 
now referred back to his new ideology in everything, not 
least, of course, in his writing, which he made completely 
into a political instrument. His principal themes became 
those of universal peace among nations and sympathy with 
the sufferings of the oppressed. However, in his inter-
nationalism, he did not entirely neglect his own people; 
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he could still distinguish national wret~h~ness in the 
broaden background of universal suffering. The following 
poem exemplifies this: 
/ ! V~ cJ ~/} (Jt'~;; rJ: 
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(63) ! if"; "r.J U.l~;'~ 
o hungry Kurdish nation ! 
Arab, Indian, whoever, whatever 
This calamity of Korea is an admonition, 
for every people that is imprisoned and enslaved. 
In language like running water, 
clear as the sun of the face of the heaven, 
They indicate to us our enemies, 
who are ravening and rapacious beasts. 
Even in his last poem, which he composed during his 
stay in Moscow, he demonstrates a strong commitment to the 
party. In 80 18w8n (to youth), which he composed in 
Summer 1962 while he was in Moscow, he asked young people 
from allover the world to unite and fight for peace: 
o youth, 
You only 
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are the spring of human life. 
You only 
are the masters of future life. 
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The master who occupies today 
Should know well 
that he cannot 
Send you to war. 
Let brother not kill brother 
or drink his mother's blood. 
The weapons which they have, 
let them throw to the bottom of the sea, 
in order that the world, 
may have the sorrow for Hiroshima healed in its heart, 
until mankind, 
in the shadow of peace, 
may set to work. 
~usayn cAlI Shanef says that while Geran was in 
hospital in Moscow and his health was deteriorating, he 
composed his last poem Tir u kawan (Bow and Arrow). What 
engaged his enthusiasm more and more was what was broadcast 
on the air concerning the movement for peace, and the struggle 
to realise it. He forgot his pain in his efforts to trans-
late his overflowing feelings into undying (65 ) verse . It 
appears that he devoted himself to Marxist-Leninist ideology 
even when he was very sick in Moscow. It is ver¥ noticeable 
that the poems that he wrote from the fifties on display 
considerable weaknesses; it is thought he composed them 
principally on account of his commitment to the Communist 
party. This, however, is not to say that they entirely lack 
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artistic merit, although it would be difficult to agree 
with Shanof's ·description of them as "undying". There is 
a great difference in linguistic and artistic quality 
between the poems that he composed to celebrate the beauly 
of women and of nature in Kurdistan, and the political poems, 
particularly those that are characterised by Marxist-Leninist 
ideology, most of which he composed while he was in lhe 
Soviet Union. 
Concerning his relationship with the Communist Parly 
at the time of his second journey to the Soviet Union for 
medical treatment, Orlan says; 
"When Goran was sent back to Sulaimaniyah 
ITom the Soviet Union without medical 
treatment, a certain man came and said 
to me: "Goran has been sent back home 
wilhout treatment and his health is 
deteriorating. He is staying now in the house 
of Hogir, in the district of Iskan. He wants to see 
you. He says that he would like to 
see Muhammad Salih Oilan." In fact, I 
. . 
could not go that day to visit him. 
Again he sent another person to me. 
Then I went to see him with (Umar ~shtI. 
There was no doubt that he was very 
sick. He said: "I am dying. It was 
a good idea to bring tUmar ~shlI with 
you. They have sent me back from Moscow 
without medical treatment, in handcuffs, 
only because I defended the Kurdish people". 
I asked how that was. He replied: "While 
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I was in hospital, I composed many poems 
to celebrate the great history of 
Kurdistan. I handed over these poems 
to some faithful friends to be trans-
lated and published. When they published 
them I noticed that they had omitted all 
reference to "Kurd" and "Kurdistan" and 
inserted instead "Iraqi" and "Iraq" I 
asked how they dared change my poetry. 
They replied: "we do not want to upset 
c Abd aI-KarIm Qasim". I was suddened 
by this and wrote several letters to 
officials in the Soviet Union, but in 
vain. Even private visits to me by 
Kurdish students were prohibited. One 
night they came unexpectedly, handcuffed 
me and deported me to Iraq without 
medical treatment. I wish now that I 
had written all the years in prai?e of 
Qirga (a small village very close to 
Sulaimaniyah) rather than in praise of 
the Iraqi Communist Party,,(66) 
It seems clear from this account that Goran became 
disillusioned with Communism shortly before his death. We 
do not know if, on account of his experiences, he actually 
took the step of breaking with the party, or if the last 
words quoted above merely reflect a passing, quite under-
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standable, annoyance. More important, perhaps we know 
nothing of the poems to which he refers, on account of which 
he was deported from Russia. He implies that they were of 
a more explicitly nationalist tone than those that he had 
been accumstomed to write, and they would perhaps throw 
some light on his final political sympathies. Clearly, 
they were never published in Iraq; if they had been, 
presumably Mu~ammad Mulla c Abd aI-KarIm al-Mudarris would 
have included them in the Collected poems of Goran (1980). 
It is possible that they survive, in their altered form, and 
in Russian translation, and that some idea of the originals 
might be reconstructed. The likelihood of their coming 
into the hands of anyone who would recognise them for what 
they were, however, must be considered remote. 
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role of the Communists was peripheral and trivial; 
they claimed after the great victory of the people 
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Sayyab ( 9 . no. 1452). 
54. I~san cAbbas ( a ), p. 173. See also Boullata a ), 
pp. 66-67; Shaflq al-KamalI; Hasan Tawflq, pp.89-90; 
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